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Abstract
The DVB-T2 specification [1], whilst fundamentally being the specification of a transmitted on-air
signal, includes a detailed specification for a model of the buffer used by the receiver to store data
prior to outputting it – the Receiver Buffer Model (RBM).
Whilst the basics of this model, and how it is used, are described in the T2 implementation
guidelines [2], that document does not give a detailed explanation of the underlying theory, nor the
derivation of the associated formulae. This White Paper therefore adds a considerable amount of
detail to that available in the implementation guidelines.
This paper starts by explaining why such a model is needed in the specification, and how it helps
optimise the use of the parameters of the system. It then describes the underlying theory, which
explains how to calculate allowable combinations of parameters and so create a mode of operation
which is fully compliant with the specification.
Finally, this paper explains how the RBM has been modelled in the T2 common simulation platform
(CSP – see [3]) – both in terms of checking the input parameters against the rules developed here,
and then verifying that for a given input, an accurate model of the RBM will indeed operate
correctly without causing overflow or underflow in the receiver.
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Introduction

The DVB-T2 specification [1], whilst fundamentally being the specification of a transmitted on-air
signal, includes in Annex C a detailed specification for a model of the buffer used by the receiver to
store data prior to outputting it – the Receiver Buffer Model (RBM).
Whilst the basics of this model, and how it is used, are described in the T2 Implementation
Guidelines [2], that document does not give a detailed explanation of the underlying theory, nor the
derivation of the associated formulae. This white paper therefore adds a considerable amount of
detail to that available in the implementation guidelines.
This paper starts by explaining why such a model is needed in the specification, and how it helps
optimise the use of the parameters of the system. It then describes the underlying theory, which
explains how to calculate allowable combinations of parameters and so create a mode of operation
which is fully compliant with the specification.
Finally, this paper explains how the RBM has been modelled in the T2 common simulation platform
(CSP – see [3]) – both in terms of checking the input parameters against the rules developed here,
and then verifying that for a given input, an accurate model of the RBM will indeed operate
correctly without causing overflow or underflow in the receiver.
Occasional reference is made to V&V test cases throughout this document. These refer to the
cases defined by the "Validation and Verification" (V&V) sub-group of the DVB-T2 technical
working group which has extensively verified the DVB-T2 specification. The results of this activity
have formed a significant contribution to the understanding presented here, as well as being
incorporated into the CSP. The V&V sub-group have generated a series of test cases, the V&V test
cases, each of which explores different allowed combinations of DVB-T2 parameters. For each of
these test cases, numbered VV001, VV002 etc., a set of reference streams has been produced,
and these are available from [4], together with associated documentation describing the
parameters for the test case and how the streams are generated.
Whilst this paper is intended to stand on its own, readers are assumed to have a good working
knowledge of the DVB-T2 specification [1] and the relevant parts of the Implementation Guidelines
[2]. Terminology, symbols and abbreviations used in this White Paper have the same meaning as
in those two references. The most important symbols are listed in appendix D.1 for ease of
reference.
2

Background
2.1 The need for the RBM

As mentioned in the introduction, somewhat surprisingly the specification of the T2 transmitted onair signal includes a specification for the RBM. The need for this arises mostly because of the
requirement to be able to multiplex together different variable bit-rate (VBR) services, and to have
the physical layer carry each service independently. This approach allows each service to make
maximum use of the large memory in the receiver's time de-interleaver (TDI), and also allows the
individual services to be carried with different levels of robustness. A further consequence of this
service separation at the physical layer, into what are called physical layer pipes, or PLPs, is the
need for another PLP to carry data common to all services (called the common PLP); and for this
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common data to be accurately recombined with the service data at the receiver. Another relevant
feature of the system is the insertion of 'gaps' between transmission frames, to create the
possibility of inserting frames of a future system, known as Future Extension Frames (or FEFs),
into the T2 signal.
All of these features mean that the input data is not carried smoothly within the physical layer – in
effect, the physical layer has introduced jitter that would be unacceptable to the higher layers.
Hence the receiver will need a "de-jitter buffer" (DJB) to remove this jitter before outputting the
data. However with the separation of services within the physical layer, it is by no means certain
that input data for a single service will be constant bit-rate (nor even that any variations will be
smooth and only occur slowly), so the DJB actually has a dual role – it must remove any jitter
introduced by the physical layer, but at the same time, restore the pattern of 'burstiness' present on
the input signal. Note that this burstiness is represented by a pattern of useful data packets
interspersed with null packets, all being carried on a transport stream (TS) at a constant bit-rate.
But in the physical layer, null packets are 'deleted' and replaced with a Deleted Null Packet (DNP)
count, so in effect only the useful data packets (and their associated DNP count) need be
transported by the physical layer.
Whilst the required functions of the DJB could have been implemented with a large buffer, this
would have been wasteful of receiver resources (already stretched due to the TDI memory). It was
therefore decided to keep the size of the DJB relatively small, and to make use of the capacity of
the TDI memory to act as another store for data before being output.
A consequence of this decision to optimise the use of receiver resources, is that they become the
limiting factors which determine what signals may be transmitted. It becomes crucial, therefore, to
ensure that the receiver operation is fully specified. In this context, it is the interactions between the
TDI and the DJB that must be specified, and together with the surrounding components, these are
collectively known as the Receiver Buffer Model. The specification is written in a way which says
that "any combination of parameters may be transmitted, provided the requirements of the receiver
buffer model are met."
Note that this formulation does not mean that the RBM must be implemented precisely within a
receiver – in fact it is left quite open for a receiver designer to simply use more memory and ignore
the intricacies of the RBM, but of course the onus is then on the designer to check that any signal
that would be decodable by the RBM will also be decodable using their implementation. This is
particularly the case when considering the use of FEFs – the maximum length of FEF that is
acceptable for a given set of transmission parameters is determined by the limitations of the RBM
(and is described later in this paper). The receiver must be able to store transmitted data and
output it throughout the duration of the FEF, in whatever bursty pattern applied at the input, and
without risk of its buffers overflowing or underflowing.
2.2 Brief description of the RBM
A brief reminder of the RBM is given here, but the complete model is not repeated since it is spelt
out in detail in Annex C of the specification [1]. The model is as depicted in Figure 1; the detail in
the specification concerns how the different components of physical layer data (signalling
information, common and data PLPs) are handled by the elements of the model, and how they all
interact.

RF
input

Demodulation

Freq / L1
de-interleaver

Time deInterleaver
(TDI) - Data

FEC
chain

Time deInterleaver
Common

De-jitter
buffer
(DJB)
De-jitter
buffer
(DJB)

L1 cells
Figure 1: DVB-T2 Receiver Buffer Model
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The model assumes that data is received from the channel and demodulated before being deinterleaved by the frequency de-interleaver. The frequency de-interleaver contains very little
additional storage, and so cells can be considered to be effectively output from the frequency deinterleaver as they are delivered by the channel. The frequency de-interleaver also acts as the
special de-interleaver for the L1 cells. The output from the frequency de-interleaver can either be
cells of a PLP, or L1 cells, and they must be dealt with accordingly – L1 cells are fed immediately
they are de-interleaved directly to the FEC chain for decoding, whereas the cells of a PLP need
first to be time de-interleaved. A number of the requirements of the model deal with this aspect of
ensuring the FEC chain is available when needed for decoding L1 cells. The time de-interleaver
(TDI) is a large memory, and so can also buffer data, acting as a significant part of the buffer
model.
Once data cells have been decoded by the FEC chain they are fed to the DJB, where the other
significant part of the buffering occurs. The model allows the DJB to be filled almost to capacity,
and so it also describes when the TDI must stop sending cells through the FEC chain.
After an appropriate time, controlled by the TTO parameter ("Time-To-Output", which is carried by
the ISSY mechanism) the decoded bits are output from the DJB. The exact pattern of input bits is
re-created by the DJB, and since null packets are in general not carried through the physical layer,
the DJB needs to include the functionality to reinsert these null packets (the deleted null packets).
As mentioned above, Annex C states that only those signals which do not 'break' the RBM are
allowed to be transmitted. In this context 'break' means that the relevant buffers must not be
allowed to overflow or underflow, and even the meaning of these terms is carefully defined.
Finally, it is worth stressing that the term RBM specifically refers to the entire buffer model,
including all its component parts – TDI, DJB etc. – and all the rules as stated in Annex C of [1].
2.3 Allocation models
Reference [2] describes two methods by which the input data may be allocated to the physical
layer frame structure. These are known simply as allocation Models 1 and 2. Allocation Model 1 is
in principle the more efficient one, but in order to achieve that efficiency is necessarily more
complicated. Therefore in the work done to date within the V&V group, and the description given
throughout this document, it is assumed that Model 2 is used. This defines fixed length "collection
windows" – fixed periods of time during which the input bits from one PLP are collected and
allocated to a given interleaving frame. The collection windows for one PLP are all the same
duration as each other, and there is no "overlapping" as occurs with Model 1 (i.e. the bits are
uniquely allocated to the given interleaving frame purely depending on which collection window
they fell in). The inefficiency in this process arises because data has to be carried in whole FEC
blocks, using padding if necessary. Hence FEC blocks occupy the same space in the physical
layer frame even if they are nearly empty. Conversely, Model 1 only transmits FEC blocks when
they are completely full. For a much more detailed description of this, please refer to [2].
Note that a typical multiple PLP T2-transmitter may comprise both a T2-gateway and a modulator,
as described in [2]. It will often be the case that this process of allocation of data to the physical
layer frame structure is carried out within the gateway, and so the term 'gateway' will often be used
in preference to the term 'modulator' in this document. However, in some implementations, these
functions may be combined.
3

Choice of DVB-T2 transmission parameters

For any mode that is being designed, it is important to be able to calculate what limitations the
RBM imposes. In practice, this is almost impossible to achieve precisely, especially without
detailed knowledge of the characteristics of the input signal. Instead, this section will present the
details of calculations which may be used to ensure that a safe set of parameters may be selected.
It does not always calculate the exact limits precisely, but instead makes close, but safe,
simplifying assumptions. These calculations will therefore exclude combinations of parameters that
would not break the model. For example, a chosen FEF length may in fact be 'legal' but the
calculations would suggest it could just break the model, and therefore should not be used.
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However the difference between the calculated parameters and their absolute (unknown)
theoretical limits is likely to be small.
A further issue to be considered are the properties of the input signal, which can have a significant
impact on the requirements for the RBM. For example, if it could be specified that the input was
allowed to change its data rate within some limits, this would ease the buffering requirements, and
could mean, for example, a longer FEF could be used. In general, no assumptions are made about
the input signals, other than their maximum rate, and the calculations are performed for the worst
case variations of bit-rate – usually a sharp transition from maximum to minimum bit-rate, as this
imposes the greatest constraint upon the buffer. Therefore it is also possible that the calculated set
of parameters, which is safe for any input data, could be considered 'overly safe' if it is known that
in practice the input is more constrained (for example, the calculations are mostly based on the
assumption of zero minimum bit-rate, but a higher minimum could have allowed a larger FEF size
to be used).
This discussion leads to a Venn diagram of possible parameter choices, as shown below. The safe
calculations which will be described naturally lead us to only select the parameter combinations
corresponding to the innermost circle. However despite this restriction, the calculations still lead to
a perfectly usable set of parameters, and have allowed realistic use cases to be identified and
defined.
The one exception to this discussion is the distinction between fully variable input bit-rate and a
guaranteed constant input bit-rate (as is usual in the case of a single PLP, where for example
deletion of null-packets would provide no benefit). In this latter case, the constraint of constant bitrate allows a significant reduction in the DJB requirements (or a much longer FEF size to be used)
and so is well worth dealing with as a special case.

All possible
parameter
combinations

All legal parameter
combinations
Theoretically
acceptable parameter
combinations if input
data conditions are
known

Parameter
combinations
calculated to be safe
for any input data
conditions

Figure 2: Venn diagram illustrating parameter combinations

3.1 Under-lying mode design assumptions
Throughout this white paper, a number of underlying assumptions are made. These represent
good mode design practice. Whilst it is perfectly possible to design modes where these
assumptions are not adhered to, the calculations presented here may not strictly apply, and further
checking for conformance with the buffer model is strongly recommended.
These assumptions are:
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The type 1 and common PLPs are either constant rate or if variable, generally low-rate. The
main requirement is that in a multiple PLP, variable bit-rate case, the cells of the type 1 and
common PLPs should only occupy a small fraction of the T2-frame



Section 5.5 describes a T2-frame scheduling mechanism called "pseudo fixed frame
structure". Whilst a number of test cases were successfully designed without using this
mechanism, it has subsequently been realised that possible extreme variations of the input
conditions could break the receiver buffer model. It is therefore recommended that all new
modes should be designed using the pseudo fixed frame structure mechanism.



The calculations for type 2 PLP's assume a smooth delivery of cells by the channel
throughout the T2-frame. This will broadly be achieved if there are a large number of subslices (e.g. many tens and preferably hundreds). Whilst calculations are presented to make
adjustments for the effects of sub-slices, it should generally be assumed that these may not
give accurate results if there are relatively few sub-slices



For single PLP cases, the bit-rate will be constant (and a fixed number of FEC blocks will
be used for every interleaving frame)

3.2 Parameters to be calculated
There are two values that need to be calculated before the operation of the RBM can be checked:


Design delay



De-jitter buffer (DJB) occupancy

These will be described in more detail in the following sections, but put simply, choice of design
delay concerns choosing the minimum delay that will prevent underflow in the DJB; the maximum
DJB occupancy for that design delay can then be calculated to check there is sufficient space to
prevent overflow.
Note that there is a potential confusion that arises with the calculation of the DJB occupancy. The
calculations presented here will calculate the maximum DJB occupancy, and the basic
transmission mode design principle is to check that the occupancy for each combination of data
and common PLP does not exceed the limit specified in Annex C of [1]. This tends to suggest that
overflow of the DJB (where the occupancy exceeds the limit) is a possibility that must be guarded
against. In fact, this is not the case – the definition of the RBM is such that the DJB can never
overflow – when it reaches its limit, data will not be transferred to it from the TDI, so in reality it is
the TDI that would be likely to overflow. So calculating the maximum DJB occupancy whilst
designing a mode is actually a means to ensure the TDI does not overflow. This peculiarity must
always be kept in mind, and will often be implicitly assumed in the descriptions that follow.
The calculated maximum DJB occupancy can then be used to set an appropriate partitioning of the
of DJB memory, which is achieved by setting the parameter BUFS, as described in section 5.4.
A further calculation is presented, which is effectively the reverse of the above – given the known
limit to the size of the DJB, a formula is derived for the maximum possible FEF size that can be
used.
4

Choice of Design delay (Tdesign) – prevention of DJB underflow

Design delay is the first of the two key parameters that must be calculated to complete the design
of a transmission mode that meets the requirements of the receiver buffer model. In general terms,
the design delay defines the end-to-end delay of the system, and is set to the minimum value
which will prevent underflow in the DJB. Underflow of the DJB would mean that data would need to
be output from the DJB before it had been guaranteed to be decoded by the FEC chain.
In order to understand the precise definition of design delay (see clause 8.8.2 of [2]), we first need
to define a term TTObase, which is the underlying time between the start of the transmission of a
given interleaving frame and the time at which the data carried in that frame will be output,
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assuming no other delays in the receiving system. The value of TTObase varies between
interleaving frames, because of the interaction between FEFs, frame-skipping and multi-frame
interleaving.
Initially, we defined design delay as the minimum value of TTObase for a PLP, but a more
convenient definition was found to be the value for the first interleaving frame of a super-frame.
Whilst this will often be the minimum, there are cases when this is not true, for example when the
FEF interval and interleaving frame length are not multiples of each other, and this will be
explained later. The actual value of TTO that is signalled to the receiver for any one frame may
also vary a small amount due to other effects, and these are described in more detail in [2].
It is useful to think of data being output in "output windows". Noting that the output data sequence
from the DJB has to match the sequence as originally received at the input to the gateway, these
output windows are simply delayed versions of the collection windows.
As noted in section 2.3, the windows are of fixed length in Allocation Model 2. The length of these
windows can be derived by dividing the duration of a super-frame TSF by the number of interleaving
frames in a super-frame, which is

NT 2
since each Interleaving Frame corresponds to PI I JUMP
PI I JUMP

T2-frames, where NT2 is the number of T2-frames in a super frame, PI is the number of T2-frames
to which each Interleaving frame is mapped and I JUMP is the frame interval for frame skipping. TSF
is given by adding up the durations of all the T2-frames and all the FEFs in a super-frame:

TSF  NT 2TF 

NT 2
TFEF
I FEF

where TF is the T2-frame duration, IFEF is the FEF interval, and TFEF is the FEF duration. Hence
the output window duration is

TOW 

TSF PI I JUMP 
T
  TF  FEF
NT 2
I FEF



 PI I JUMP


(1)

The design delay is calculated in two parts – the basic delay (Tbasic) and an extra delay (Textra).
The basic delay is the fundamental delay required before the data to fill the time-deinterleaver has
been delivered by the channel. This is the earliest time at which a receiver could be in a position to
decode and output the received data.
An extra delay is added to this to satisfy certain peculiarities of the RBM: to ensure that the
required minimum occupancy of the DJB is maintained, and to allow time for the L1 signalling data
to be decoded. Hence we can write simply:

Tdesign  Tbasic  Textra

(2)

We can now analyse the requirements for design delay for the typical configurations we have
considered – broadly these fall into two categories:


cases, often using multiple PLPs, where there is never more than one time interleaving
block (TI-block) in one T2-frame



cases, strictly restricted to single PLP modes, where more than one TI-block is used per
T2-frame.

The remaining cases, involving multiple PLPs and multiple TI-blocks per T2-frame, are likely to
involve significant restrictions, and have therefore not been considered by the V&V group. They
are also beyond the scope of this document.
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4.1 Design delay when not using multiple TI-blocks per T2-frame
4.1.1 Basic delay (Tbasic)
Eventually a general formula will be derived covering all these cases; however it is instructive in
gaining understanding of the problem to see how the general principles have been derived, by
working up from simpler cases to the more complex cases.
In simple cases (where multi-frame interleaving is not used, nor frame skipping, nor FEFs), the
time required to deliver a whole TI-block will correspond broadly to one T2-frame. Data is received
during the course of the frame, and then at the end of the frame all the data has been received and
is ready to be de-interleaved and output. The RBM assumes there are no delays through the
decoding chain (although of course implementers will have to make additional allowances for the
actual delays in their own implementations).
Whilst the data may have all been received just before the end of the frame, we make the safe
assumption to wait at least until the end of the frame, and so we set

Tbasic  TF

where TF is the T2-frame duration

In the case of type 1 PLPs, there may be significantly more time between the last cell being
received and the end of the frame. In principle therefore, a shorter basic delay could be used, but
in practice we have not done this – mostly because it is a simple, safe approach to use one whole
frame, but also it does not in general matter for the cases we have defined, since the bit-rate for
type 1 PLPs is generally quite low, and the implications of the additional delay are therefore not
great.
4.1.1.1 Cases without FEFs
If multi-frame interleaving is used (PI >1) and/or frame skipping (IJUMP >1), but without FEFs, the
same principle applies, but in this case the interleaving frame is longer than one T2-frame. The
nominal length of the interleaving frame (the time over which the data is collected and output) is
PI.IJUMP.TF. However, it is only necessary to wait for the T2-frames to which the PLP is mapped,
and so the basic delay required can be (IJUMP–1) T2-frames less than the interleaving frame length:

Tbasic  PI .I JUMP .TF  ( I JUMP  1)TF  TF ( PI  1) I JUMP  1

(3)

This is illustrated in the figure below, which shows a simple example with 3 PLPs, each with
interleaving over 2 T2-frames (PI =2) and using frame skipping (IJUMP=3). Note that in this case,
and in the following examples, each PLP is carried in a separate frame, and is shown by a different
colour, and the output windows are not aligned with each other (so that the minimum delay is
chosen for each PLP independently). The last example will illustrate an alternative approach.
IFF=0

IFF=1

IFF=2

PLP 0

output window
Tbasic = 4TF
output window

Tbasic

output window

Tbasic

Figure 3: Example of basic delay for cases without FEFs
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PLP 1
PLP 2

IFF is the first frame index (i.e. the index of the first T2-frame of the super-frame to which the
required PLP is mapped, and Tbasic is measured from the start of the same T2-frame). Hence in this
case each PLP has the same basic delay.
4.1.1.2 Cases when FEFs are used
When the desired transmission mode includes FEFs, if multi-frame interleaving and frame skipping
are not used, the same principle applies, and the basic delay can be set equal to the T2-frame
duration (TF). Note that in this case the output windows are now longer than the T2-frames, so that
output is delivered continuously despite the presence of the FEF – the data carried in the first
frame of the super-frame will be output immediately and subsequent frames will be increasingly
delayed until the FEF occurs, when the process will start again, as shown below:
FEF

T2-frame0

T2-frame1

Tbasic = TF

o/p window0

T2-frame2

FEF

o/p window1

T2-frame3

o/p window2

o/p window3

Figure 4: Example of basic belay with FEFs

When multi-frame interleaving and/or frame skipping are used, the situation becomes much more
complicated, due to all the possible interactions between the relevant parameters. Appendix B
derives a formula which can be used to calculate the minimum acceptable value of the basic delay,
and it is repeated here for convenience:

Tbasic  TF ( PI  1) I JUMP  1 
TFEF
( PI  1) I JUMP  mod(I FF , I FEF )  mod(I FF  I JUMP , GCD ( I FEF , I JUMP PI ))
I FEF

(4)

4.1.1.3 Worked examples
Consider as an example a case as shown in Figure 5 with 3 PLPs where interleaving is over 2 T2frames (PI =2), frame skipping is across 3 frames (IJUMP =3) and the number of frames between
FEFs is 2 (IFEF=2), as shown below. As explained above (see equation 1 in section 4) the output


T
window duration will be given by TOW  PI  I JUMP   TF  FEF
I FEF

6TF+3TFEF.
IFF=0

IFF=1


 and will therefore be equal to


FEFs

IFF=2

o/p window
Tbasic
o/p window

Tbasic

o/p window

Tbasic

Figure 5: Examples of basic delay for a case with frame skipping, multi-frame interleaving and FEFs

The values of basic delay for each of the 3 PLPs in this example can be calculated from the
formula above (see equation 4 in section 4.1.1.2) and are:
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IFF

Basic delay (Tbasic)

0

4TF +TFEF

1

4TF +2TFEF

2

4TF +TFEF

Another example with PI =2, IJUMP=3 and IFEF =4 is shown in Figure 6.
IFF=0
IFF=2
IFF=1

o/p window

Tbasic

o/p window

o/p window

Tbasic

o/p window

o/p window

Tbasic

o/p window

Figure 6: More examples of basic delay for a case with frame skipping, multi-frame interleaving and FEFs

The corresponding values for the basic delay in this case are:

IFF

Basic delay (Tbasic)

0

4TF+TFEF/2

1

4TF+TFEF

2

4TF+TFEF

The above examples have shown the case of independent PLPs, with non-aligned output windows.
Whilst this is one acceptable approach, an alternative approach has been used in the T2 V&V test
cases. For these we chose to have the collection windows (and hence the output windows)
aligned, to avoid startup problems where some PLPs had no information defined for them. To
avoid the need for a compensating delay at the gateway, but also ensuring that each of the data
PLPs would be co-timed with the common PLP of a group, so that the transport packets can be
merged back together as required by the 'splitting and merging model' (Annex D of [1]), we
increased the values of the design delay for some of the PLPs (i.e. caused additional delay to be
used in the receiver). For example, in the case of VV453 and its related cases (which have PI =1,
IJUMP = 4 and IFEF = 6), the minimum design delay is used for PLP 8 which has the largest first
frame index (IFF = 3) and the other PLPs in the same group have the same delay but with a whole
number of frames added equal to the difference in their first frame index and that of PLP8. So PLP
5, for which IFF = 0, has 3 frames added, PLP 6 (IFF = 1) has 2 frames added and PLP 7 (IFF = 2)
has 1 frame added.
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Figure 7: Use of more than the minimum delay to align the output windows

4.1.2 Extra delay (Textra)
Additional delay must be added to the basic delay calculated above to allow for three extra
conditions


at the beginning of a T2-frame the FEC chain will be used to decode the L1 signalling
blocks;



at the beginning of a T2-frame the FEC chain may be needed to decode a block from the
common PLP, before it is the turn for the data PLP;



the requirement for a certain minimum occupancy for the DJB.

These points are discussed in detail in the following sections.
4.1.2.1 Additional delay to allow for decoding L1
As described above, the basic design delay is calculated on the assumption that cells can be
removed from the TDI and sent to the FEC chain for FEC decoding as soon as a full interleaving
frame has been received. In broad terms this will be at the end of a T2-frame (for a type 2 PLP),
and we have made the same safe assumption for other PLP types.
At the start of each T2-frame, the FEC chain is required as a priority to decode the L1 signalling
(since this tells the receiver which of the cells belong to which PLP in the frame about to be
received). We have therefore allowed an additional delay, TL1, during which data will have to
remain in the TDI and therefore is not available to be decoded and output. Note there are certain
combinations of FEF parameters for which it would be possible to omit TL1, but for simplicity we
have chosen not to do this.
Note also that the time TL1 which has been added is the full time required for decoding and
extraction of the L1 data, as calculated from clause 10.4.2.3 of [2], and this time has been used for
the calculation of all the design delays of the V&V test cases to date. The RBM allows cells of the
data PLPs to be extracted from the TDI and input to the FEC chain as soon as the final block of L1
data has been decoded (and before the final L1 block has been read out of the FEC chain). It
would therefore have been possible to use a slightly shorter time than TL1 for this additional delay,
with the difference being equal to the final term in the equation for TL1 given in [2], i.e. to reduce TL1
by

K sig _ post
8

T . However, using the longer time TL1 only represents a small increase in design

delay, which can be thought of as a small increase in the margin.
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The reduced time described above is however used in the CSP implementation of the buffer
model, and (implicitly) in some of the more precise calculations below.
4.1.2.2 Additional delay to allow for decoding common PLP
According to the rules for the model, if both the TDIs for the data and common PLPs have cells
ready to be de-mapped and decoded, they alternate their use of the FEC chain. Whilst in many
cases the common PLP will have a relatively small amount of data, which might well have finished
decoding and been stored in its DJB even before the end of the frame in which it was received,
there remains a possibility that this is not the case (i.e. it may be possible that the common PLP
still has data to be decoded at the end of the T2-frame). The data PLP could therefore find that it
cannot decode and output data for a further time corresponding the decoding of one common
block, and so an appropriate delay is added to cover this possibility (however note that additional
parameter checks are also recommended in section 7 which should also prevent this from
occurring). The required delay is Ncells/Rcell, where these are the relevant values for the common
PLP. (Rcell originally had a fixed value, but v1.3.1 of the T2 specification introduced a T2-Lite
profile, where the value of Rcell depends on the modulation of the relevant PLP – see clause I.11 of
[1]).
For the common PLP's own design delay and for type 1 PLPs, it is assumed that at least one block
will have been decoded before the end of the frame, and so there is no need for an increase in
design delay to maintain minimum occupancy for these PLP types.
Note that this component of the extra delay is not needed when there is no common PLP, which
includes of course all single PLP cases.
4.1.2.3 Adjustment to ensure minimum DJB occupancy
As explained above, although calculations of maximum DJB occupancy are an important part of
the process that will be dealt with later, the only explicit rule over DJB occupancy concerns the
minimum occupancy: the occupancy must never fall below 1 TS-packet. Apart from the obvious
need that the DJB must always have some data in it, so that continuous output can always be
maintained, there is a more subtle reason behind this. As well as containing the data packets to be
output, the DJB contains the counts of deleted null packets (DNP). The DNP count following a
packet indicates the number of null packets preceding that packet. Hence, before a data packet is
output, the DJB recreates any DNPs, and outputs these first. Therefore it is important for it to know
how many, if any, DNPs to output, and hence the requirement for a minimum of 1 packet to be
maintained.
As a general principle, the occupancy of the DJB will be increased by adding additional delay as
this will tend to cause more data to be stored within it. However the occupancy is also dependent
on the actual pattern of data packets to be output – if a run of null packets appears near the end of
the output window, a small increase in design delay will not be sufficient to ensure the minimum
occupancy is maintained, as shown in Figure 8 below. In this case, there are relatively few nonnull packets being transmitted, and the remaining null-packets will have been deleted and replaced
by the DNP count by the gateway.
The top part of the diagram shows the pattern of packets being output around an interleaving
frame boundary. The second (blue) packet shown would carry the DNP=8 count corresponding to
the preceding 8 deleted null packets.
The bottom part of the figure shows the corresponding buffer occupancy (assuming there are no
other delays in the system, for simplicity). At the left side of the diagram, the end of the interleaving
frame is approaching, and most of the packets have been played out, with just one remaining in
the buffer (the yellow one from the top part of the diagram). The red trace shows this packet being
played out, and the occupancy drops to zero. At this point the DJB cannot be assumed to have
received the 'blue' packet and its associated DNP count. This is transmitted whilst the frame
containing the yellow packet is being played out, and until the entire interleaving frame has been
received (the very end of the T2-frame in the case of type 2 PLPs), de-interleaving and decoding
cannot start. Since this blue packet has not been decoded when the yellow packet has been
output, the buffer would not know whether to start outputting data or null packets after the frame
boundary – an underflow has occurred (which is defined to occur when the minimum occupancy
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falls below 1 TS-packet). Once the new frame starts, decoded data will start to refill the buffer, and
so the occupancy starts to rise again. It can also be seen that a small increase in design delay,
shown by the green trace, whilst tending to increase the occupancy at some times, is not sufficient
to prevent the underflow.
Non-null
packets

Interleaving frame
boundary

TS output with
no additional
design delay
t
DJB
occupancy

with 1 packet of
additional design
delay

with no additional design delay

t

Figure 8: A run of null packets at the end of the interleaving frame
could cause the DJB to underflow

To prevent this underflow, a process named null packet retention is used, together with an
increase in design delay. At the end of each interleaving frame, the last packet that is completely
contained within that frame (the "last complete packet") is treated specially. Note this means that a
clear distinction is made between the last complete packet, and a packet which is fragmented
across the frame boundary. The last complete packet is subject to null packet retention as
described below, whereas any packet that is fragmented across the frame boundary, whether a
normal data packet or a null packet, is treated normally.
With null packet retention the last complete packet is always transmitted, regardless of whether it is
a null packet that would otherwise have been deleted. (Of course, if the last complete packet is a
data packet, which will be transmitted anyway, or a null packet which needs to be transmitted,
because the DNP count has reached 255, no other special treatment is needed).
As mentioned, as well as applying null packet retention, the design delay is increased by a small
amount. As can be seen from the diagram below, a total of two extra packets of delay must be
added to ensure the minimum requirement (one packet) is maintained, as indicated by the blue
trace. However, typically in designing modes we have chosen to add three extra packets of delay,
to allow some small additional margin. As can be seen, the extra delay does not necessarily mean
that the minimum occupancy will be more than one packet – instead it ensures that there is a small
safety margin in time, between the moment when this packet is guaranteed to have been delivered
to the DJB and the earliest moment that it is required to be output.
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Interleaving frame
boundary
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occupancy

retained null
packet finishes
playing out here
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Figure 9: The use of null packet retention and additional design delay to prevent underflow. The red, green and
blue traces show the occupancy with 0, 1 and 2 packets of additional delay respectively.

4.1.2.4 Complete formula for extra delay
Putting the above together, the formula for Textra can be written as follows (for cases not using
multiple TI-blocks per T2-frame):
Textra  TL1 

N cells _ common
Rcell _ common

 3T packet

(5)

w here N cells _ common is the number of cells per FEC block for the common PLP
Rcell _ common is the value of Rcell relevant to the common PLP
T packet 

1 504
RTS

RTS is the output transport stream rate
Note the ratio

N cells _ common
Rcell _ common

should be set to 0 if there is no common PLP

4.2 Design delay for single PLP cases with multiple time interleaving blocks
For single PLP cases when FEFs are not being used, and provided all of the 5 conditions in clause
5.1.3 of [1] are met, then the ISSY mechanism is not required to be used, and therefore the buffer
model does not apply.
However, if ISSY is being used, for cases using one time-interleaving block (TI-block) per T2-frame
(NTI =1), the same rules described above can be used – and the design delay will be set to just
over one T2-frame. But when multiple TI-blocks per T2 frame are used (NTI >1), which is frequently
the case to make efficient use of the frame structure, a different approach is needed. It is also
assumed throughout this that IJUMP =1 since frame-skipping makes little sense in the case of single
PLPs. We can also assume PI =1, since multi-frame interleaving is not allowed with NTI >1.
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4.2.1 Basic delay for multiple TI-blocks
With multiple TI-blocks, the same fundamental principle described above applies to the basic delay
– it needs to be set to at least the value required to so that data is ready to be de-interleaved and
decoded from each of the TI-blocks. However we probably cannot simply set the design delay to
be one T2-frame as before – once a TI-block has been delivered by the channel, it must be
immediately de-interleaved, decoded and made ready to output, since there will be another
TI-block being delivered by the channel immediately afterwards.
In these cases we will assume that the first T2-frame of the super-frame (containing the first
interleaving frame of data) is the most critical, and so the basic delay will be set for the first
T2-frame of the super-frame. This is generally the case because TTObase will increase in
subsequent frames until the FEF arrives1, delaying the output. However, a further consideration is
the presence of a FEF (which is discussed further below – see section 4.2.3).
A simplistic rule for the basic delay could therefore be that it should be roughly the T2-frame time
divided by the number of TI-blocks:

Tbasic »

TF
NTI

However the detail of the delivery of each of the TI-blocks is not identical, and so this approach
might not give sufficient delay. In practice we need to check the delay required for each of
TI-blocks and choose the largest value2. Often the first block will be the most critical, since the
presence of FEFs means it is likely to take longer to output the subsequent blocks than to deliver
them over the channel. This situation is illustrated in Figure 10. Here the basic delay has been set
by the requirements for the first TI-block, Tblock(0), where Tblock(j) means the design delay required
by TI-block j – this is described below.

FEF
Delivery of one T2-frame
(3 TI-blocks) by the
channel followed by a FEF

Playout of corresponding
output data

Tbasic = Tblock(0)
Figure 10: Setting the design delay as required by the first TI-block – subsequent TI-blocks
have been fully delivered before they must be played out

However it could be the case, if there is only a very short FEF, that one of the TI-blocks after the
first will be the critical one (since with a short FEF the playout time may be only slightly longer than
______________________________________________________________________________
1

This is only true because we have made the assumption that PI = Ijump = 1
Initially we assumed that either the first block or the last block would be the most critical, and so a version
of the following calculations based upon that assumption was included in v1.2.1 of [2]. The calculations here
are now even more general, checking every block, and so they supersede v1.2.1 of [2], although only very
rarely will it make any difference in practice.
2
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the time for delivery by the channel). If the number of FEC blocks per interleaving frame is not a
multiple of the number of TI-blocks, the first TI-block will contain 1 fewer FEC blocks than the last,
effectively advancing the playout of some of the subsequent blocks.
There is a further factor for the last TI-block – there may be a need to add an additional delay
(Tholdoff) to allow time for the L1 signalling of the next frame to be decoded before decoding of this
last TI-block can start (this is something which in other cases was accounted for with one element
of 'extra delay', as described in section 4.1.2.1). Whether this is the case depends on the exact
parameters, including the pattern of FEFs (for example if the FEF interval is 1, and the FEFs are
long enough, the end of the current frame will always be a safe point to start decoding the last
TI-block; conversely, if the FEFs are short, or the FEF interval is more than 1, this extra allowance
may be needed for the last block). Also the calculation for the last block is very slightly modified by
the presence of the frame closing symbol.
The basic delay for the first block depends only on the time to deliver that block, whereas the delay
required for the subsequent blocks depend on both their delivery time, and the time required to
output the previous blocks, and this is illustrated in Figure 10. In this case the FEF is much shorter
and the first TI-block is smaller than the others. As shown on the left, setting the basic delay as
required by the first block would mean the last two TI-blocks had not been delivered by the time
they need to be output. On the right, the delay is correctly set according to the requirements of the
last block, which includes the holdoff for the L1-decoding.

Tdelivery(j)

Tholdoff

L1 signalling

Toutput(j–1)
Tbasic = Tblock(0)

Tbasic = Tblock(2)
(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Setting the basic delay as required by the last TI-block. In (a) the delay is set for the first block, which
is wrong as the subsequent blocks will not have been delivered before they must be played out; in (b) the delay is
correctly set for the last block, which will now have been fully delivered, and in addition a holdoff has been
allowed for the L1-decoding in the following frame

In section 4.1.2, the extra delay Textra comprised three terms. However in this case, the L1-holdoff
is dealt with directly in the calculation of basic delay as described above and there is no common
PLP. Therefore the only extra delay required is to allow for the minimum DJB occupancy, which
could be slightly smaller since null packet deletion is unlikely to be used. However in practice, for
simplicity, we have maintained the same margin of 3Tpacket as used before.
The complete formulae for the case of multiple TI-blocks can therefore be derived as follows:
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Tdesign  Tbasic  3Tpacket

Tbasic  maxTblock ( j ) w hereTblock ( j ) is the basic delay required for TI - block j

(6)

j

4.2.2 Basic delay required for each individual TI-block
The basic delay required for the j'th TI-block (with the exception of the last one) can be calculated
from the time required to complete the delivery of the cells of that block, less the time required to
output the bits carried by the previous blocks (since that calculates the time at which it would be
necessary to start outputting the first block to be sure that the output of the j'th block starts as soon
as its delivery is complete), as shown in Figure 12 below.

Tblock ( j )  Tdelivery ( j )  Toutput( j  1)

(7)

w here Tdelivery ( j ) is the time from the beginning of the frame until delivery of block j is complete;
Toutput( j  1) is the time to output the bits carried in TI - blocks 0.. j  1 of the T2 - frame.
Note Toutput( j  1) is 0 for j  0.

So for example, with blocks numbered j=0,1,2…, the basic delay for block j=1, Tblock(1), is the time
to deliver blocks j=0 and j=1 less the time to output the bits carried by block j=0.

Tdelivery(1)
L1 signalling

Toutput(0)
Tblock(1)
Figure 12: The basic delay required by TI-block j=1, Tblock(1)

The time for the channel to deliver each TI-block, Tdelivery(j), can be found from the frame
parameters and the proportion of cells carried in each TI-block: it is given by the time for the P1
and P2 symbols, plus the time required for the proportion of symbols needed to deliver the cells of
the relevant TI-blocks that are not carried within the P2 symbols:
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j



N cells N FEC _ TI ( s)  C P 2 data 


s 0
Tdelivery ( j )  TP1   N P 2 
Ts
Cdata









(8)

w here TP1  2048T the time for the P1 symbol
T is the elementary time period as defined in clause 9.5 of [1]
N FEC _ TI ( s ) is the number of FEC blocks in the s ' th TI - block
C P 2 data is the number of PLP cells carried w ithin the P2 symbols.
C P 2 data  N P 2 .C P 2  DL1  N biasCellsTotal
w here N biasCellsTotal is the total number of bias cells in all the P2 symbols, including any
dummy cells that must be inserted into the P2 symbols if the bias cells do not fill the
P2 symbols (as described in clause 8.3.6.3.1 of [1]).

(Note this assumes that the first TI-block takes more than the duration of the P2 symbols to be
delivered.)

NFEC_TI(s) can be calculated using the formula in clause 6.5.2 of [1], but the interleaving frame
index n has been dropped since all interleaving frames contain the same number of FEC blocks,
NblocksMax.
  N blocksMax 
if s  NTI  mod(N blocksMax, NTI )
 

  NTI 
N FEC _ TI ( s)  
 N blocksMax   1 if s  N  mod(N
TI
blocksMax, N TI )
 NTI 


(9)

The value Toutput(j-1), the time to output the bits carried by the first j-1 TI-blocks, can also be
calculated from the proportion of the cells carried by each TI-block:
j 1

Toutput( j  1) 

N

FEC _ TI

(s)

s 0

N blocksMax

(10)

.TOW

where TOW is the duration of the output window (see equation 1 at the beginning of section 4).

4.2.3 Adjustments required for the last TI-block
The basic delay required for the last TI-block needs to be adjusted to allow for the slower delivery
of cells during the frame closing symbols, and to have the hold-off added if necessary to allow time
to decode the L1-sgnalling of the following frame, as described above:
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Tblock ( NTI  1)  Tdelivery ( NTI  1)  Toutput( NTI  2)  Tholdoff

(11)

where Tholdoff is the additional hold-off time required to decode the L1-signalling (see below)


N .N
 C P 2 data  N FCcells N FCcells
Tdelivery ( NTI  1)  TP1   N P 2  cells blocksMax

Cdata
N FC



Ts


(12)

N FCcells is the number of PLP cells in the frame closing symbol. These are delivered by the
channel at a slightly low er rate, since the capacity N FC is low er than Cdata. In general N FCcells
is given by the follow ing (but note that in this case PI  1) :

N

.N
N FCcells  max blocksMax cells  CP 2 data  Cdata.Lnormal,0 
PI



(13)

For T2-frames which are not followed by a FEF, we can calculate a time instant within the
T2-frame (TframeHoldOff) which is the latest moment during the frame which will allow at least one
whole FEC block to be decoded before the FEC chain is needed as a priority to decode the
L1-signalling of the following frame. In the model, the L1-signalling requires the FEC chain
immediately following the end of the P1 symbol of the following frame. Therefore the hold-off
instant occurs at a time earlier than this by the time to decode one FEC block:
T frameHoldOff  TF  TP1 

N cells
Rcell

(14)

For T2-frames which are followed by a FEF, the hold-off instant can be extended by the FEF time.
The full formula for the correction to the basic delay to allow for the hold-off (TholdOff) can then be
calculated from:

Tholdoff

TF  Tdelivery ( NTI  1)  TFEF  TP1  TL1

T  Tdelivery ( NTI  1)  TP1  TL1
 F

0


if Tdelivery ( NTI  1)  T frameHoldOff  TFEF
if T frameHoldOff  Tdelivery ( NTI  1)  T frameHoldOff  TFEF
and I FEF  1

(15)

otherw ise

The first condition applies to T2-frames followed by a FEF, when the FEF is small; this requires a
hold-off through the FEF as well (see Figure 13). When Ifef > 1, strictly this should only be applied
to those frames which are followed by the FEF (which will not include the first T2-frame of the
super-frame), but we have simplified the calculation by making the safe assumption that this first
condition applies irrespective of Ifef, and we have always calculated the basic delay for the first
T2-frame of the super-frame.
The second condition may apply when the FEF is longer – those frames followed by the FEF would
not need the hold-off, so a hold-off is only needed for frames not followed by a FEF (and hence the
FEF time does not need to be added as part of the hold-off); see Figure 14. It is therefore
appropriate to calculate basic delay for the first T2-frame of the super-frame.
If delivery of the last TI-block is complete before the hold-off instant, or if there is a long enough
FEF every frame (such that the delivery is complete before the extended hold-off applies), then no
hold-off is needed.
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TF
Tdelivery(NTI –1)

Tholdoff

FEF
Dummy cells
P1 symbol
Decoding
time for L1
signalling

TframeHoldoff

Time to decode
one FEC block

TFEF

Figure 13: The detail of the delivery of the end of the last TI-block – in this case a hold-off is required even when
the FEF is present.

TF

TF
Tdelivery(NTI –1)

Tdelivery(NTI –1)

TframeHoldoff

TframeHoldoff

TFEF

Tholdoff

Time to decode
one FEC block

Time to decode
one FEC block

Figure 14: The detail of the delivery of the end of the last TI-block with a larger FEF – in this case no hold-off
would be required when the T2-frame is followed by a FEF (as shown on the left), but a shorter hold-off is
required for frames not followed by a FEF (as shown on the right).

4.2.4 Worked example
As a worked example, consider the case of a mode, some of whose key parameters are given in
the table below, along with the values needed to calculate the basic delay as described above.
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Parameter

TP1
TS
TP2
TF
TFEF
IFEF
CP2data
NblocksMax
NTI
Ncells
Cdata
NFC
NP2
NFEC_TI(0)
NFEC_TI(1)
Tdelivery(0)
Tdelivery(1)
NFCcells
Tdelivery(2)
TframeHoldOff
TL1
TholdOff
Toutput(0)
Toutput(1)
Tblock(0)
Tblock(1)
Tblock(2)
Tbasic

5

Value
2048 T
32768 T *17/16 = 34 816 T
34 816 T
2048 T +62*TS = 2 160 640 T
500 T
6
22432-2104 = 20 328 (cells)
200 (blocks)
3 (TI-blocks)
8 100 (cells)
26 572-288 = 26 284 (cells)
25 520-288 = 25 232 (cells)
1 (symbol)
66 (FEC blocks)
67 (FEC blocks)
2048+(1+(8100*66-20328)/26284)*34816 = 718 072.87 T
2048+(1+(8100*133-20328)/26284)*34816 =1 436 937.70 T
200*8100-20 328-26 284*60 = 22 632 (cells)
2048+(1+(8100*200-20328-22632)/26284+
22632/25232)*34816 = 2 157 052.43 T
2160640+2048-8100*64/(7*7.6) = 2 152 943.64 T
5 439.18 T
2160640-2157052.43+500+2048+5439.18 = 11 574.75 T
66/200*(2160640+500/6) = 713 038.70 T
133/200*(2160640+500/6) = 1 436 881.02 T
718 072.87 T
1 436 937.70 - 713 038.7 = 723 899 T
2157052.43 – 1436881.02 + 11574.75 = 731 746.16 T
max (718 072.87, 723 899, 731 746.16)
= 731 747 T (next highest integer used for convenience and
safety)

Maximum DJB occupancy considerations

DJB occupancy is the second of the two main parameters that must be calculated to ensure
compliance with the buffer model.
5.1 Principles of DJB occupancy calculation
The basic mode of operation of the RBM, expressed simply, is that as soon as the time deinterleaver has been filled (i.e. all cells of one TI-block have been received from the channel), deinterleaving starts – data is decoded through the FEC chain and stored in the DJB, waiting for the
correct time to be output.
As already noted, the process of outputting from the TDI depends upon there being enough space
in the DJB. An alternative model might not have had this constraint, but instead allowed data to
move from TDI to DJB immediately it was available. It would then have been apparent that
overflow of the DJB would be possible, and the calculations of maximum DJB occupancy would
have been immediately relevant. However the TDI is capable of storing a large amount of data –
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potentially around twice as much as the DJB – but this benefit would be lost with this alternative
model, unnecessarily limiting the range of FEFs that could be supported. So instead the slightly
more complex model was adopted, where data can be stored in the TDI until there is space in DJB.
The question then arises how long can the data be stored in the TDI – or to put it another way,
when is the latest moment at which it may safely be removed from the TDI, since this will in the
end allow us to calculate the maximum possible storage capability for the entire RBM.
The answer to this question is straightforward – data may remain in the TDI until it is about to be
overwritten by fresh data being received from the channel. Two models for the TDI have been
developed, one that will be referred to as "One In One Out" (OIOO) and the other that we will call
"Last Columns" (as described in clause 10.4.3.2.3 of [2]). Annex C of [1] requires that both of these
models are satisfied. For virtually all the cases we will deal with using type 2 PLPs, OIOO provides
the more stringent condition, so this will be considered first, and the Last Columns approach will be
discussed later (section 5.6).
The OIOO model is by far the simpler to examine – it models the TDI as a FIFO which is filled with
however much data there is in each TI-block3. In the subsequent TI-block, data is only removed
from the TDI at the moment that the next relevant OFDM cell is received from the channel from
that PLP – hence it appears as though the newly received data "pushes out" the data from the
previous block.
In the following sections 5.2 and 5.3 we will calculate a "raw" DJB occupancy Omax – that is the
maximum occupancy in bits, corresponding to actual output bits, assuming use of the "pushingout" model. However the RBM has certain additional requirements, which are in effect additional
margins that must be allowed, and it stipulates that the DJB stores bits in a particular format, not
necessarily the same as the output format (i.e. there is a form of currency conversion to be
applied). In section 5.4 we will therefore convert from the raw occupancy to the final minimum limit
(DDJB) to which BUFS can be set in order to ensure compliance with the model.
Note that in an implementation of the RBM, the occupancy of the DJB will always tend to increase
up to the limit set by BUFS, since the model requires cells to be taken from the TDI as soon as
there is space available in the DJB. Hence it will usually appear that the occupancies calculated
here have been exceeded, even when the currency conversion has been taken into account.
However, it should be remembered that these calculations always deliver the minimum required
occupancy at any one moment, and it is the maximum value of the minimum occupancy that
dictates the size of buffer required. However this potential confusion must be remembered when
comparing results of RBM implementations against calculations using the formulae derived here.
We will firstly deal with the general solution in the case where the bit-rate may vary fully up to a
specified maximum, and then later look at cases where the input is known to be constant bit-rate.
5.2 Raw DJB occupancy for fully variable bit-rate
The variable bit-rate cases will be separated into two groups – the first where neither frameskipping nor multi-frame interleaving are used, and the second when either or both of these
features are used. The discussion is initially focussed on type 2 PLPs, but we will address in
section 5.2.6 how the same rules can be applied to type 1 and common PLPs
5.2.1 DJB occupancy without frame-skipping or multi-frame interleaving
Using the OIOO model, we can then determine the conditions that will need the maximum possible
occupancy for the DJB, in the simpler cases, without frame-skipping or multi-frame interleaving
(PI=IJUMP=NTI=1). Hence TI-blocks correspond directly to interleaving frames and to T2-frames.
There are two factors to consider – the rate at which data is pushed out of the TDI and the profile
of data to be played out from the DJB. The worst case in terms of data being received from the
channel occurs when the frame currently being received has its maximum possible number of
______________________________________________________________________________
3

Obviously it isn't strictly a FIFO, since it is fundamental to an interleaver that the cells come out in a
different order to the order they are written in. But in analysing the RBM we aren't concerned with the cell
values and can treat all cells as being equivalent
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blocks – this will overwrite (i.e. push out) data currently in the TDI from the previous frame at the
fastest possible rate. For type 2 PLPs, if the relevant PLP were to have less than the maximum
number of blocks in the current T2-frame, the sub-slicing with other PLPs would generally mean
that data is pushed out more slowly, and hence the DJB would fill more slowly.
As far as the DJB is concerned, the longer that it has to store data before sending it to its output,
the greater its storage requirement is likely to be. We can therefore conclude that the output data
sequences that will impose the greatest requirements on the DJB will be those where no TS data is
output in the early part of the output window, and then data is output at its maximum possible rate
towards the end of the window. This inevitably means that the interleaving frame which carried the
data being output during this window will be below its maximum capacity (since maximum capacity
would correspond to outputting data at the maximum rate for the entire output window).
Because we are using allocation model 2, where all of the output windows (see section 4) are the
same size, and each one corresponds to an interleaving frame's worth of data, we can consider
each output window independently (i.e. we can consider independently when the bits for each
output window would be pushed into the DJB; the DJB occupancy will then simply be given by the
adding together those pushed out bits that have not yet been output).
This usually means that the worst case DJB occupancy will be dependent only on the pattern of
data being output during a given output window, and the way in which this data is pushed out of
the TDI and into the buffer by the channel receiving cells for the following interleaving frame, and
specifically will not depend on the characteristics of other interleaving frames. In the analysis below
we will assume that this is the case, but an exception to this will be dealt with in section 5.2.5.
This is illustrated in Figure 15 below. This figure shows the delivery of three interleaving frames,
followed by a FEF. The top part shows each interleaving frame being delivered by the channel and
stored in the TDI. As the cells of the black frame (on the left) are received, the cells of the
preceding blue frame are pushed out of the TDI, decoded and stored (as bits) in the DJB before
being output during the blue output window. The blue and black output windows contain data at the
maximum bit-rate throughout, whereas the red output window has no output in the early part
followed by maximum bit-rate for the rest (and hence the total data in the channel is less than for
the other frames).
The DJB occupancy is shown in the middle part of the figure. The total occupancy is shown by the
solid part of the line, and this depends only on how fast the bits are pushed out and how quickly
they are played out during the output windows (shown at the bottom). Considering the blue output
window, the peak occupancy of blue bits will only depend on the pattern of output of bits during its
output window, and how full the following black frame is, since this is pushing blue bits into the
DJB. (However, it will not depend on the pattern of bits in the black output window, since these are
carried smoothly by the channel, regardless of how they are to be output.
Due to the pattern of output bits in the red output window, the red frame is the most critical (and
this is discussed below). Note that when the peak occupancy for the red frame occurs, there are
only red bits in the DJB. As mentioned above, this will generally be true, and therefore we will
consider the red bits on their own in working out the maximum occupancy for the critical case.
Since the red output window outputs fewer bits, the corresponding interleaving frame is less full,
and so the black bits are pushed into the DJB more slowly than the other frames.
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Figure 15: The DJB occupancy usually depends only on the rate bits are pushed
into it by the channel and the pattern with which those bits are output

From the description above, we expect that the worst case condition for the DJB will be formed by
receiving from the channel first a frame of data with below maximum capacity, where the data will
be output from the DJB late in the output window, followed by a frame of data at maximum capacity
– this following frame will push the first frame of data from the TDI as rapidly as possible into the
DJB, where it will have to be stored since it is not due to be output until late in the output window.
This condition is the critical condition, and we will later derive a "critical-fill ratio" describing exactly
the point at which output switches from zero to maximum rate.
emptying
starts

DJB
occupancy

filling
stops

filling
stops

emptying
starts

emptying

filling
t
Figure 16: DJB occupancy for frames with close to the critical fill

Figure 16 above shows the DJB occupancy for three situations with close to the critical condition.
The first shows exactly the critical condition – data is being received from the channel at the
maximum possible rate, pushing out the critical frame into the DJB. No data is output from the DJB
until exactly the moment that the entire critical frame has been sent to the DJB, at which point it
starts to be output from the DJB at the maximum possible output rate. The second case shows the
situation when the frame contains more than the critical amount of data – as before, the DJB
initially fills at the maximum possible rate, but due to the increased amount of data, in this case the
output starts before the DJB has been filled. In the transition region, the DJB fills more slowly:
although it is still being filled at the maximum rate possible from the channel, it is now also being
emptied. The peak arises as before when all the data is transferred to the DJB, but the peak
occupancy is now lower than in the first case, despite the increased amount of data. The third case
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is more straightforward – there is less data than the first case, and so inevitably the occupancy is
lower.
We can now examine the critical case in more detail. The figure below repeats the first case above,
but with some extra details added – as well as showing the maximum occupancy it shows with
dotted lines two hypothetical conditions.
TTObase
Start of
DJB
filling

Output window TOW
Channel time Tchan

Start of
T2
frame

Fill at Rchan
Empty at
Rmax

OmaxSmooth

Gap Tgap

t

t'

Output delay TOD

Figure 17: Basic model of the raw DJB occupancy at the critical fill ratio

In our model, bits are forced into the DJB after a short gap, Tgap, which corresponds to the time for
the P1 symbol, and for the common and type 1 PLPs to be delivered. The DJB occupancy
increases at a rate Rchan, which is the equivalent maximum decoded bit-rate at which cells are
delivered by the channel (i.e. it is the rate measured in units of the output bit-rate but
corresponding to the rate at which cells are delivered; for example, if the gap is 1/3 of the channel
time, Tchan, this rate would be 1.5 times the maximum output bit-rate, regardless of the coding and
modulation used by the channel).
So Rchan will be given by the maximum number of output bits delivered in a T2-frame for the PLP in
question, divided by the time to deliver these bits, Tchan. Tchan is the total duration of type 2 PLPs;
more detail about how this should be calculated is given in section 5.6. As described above, when
the data in the output window is in exactly the critical condition, filling will just stop at the moment
that the output starts, and bits will be output at the maximum output rate for that PLP, Rmax.
Both the hypothetical conditions shown with dotted lines above represent cases where the output
window is at its maximum capacity (i.e. where the maximum number of cells for that PLP is
delivered by the channel, and the decoded bits are played out evenly for the entire duration of the
output window at the maximum output rate, Rmax). One line shows the DJB being filled by this
maximum capacity at maximum rate (so it is filled for the entire time Tchan), and the other shows it
being emptied (and similarly the entire output window duration TOW is spent emptying at Rmax. Of
course, we know the occupancy profile will not actually appear like this in these conditions, but it
allows us to relate these two rates:

Rchan.Tchan = Rmax.TOW

(16)

We also need to know the total duration represented by TOD + TOW. TOD is what we have termed
here the output delay – the time from the start of delivery of the current frame to the start of the
output of the previous frame. We defined earlier that TTObase is the time from the start of a T2frame until the start of the output window for the data being carried in that T2-frame. Therefore this
time also represents the end of the previous output window, which is actually the one we are
interested in (since the data being output from the DJB was delivered in the previous T2-frame).
Therefore:

TOD + TOW = TTObase
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A formula for TTObase in terms of the interleaving frame number n is derived in Appendix B, and it is
repeated here for convenience:
TTObase(n)  Tdesign 

TFEF
mod(nPI I JUMP  I FF , I FEF )  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF

(17)

The output window duration is given from the transmission parameters, as derived in equation (1):


T
TOW   TF  FEF
I FEF



.PI .I JUMP


Substituting and re-arranging from above, and noting PI = IJUMP = 1:

Rchan 

Rmax 
T
. TF  FEF
Tchan 
I FEF





(18)

We can also derive the maximum output bit-rate, Rmax, from the system parameters, by taking the
maximum number of output bits carried by one interleaving frame, Bchan, and dividing by the time to
output these bits, i.e. the duration of the output window:
Rmax



Bchan
TOW

Bchan

T 
 TF  FEF  PI I JUMP
I FEF 

I FEF .Bchan

( I FEF TF  TFEF ) PI I JUMP


Bchan

(19)

188
 N blocksMax( K BCH  80)  N IB 
188  BMA

where NblocksMax is the maximum number of FEC blocks per interleaving frame for a particular PLP;
KBCH is the number of bits of an uncoded BCH block; NIB is the number of bits used for in-band
signalling; and BMA is the number of bytes inserted (or removed) during mode adaptation.
Let the peak raw DJB occupancy, assuming smooth delivery (i.e. ignoring the effects of subslices), be OmaxSmooth, and let the time to fill the DJB for this critical condition be t. The time to empty
it is t'.

OmaxSmooth = Rchan.t = Rmax.t' = Rmax (TOW + TOD – Tgap – t)
Rearranging we obtain:

t

Rmax
(TOW  TOD  Tgap ) and
Rchan  Rmax
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OmaxSmooth  RmaxSmooth.t '  Rmax (TOW  TOD  Tgap  t )
 Rmax (TOW  TOD  Tgap ) 

2
Rmax
(TOW  TOD  Tgap )
Rchan  Rmax



Rmax  Rchan
(TOW  TOD  Tgap )
Rmax  Rchan



Rmax  Rchan
(TTObase  Tgap )
Rmax  Rchan



(20)

Rmax
(TTObase  Tgap )
Rmax
1
Rchan

w here:
Rchan 

Rmax 
T
. TF  FEF
Tchan 
I FEF





In this case, without frame skipping or multi-frame interleaving, for a given configuration, it can be
seen that the maximum DJB budget will occur for the maximum value of TTObase. This is derived in
Appendix B as:
max{TTObase} 
Tdesign 


TFEF I FEF  GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF ) 


I FEF mod(I FF , GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF ))  mod(I FF , I FEF )

(21)

In our case, with PI = IJUMP = 1, this reduces to:
I
1

max{TTObase}  Tdesign  TFEF  FEF
I
 FEF 

Hence:

OmaxSmooth 

Rmax
R
1  max
Rchan



 I FEF  1 
  Tgap 
Tdesign  TFEF 


 I FEF 

(22)

From this it can be seen that if the gap is small, PI = IJUMP = 1 and there are no FEFs, so that Rchan
is similar to Rmax, the DJB budget will be approximately Rmax.Tdesign/2. If Tdesign has been set to its
minimum value, the DJB budget will correspond roughly to no more than half of one TI-block, and
since this is guaranteed to be less than 2Mbit4, the DJB will not usually impose any constraint on
the system design.
If there is a significant amount of common or type 1 data, this will have two effects. Firstly the
duration Tchan will reduce, and so for a given value of Rmax, the ratio Rmax/Rchan will decrease. This
would tend to increase the DJB budget, but this is likely to be more than compensated by the
reduction caused by the increase in Tgap.
When FEFs are present, TTObase may increase, and this will tend to increase the DJB budget.
However, if the FEF interval is low, the maximum bit-rate will be correspondingly reduced. The
worst case for the DJB, which is ultimately the limiting case, is when a long, infrequent, FEF is
______________________________________________________________________________
4

Each TI-block contains slightly more than 0.5Mcell; with 256-QAM and the maximum code rate 5/6, the
maximum number of output bits half a TI-block could carry is therefore about 0.5*0.5*8*5/6=1.67Mbit. This
makes no allowance for the common PLP, but both the TDI and the DJB must be shared between the data
and common PLPs.
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present – this will increase the maximum value of TTObase, but with very little decrease in the
maximum bit-rate.
The above description does not take account of the delivery of individual sub-slices, and an
allowance for this should be added. This is described in section 5.2.3.
5.2.2 DJB occupancy together with frame-skipping or multi-frame interleaving
In cases with either or both frame-skipping and multi-frame interleaving, the above calculations
cannot be directly applied, since the delivery of the complete interleaving frame may be
interspersed with gaps corresponding either to FEFs and/or to those T2-frames to which the
interleaving frame is not mapped (in the case of frame-skipping). This is illustrated in Figure 18
below.
TF
DJB
occupancy
TF

TF

FEF
OmaxSmooth

Figure 18: The delivery of data interleaved over several T2-frames, with a FEF between frames

In these cases, a method has been developed which involves searching each of the T2-frames of
all of the interleaving frames which might be responsible for the delivery of the critical condition (i.e.
when the maximum DJB requirement is achieved).
First the number of the interleaving frames that must be searched is calculated – this is simply the
number of interleaving frames required before a multiple of the FEF interval has been reached, and
is therefore given by:
N combinations 

LCM ( PI .I JUMP , I FEF )
PI .I JUMP

(23)

Within each of these Ncombinations of interleaving frames, every T2-frame is examined to determine
which T2-frame is responsible for the delivery of the critical condition (see Figure 19). This is done
by calculating the start and end times for the delivery of cells within each frame, together with the
number of bits that would have been pushed out of the de-interleaver at that time. The time to playout this number of bits at the maximum bit-rate is then calculated; the first of these for which the
time to play-out these bits exceeds the relevant value of TTObase indicates the critical frame. If this
indication is at the end of a T2-frame, the critical point must have occurred during the relevant
frame, and a modified form of the DJB budget calculation is used to determine the requirements for
that frame. If, on the other hand, the indicated time when TTObase is first exceeded is at the
beginning of a frame, the critical condition arose between frames, and the end of the preceding
frame can be taken as the critical point.
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Figure 19: The delivery of data interleaved over several T2-frames, with a FEF between frames

This is illustrated in Figure 19 above, which shows the delivery of three T2-frames from one
interleaving frame. Here, the dashed lines represent play-out of the relevant bits at the maximum
bit-rate. It can be seen that the third frame is the critical one – if the number of bits corresponding
to the total carried by all three were pushed into the DJB before any were played out, even playing
out at the maximum bit-rate would take longer than is available, and instead play-out would have to
have started earlier. Remember, the bits being pushed out of the de-interleaver belong to the
previous interleaving frame, and must be played out within its output window, which finishes at the
time given by TTObase. Just as described before, if the full frame were pushed out, the occupancy
profile would follow the red dotted line, with playout starting before the critical point. It can therefore
be seen that once again the maximum occupancy within this critical frame will arise if the DJB is
filled at the maximum possible rate with no emptying taking place, and immediately filling stops
emptying starts at the maximum possible rate, completing exactly at the moment defined by the
value of TTObase for that interleaving frame. This is shown by the solid line in the diagram.
If, as described above, the DJB starts with some bits already in it, Ostart, (corresponding to the
number of bits that would have been pushed out by the beginning of the relevant T2-frame, which
is the same as the number of bits of the current interleaving frame that have been delivered by that
point), and that delivery of the bits from the critical frame starts at a time tstart (typically the start
point for type 2 PLPs), the DJB budget calculation can be modified as follows. tstart, like TTObase, is
calculated relative to the first T2-frame to which the interleaving frame for this PLP is mapped. This
is shown in the detailed view of the critical frame in Figure 20 below:
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Figure 20: Detailed view of the critical T2-frame

Following a similar method to that used earlier, we can then calculate the maximum DJB budget for
this interleaving frame:

OmaxSmooth  Ostart  Rchan.t  Rmax .t '  Rmax (TTObase  t start  t )

(24)

where Rchan is now the maximum rate (measured in terms of the output bit-rate) at which the
channel pushes cells out of the TDI and into the DJB during the T2-frames to which this PLP is
mapped. A similar approach can be used to that used for equation (16) can be used to derive an
equation for Rchan, but now the bits of an interleaving frame are pushed out over PI T2-frames.
Therefore we can say:
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(25)


.I JUMP


(26)

where Tchan is the time during each T2-frame over which the bits of the PLP are delivered.
Rearranging (24):
t ( Rchan  Rmax )  Rmax (TTObase  t start )  Ostart
t 

Rmax (TTObase  t start )  Ostart
Rmax  Rchan

 OmaxSmooth

 Ostart 

Rchan
Rmax (TTObase  t start )  Ostart
Rmax  Rchan

 Ostart 

1
R (TTObase  t start )  Ostart
Rmax max
1
Rchan

(27)

As already mentioned, this process must be repeated for each of the Ncombinations of interleaving
frames, and the final required DJB budget is the maximum of all of these. Note that as for the
simpler case, a further allowance should be added to deal with the delivery of individual sub-slices.
5.2.3 Adjustment for individual sub-slices
The general formulae presented above do not take account of the delivery of individual sub-slices,
which slightly increases the requirement. Provided there are a reasonable number of sub-slices,
this increase will be small, but it can in any case be calculated.
The critical DJB requirement is formed by taking the initial estimate from above, based on the
average channel rate, and adding a small amount to allow for faster actual delivery of cells during
the sub-slice. First the number of whole sub-slices can be calculated, and then the amount in the
'last' partial slice is added.
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Figure 21: Detail of the delivery of the sub-slices and of the critical subslice

The pictures in Figure 21 above show the delivery of sub-slices in detail. The general situation is
shown on the left, and the detail of the critical sub-slice is shown on the right. The time t calculated
above is the time to deliver the 'initial estimate' of the maximum raw DJB occupancy OmaxSmooth,
assuming smooth delivery at the rate Rchan. If the amount delivered in all of the whole sub-slices is
D0 (i.e. excluding the last partial sub-slice) and this is delivered in time t0, an extra amount for the
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total of the last slice Dss_last must be added. However, a part of this Dss_est is already included in the
estimate, so it is only the extra Dextra that needs to be added, where

Dextra  Dss _ last  Dss _ est
OmaxSmooth  Ostart  D0  Dss _ est

(28)

Dss _ est  Rchan.t1
From the picture it can be seen that the amount for the critical sub-slice can be calculated from the
equation formed by considering delivery of the slice at a rate Rslice and the sum of the estimate,
delivered at a rate Rchan in a time t1, plus the extra which will be read out at a rate Rmax in a time t2.
So:
Dss_last  Rslice  (t1  t 2 )  Rchan  t1  Rmax  t 2
R
 Rchan 

 t 2  t1  slice
 Rslice  Rmax 

D
 R  Rchan 
 R  Rchan 
  Rmax  ss _ est   slice

 Dextra  Rmax  t 2  Rmax  t1   slice
Rchan  Rslice  Rmax 
 Rslice  Rmax 

(29)

D0 is the number of bits delivered by this T2-frame during the whole sub-slices:
O
 Ostart 
D0  Dss  maxSmooth

Dss


w here Dss 

(30)

D frame
N subslices_total

Dframe is the total number of output bits delivered in each T2-frame and Nsubslices_total is the number
of sub-slices in a T2-frame for each PLP. Dss is the number of output bits delivered by each subslice.

Hence from (28) and (29):
Dss _ est  OmaxSmooth  Ostart  D0
O
 Ostart  D0  Rslice  Rchan 


Dextra  Rmax  maxSmooth
Rchan

 Rslice  Rmax 

(31)

However note that the amount in the last sub-slice cannot exceed the total amount delivered in
each sub-slice, Dss. So:

Dss_last  min (Dss, Dss_est  Dextra )

(32)

and finally the actual raw occupancy of the DJB is Omax:

Omax

 OmaxSmooth  Dss _ est  Dss _ last

(33)

 Ostart  D0  Dss _ last

Rslice is the increased rate at which bits are pushed from the TDI into the DJB during delivery of the
individual sub-slices. This can be calculated from the ratio of the total number of cells for all type 2
PLPs in each T2-frame to the number of cells for the PLP which are mapped to each T2-frame:
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Rslice  Rchan

N totalType2Cells
 N blocksMaxN cells 


P
I



 Rchan

N totalType2Cells PI
N blocksMaxN cells

(34)

5.2.4 Critical fill ratio
Finally we can calculate the critical fill ratio – this is essential for determining an input sequence
which tests this model to its limits. The critical fill ratio is just the proportion of the output window
(and therefore collection window) to be filled with maximum rate data, and so is given simply by:
cfr 

cfr 

t'
TOW

Hence :

OmaxSmooth
Rmax .TOW

(35)

Strictly speaking this ratio should be adjusted to allow for the slightly increased DJB occupancy
caused by the delivery of individual sub-slices. However, provided that the number of sub-slices is
fairly large the difference will be very small, and so the formula above will provide a reasonable
estimate of the critical fill ratio.
5.2.5 Output window starting after completion of delivery of preceding interleaving
frame
It was stated in section 5.2.1 that the worst case DJB occupancy will usually be dependent only on
the pattern of data being output during a given output window, and the way in which this data is
pushed out of the TDI and into the buffer by the channel receiving cells for the following
interleaving frame. Whilst this is the usual situation, it is possible that, if the output delay is
relatively long (for example because a long design delay is being used, or because there is a long
infrequent FEF), the data for a given interleaving frame will have been completely pushed into the
DJB before any of it has started to be output, as shown below. Here, three interleaving frames
(coloured black, red and green) are being delivered by the channel and written to the TDI, in the
top part of the diagram. As this occurs, the previous interleaving frame is pushed out of the TDI
and into the DJB. (The black frame pushes out the previous blue interleaving frame, but whilst this
is happening, the earlier yellow frame is still being output). The total DJB occupancy is shown in
the middle part of the diagram in orange, along with its 'constituent' bits. So to start with it contains
bits from the yellow interleaving frame, together with bits arriving from the blue frame. Next the
black bits get pushed into the DJB and for a time it contains yellow, blue and black bits. The bottom
part of the diagram shows which output windows (corresponding to the output bits carried by each
interleaving frame) are being output.
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Figure 22: DJB occupancy with long output delay

From this we can deduce that the critical occupancy, which is seen arising just before the FEF in
this case, is caused by the playout at maximum rate of the red bits for the entire red output window
(i.e. that the red interleaving frame is full), together with the playout at maximum rate of the end of
the preceding black frame. Hence this critical condition corresponds to playing out constantly at
maximum rate. (It does not strictly matter what happens in the first part of the black output window,
so long as the end of it is playing bits at the maximum rate. So the critical condition will be created
regardless of the state of the first part of the black output window, or indeed the other output
windows).
This is illustrated in more detail in Figure 23 below, which should be contrasted with Figure 17,
where the output window started before the channel had finished pushing the relevant bits into the
DJB.
Hence for this case, with the output window starting after the channel has finished pushing out all
the relevant bits, we can simply use a constant bit-rate calculation to derive the required DJB
occupancy, and this will be done in section 5.3. It is as though the critical fill ratio for the red
interleaving frame has first reached and then exceeded 100%. As soon as it reaches 100%,
constant bit-rate becomes the most critical case.
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Figure 23: DJB occupancy at the critical fill ratio with a long output delay

5.2.6 Type 1 PLPs
The situation with type 1 and common PLPs is quite similar, but in this case the channel duration
Tchan will be just the duration for the cells of the corresponding PLP, and hence in general the ratio
Rmax/Rchan will be quite small. The DJB budget will then tend towards Rmax.Tdesign. This is unlikely to
be a problem, provided that the bit-rates for type 1 and common PLPs are kept reasonably low.
5.3 Raw DJB Occupancy for constant bit-rate
For single PLPs, or indeed PLPs as part of a group of multiple PLPs where the output bit-rate is
known to be constant, a simpler DJB budget calculation can be used, as we don't have to allow for
the possible variations in output bit-rate. This also means that the required budget may be
significantly smaller.
We can calculate the raw DJB occupancy at any time as simply the number of bits pushed out of
the TDI less the number of bits that will have been output. Since we are only interested in the
maximum occupancy, we only need to calculate this at the worst possible moments, which will
basically be when complete TI-blocks have been delivered. In principle there is an exception to this
due to frame closing symbols, but we will show in section 5.3.3 that the occupancy we will
calculate is sufficiently safe to allow for this.
Once again we will consider first the case with a maximum of one TI-block per T2-frame.
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5.3.1 Maximum of one TI-block per T2-frame (NTI = 1)
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Figure 24: Variation in raw DJB occupancy for constant bit-rate with NTI=1

First the relatively simple case will be considered without multi-frame interleaving or frame
skipping. Figure 24 above shows the delivery of several interleaving frames of data (and for this
case, each interleaving frame corresponds to one T2-frame). The top part shows the delivery by
the channel. As each frame is delivered, it 'pushes out' bits from the TDI, and the bits delivered by
the channel in each frame are shown in different colours. The pushed out bits are shown
accumulating in the DJB in the bottom part of the diagram, where the colours correspond to the
relevant bits being output (so in the left part of the diagram, bits from an earlier frame coloured blue
are being output). While the red frame is delivered by the channel, the black frame will be pushed
out of the TDI and stored in the DJB as shown, and similarly with the green frame. The output bits
are all exhausted at the end of the relevant output window, which also corresponds to the moment
when that part of the DJB occupancy as shown by the dotted line reaches zero. So once the black
frame has been delivered to the TDI, all of the blue bits will have been pushed out to the DJB, and
any not yet output will be in the DJB. As blue bits are output, its occupancy will drop. Once the red
bits start to be delivered by the channel, pushing black bits into the DJB, the total DJB occupancy
will be increasing, but the blue part as shown by the blue dotted line continues to reduce to zero.
From the diagram above it can be seen that the maximum occupancy in this case arises just
before the FEF. There is a simplified calculation possible for this – it is given by the time taken to
play out the bits remaining in the DJB until the end of the output window, when the „green‟ bits start
to be played out. This can therefore be calculated from the maximum value of TTObase. Using the
geometry of the diagram above, we can see that the maximum raw occupancy, Omax, is:





Omax  max{TTObase}  Tgap  Tchan Rout w here Rout is the output bitrate
From the formula above for max{TTObase}, given PI = IJUMP = 1:
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max{TTObase}  Tdesign 
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I FEF  1
I FEF
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TFEF  Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  Rout
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 I FEF 

B
I FEF .Bchan
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I FEF TF  TFEF

So
and

(36)

where Bchan is the number of bits delivered in each interleaving frame:

188
Bchan  Nblocks ( K BCH  80)  N IB 
188  BMA

(37)

The first term in the formula above for Omax represents the storage required during the FEF, and so
generally increases with increasing FEF length (TFEF). However the increase is not as rapid as
might have been expected, since increasing the FEF length reduces Rout, which works in the
opposite direction (due to the TFEF in the denominator). In the case where IFEF = 1, this first term
disappears, and then usually any length of FEF can be tolerated (since the longer the FEF, the
smaller the DJB requirement due to the decreasing bit-rate). The remaining terms represent the
additional amount to be stored due to the excess of the design delay over its minimum value
(which is needed to satisfy the minimum occupancy requirements).
A more general formula for the DJB occupancy for constant bit-rate cases including multi-frame
interleaving and/or frame skipping is derived in Appendix B, and it is repeated here for
convenience.

Omax

Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  ( PI  1) I JUMPTF 



 Rout .

TFEF I FEF  ( PI  1) I JUMP  GCD ( I JUMP , I FEF )



 mod(I FF , GCD[ I JUMP , I FEF ])  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF 


(38)

w here:
Rout



I FEF .Bchan
;
PI I JUMP ( I FEF TF  TFEF )
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5.3.2 Multiple TI-blocks per T2-frame (NTI>1)
The situation is quite similar when there are multiple TI-blocks per T2-frame (but as with design
delay, we are now strictly limiting ourselves to single PLP cases without frame-skipping).
In this case, we need to account for the bits from the first NTI – 1 TI-blocks, some or all of which
may already have been output by the end of the frame. A revised version of the picture from above
is shown below, where now the coloured triangles represent TI-blocks of a single interleaving
frame (rather than separate interleaving frames). Now the TI-blocks are delivered continuously, but
note that the value of TTObase applies to the start of the output of the first block. Strictly the output
bits also now belong to one output window, although it can still be thought of as comprising subwindows corresponding to the delivery of the bits carried by the individual TI-blocks as shown in
Figure 25:
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Figure 25: Variation in raw DJB occupancy for constant bit-rate and multiple TI-blocks

As before, the moment of peak occupancy is when all of the bits of the green TI-block have been
delivered. At this point, we know that all of the black and red bits will have been pushed out of the
TDI, and must therefore either have been output, or will be in the DJB. We know that at the start of
the output window, all of the blue bits will have been output; hence at the moment of peak
occupancy the DJB only contains red and possibly black bits (although in the specific geometry
shown above, the black bits will also have been exhausted). The peak raw occupancy is therefore
given by the total number of bits in the first blocks less the number that have been output. The
required raw DJB occupancy for each interleaving frame is therefore:





Oi / f  Bearly  Tgap  Tchan  TTObase Rout
where Bearly represents the number of bits carried by the first NTI – 1 TI-blocks (i.e. the black and
red bits).
The term in round brackets represents the time between the start of the output window for this
frame (when the black bits start to be output) and the instant of peak occupancy for this
interleaving frame, and so multiplying by the output rate gives the number of bits that have been
output by the time of the peak. Since we need the maximum overall occupancy for all interleaving
frames we need:





Omax  Bearly  Tgap  Tchan  max{TTObase} Rout
As before, we have assumed PI = IJUMP = 1, which means



I
1
TFEF  Rout
Omax  Bearly  Tgap  Tchan  Tdesign   FEF
 I FEF 



(39)

The term Bearly can easily be derived from the numbers of FEC blocks in each TI-block:
Bearly 

N

Bchan 
N blocks   blocks  

N blocks 
 N TI  

w here Bchan  N blocks ( K BCH

(40)

188
 80)  N IB 
188  BMA
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The term in round brackets represents the number of FEC blocks in the first NTI – 1 TI-blocks, and
so dividing by the total number of blocks gives the corresponding proportion of the total number of
bits in the interleaving frame.
It can also be seen that if NTI = 1, the above formula reduces to the simpler one we obtained
previously, since Bearly = 0. Note that for multiple TI-block cases Tdesign will need to be substantially
less than Tchan, whereas for single TI-block cases Tdesign will need to be just greater than Tchan.
5.3.3 Frame closing symbols
In DVB-T2 configurations requiring the use of frame closing symbols, the completion of delivery of
the TI-block may not be the time at which the maximum occupancy occurs for constant bit-rate
cases. In such cases, in principle the maximum occupancy may occur at the end of the delivery of
the normal symbols. However, we will show that, due to the way in which we calculate Tchan, the
resulting occupancy we will calculate will in any case equal or exceed the actual maximum
occupancy – the calculated occupancy therefore still represents a safe value.
Frame closing symbols are always a single symbol with a slightly denser pilot pattern than is used
for the 'normal symbols' in the rest of the frame. They are needed to allow frequency-only
interpolation of the symbol itself (since there are no immediately following symbols that can be
used for temporal interpolation). As a result of pilot boosting and the denser pilot pattern, some of
the remaining cells are left unmodulated to maintain the same average power, and these two
effects together mean that there are significantly fewer data cells in frame closing symbols.
The RBM deals with the frame closing symbols by requiring a slower rate for cells to be read from
the frequency de-interleaver. So if the output bit-rate is quite close to the rate at which the DJB is
filled, the reduction in rate for the frame closing symbol may mean the peak occupancy is achieved
at the end of the normal symbols rather than when all the data cells of the TI-block have been
delivered. However, since we calculate a slightly shorter value of Tchan (as described in section
5.6), when the actual occupancy for constant bit-rate is calculated by subtracting the constant
output bit-rate, we will be guaranteed to have calculated at least the maximum occupancy. This is
illustrated in Figure 26 below. The diagram on the left shows the bits being pushed into the DJB,
and the calculated value of Tchan The diagram on the right shows the actual occupancy after
allowing for the bits being removed at the output bit-rate – it is effectively as though the diagram on
the left is rotated clockwise. This could never cause the calculated occupancy to be less than the
actual maximum occupancy, since this would require a faster output bit-rate than the rate at which
than channel could deliver bits.

bits
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DJB
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Tchan

DJB
occupancy

calculated
max
occupancy

frame
closing
symbol
t

Figure 26: The effect of a Frame Closing symbol on DJB occupancy for the constant bit-rate case

5.4 Adjustments to the calculated DJB occupancies
The preceding sections have calculated the maximum raw DJB occupancy for the various
situations we need to consider, as calculated from the system parameters of a given configuration,
and based upon the final output bit-rate.
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However, the size of the DJB required by the RBM, DDJB, (i.e. the minimum value that can be
signalled by the BUFS parameter) is larger than the calculated maximum occupancy, Omax
because of certain details of the receiver buffer model. There are five further factors which must be
allowed for:
1.

The occupancy calculated so far is in terms of the output bit-rate, whereas the FEC blocks
carry bits following mode adaptation.

2.

The RBM requires that a margin of 3 FEC blocks is added, to allow for receiver
implementation and in particular the pipeline delay through the FEC chain.

3.

The TDI will only output cells to the DJB if there is enough space for the DJB to hold one
whole FEC block (this is in addition to the 3 FEC block margin mentioned above).

4.

There is an additional FIFO present in some modes.

5.

The DJB stores bits in a 'canonical' form (i.e. allowance must always be made for 3 ISSY
bytes per packet, plus the DNP count, whether or not they are required by the
configuration); however the DJB does not store the CRC-8 byte, nor the SYNC byte.

Therefore the maximum DJB occupancy must be increased, taking account of all these effects, so
that the calculated maximum occupancy does not infringe the requirements of the model. The way
in which this is done also depends upon whether the variable bit-rate or constant bit-rate model is
being assumed, as will be explained.
5.4.1 Adjustments to DJB occupancy for variable bit-rate cases
The DJB occupancy has been calculated in terms of the output bit-rate, and so the number of bits
calculated as the maximum occupancy is in this "currency". We must therefore first convert this
currency into the bits that have to be carried by the physical layer, i.e. the bits following mode
adaptation, point (1).

 188  BMA 
DMA  Omax 

 188 

(41)

where BMA is the number of bytes inserted (or removed) during mode adaptation, as defined in
clause 6.3.2 of [2].
In the variable bit-rate case, as described above, cells are taken from the TDI and fill the DJB to its
maximum. If the worst case critical condition applies, at the exact same moment that filling stops
the output will start. At the worst case moment, therefore, the DJB contains exactly these bits – no
more and no less. We can therefore deal with point (3) by rounding up the occupancy calculated
above to be the occupancy of the relevant number of whole FEC blocks. We can deal with point (2)
at the same time:
  D  N IB  
DFEC    MA
  3 .(K BCH  80)
 K
  BCH  80  

(42)

where NIB is the number of bits of in-band signalling.
Finally, we need to subtract an allowance for the FIFO – point (4) – and rescale to the appropriate
number of bits as would be stored in the canonical form, dealing with point (5):


  191 
N

DDJB   DFEC  FIFO ( K BCH  80).
N cells

  188  BMA 

(43)

5.4.2 Adjustments to DJB occupancy for constant bit-rate cases
The calculations are quite similar for the constant bit-rate cases, but with one significant difference.
In this case bits are being output the whole time. With the variable bit-rate case, we calculated the
occupancy at the peak and rounded up to the next whole number of FEC blocks. This was
acceptable because no bits were being output immediately prior to this. Suppose that the
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maximum occupancy for a particular case is equivalent to 50.8 FEC blocks. For the variable bitrate case, in the critical condition, there will be a moment when 50 whole FEC blocks have been
pushed out of the TDI, decoded, and are in the DJB waiting for the output to start. Provided that
the DJB limit is equivalent to at least 51 FEC blocks, when the remaining block (which will be only
0.8 full) is pushed out of the TDI it can be immediately stored in the DJB (but according to the
model, a limit of say 50.9 would not be sufficient since there must be a whole FEC block's worth of
space before cells can be removed from the TDI; this is to save the receiver needing to interpret
whether the block is full or not before decoding it!).
Consider now a constant bit-rate case with the same maximum occupancy. In this case the
maximum occupancy might be achieved by having 80 FEC blocks of data pushed out of the TDI by
the end of the frame, but with 29.2 of them having been output. Now consider the moment just
before the last block is pushed out; at this stage perhaps only 28.3 have been output. The DJB
occupancy is therefore equivalent to 79-28.3=50.7 FEC blocks. In this case, a limit of 51 FEC
blocks would not be sufficient to allow the last block to be output from the TDI, and a limit of 51.7
would be needed. In practice the safe approach is not to do any rounding, but instead to simply
add one whole FEC block (i.e. as though the margin were 4 FEC blocks in total). Therefore we use
a different formula for DFEC:

DFEC  DMA  N IB  4( K BCH  80)

(44)

5.4.3 Setting of BUFS
The signalling of BUFS only has a limited number of bits (see clause C.1 of [1]). So the minimum
value of BUFS that can be set is the smallest value that can be signalled that is equal to or greater
than DDJB. Remember also that that the DJB is shared between the data and common PLPs – so
the sum of the signalled values of BUFS for every combination of data and common PLPs within a
group must be no more than the allowed total of 2 Mbit.
5.5 Pseudo fixed frame structure
The calculations with the above formulae assume that the frame structure is fixed – i.e. that there
will always be a fixed number of common and type 1 cells, such that the 'gap' before receiving type
2 PLPs remains fixed. Similarly it is assumed that the total number of FEC blocks for type 2 PLPs
is constant, so that the type 2 cells are always delivered smoothly over the full duration of Tchan.
In the initial V&V work it was assumed that these constraints would be met, since the test cases
were modelling streams using audio with a fixed bit-rate for the type 1 PLPs, and a statistical
multiplex ('statmux') of video streams, with a total constant bit-rate for the type 2 PLPs. However it
was found for practical reasons that neither of these assumptions was strictly true – the audio bitrates ended up slightly lower than the test case design allowed, and the statmux has slight
variations of the total bit-rate.
Since these variations meant that the basis on which the RBM parameters had been calculated no
longer applied, it was realised that further checks should be made. Supposing for example the bitrate of the type 1 PLPs dropped very briefly to close to zero, the value of Tgap would be
dramatically reduced and the DJB occupancy would rise significantly.
Having checked a number of test cases it was found that with some, if the relevant rates dropped
to their theoretical minima, the rules of the RBM could be broken. However it is straightforward to
avoid this problem provided that an appropriate frame mapping (or scheduling) mechanism is
being used. This was given the name 'pseudo fixed frame structure'. The following series of
diagrams (Figure 27) illustrates this issue, and shows how pseudo fixed frame structure resolves
the problem.
It was subsequently realised that the 'last-columns rule', together with fully variable bit-rates,
means that there is always a risk of TDI overflow. Therefore, it is recommended that pseudo fixed
frame structure should always be used with variable bit-rates.
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Figure 27: TDI Overflow caused by reduction in total common or Type 2 cells

The first pair of traces shows the reference case, and the DJB occupancy that might result. In the
second pair, the gap has been significantly reduced due to the reduced number of common cells,
meaning that type 2 cells will be pushed out of the TDI earlier than expected. This could cause the
DJB occupancy to exceed the maximum calculated value (which in practice will mean that the TDI
will overflow, since it is not allowed to output blocks that would cause the DJB to exceed its limits).
In the third pair of traces the total number of type 2 blocks has now been reduced, whilst the PLP
in question still has the maximum number of blocks. This means the type 2 cells are now pushed
out faster, again leading to TDI overflow.
With the pseudo fixed frame structure, the start positions of the type 1 and type 2 PLPs are fixed
as though the common and type 1 PLPs were at their maximum capacity. This fixes the size of the
gap. Dummy cells are inserted after each type of PLP to fill the frame structure before the next type
starts. For the type 2 PLPs, the dummy cells must be inserted after each set of sub-slices – in
other words the value of SUB_SLICE_INTERVAL is fixed to the value it would have if the total of
type 2 PLPs was at its maximum, with dummy cells being inserted after the set of sub-slices for
each PLP. Figure 28 below shows how the mapping is adjusted for type 2 PLPs.
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Figure 28: Pseudo-fixed frame structure for Type 1 and Type 2 PLPs

5.6 T2-frame gap (Tgap) and channel duration (Tchan)
The calculations of the channel duration, Tchan, (and the frame gap, Tgap, if pseudo fixed frame
structure is not being used) are not entirely straightforward. We need to choose values for these
which will lead to 'safe' calculations of the DJB occupancy – i.e. which are guaranteed to always
calculate at least the worst case condition. Looking at equation 22, we can see that as Tgap
increases, this will cause OmaxSmooth to reduce. We will therefore choose the minimum value of Tgap
that can be guaranteed. Similarly, increasing Tchan will reduce Rchan which will in turn also cause
OmaxSmooth to reduce, and so again we will tend to look for the minimum value of Tchan, although this
is a little more complex.
The value for Tgap is the time between the start of the frame and the first moment at which cells of
the relevant PLP may be received by the channel and therefore push cells of the previous frame
out of the TDI and into the DJB. It therefore includes the time for the P1 symbol, the time to decode
the L1-signalling, the time for any bias cells and associated dummy cells to be delivered, as well as
the minimum times guaranteed for PLPs of other types that are delivered earlier in the frame, and
can therefore be found as follows:
TP1  TL1 _ decoding  TbiasCells
for common PLPs

Tgap  TP1  TL1 _ decoding  TbiasCells  TcommonMin
for type 1 PLPs

TP1  TL1 _ decoding  TbiasCells  TcommonMin  Ttype1Min for type 2 PLPs

The values TcommonMin and Ttype1min are calculated from the minimum numbers of cells of common
and type 1 PLPs, NminCommonCellsPerT2Frame and NminType1CellsPerT2Frame respectively, but suitable
allowance can be taken for any cells that are carried in the P2 symbol (since this carries a reduced
number of cells compared to normal symbols). Note that if the cells are carried fully within the P2
symbol, they will all be read out at a rate RS, therefore:
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 N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame
if N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame  CP 2 data

RS

TcommonMin  
 N  N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame  C P 2 data .T  T
otherw ise
L1 _ decoding  TbiasCells
 S
 P 2
Cdata



Ttype1Min

 N minType1CellsPerT 2 Frame
if N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame  N minType1CellsPerT 2 Frame  CP 2 data

R
S


N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame  N minType1CellsPerT 2 Frame  CP 2 data 
.TS
  N P 2 
Cdata



TL1 _ decoding  TbiasCells  TcommonMin
otherw ise



If pseudo fixed frame structure is being used, the values NminCommonCellsPerT2Frame and
NminType1CellsPerT2Frame will be equal to the values NmaxCommonCellsPerT2Frame and NmaxType1CellsPerT2Frame
which will need to be specified as system parameters (see, for example, section 5.4.1 of [4]).
If pseudo fixed frame structure is not being used, the values NminCommonCellsPerT2Frame and
NminType1CellsPerT2Frame will need to be calculated from the sum of the minimum number of cells of
each relevant PLP mapped to any T2-frame:
 N minBlocksPerInterleavingFrame .N cells

N minCellsPerT 2 Frame  
PI
0


if I JUMP  1
otherw ise

For PLPs with a fixed number of FEC blocks in each interleaving frame, the value
NminBlocksPerInterleavingFrame is just that number of blocks. If the number of blocks is variable, then we
set:
3
N minBlocksPerInterleavingFrame  
1

for High Efficiency Mode
for Normal Mode

since, as described in Note 1 of Annex C.1 of [1], we require at least three ISSY fields in every
interleaving frame.
The values of Tchan for any PLP are derived as follows. The value required is the one
corresponding to the maximum number of FEC blocks, since this will allow the maximum DJB
occupancy to be calculated. Ideally we would like to calculate a value which ensures that the
resulting occupancy is guaranteed to be at least as great at any moment as the worst case
occupancy that would be given by a more accurate calculation. The detailed 'profile' of delivery
during the different types of symbols (P2 symbols, normal symbols and frame closing symbols),
makes it impossible to calculate something which follows this profile precisely, so instead we will
calculate a single value for Tchan which will implicitly assume smooth delivery throughout this time.
In particular, any cells delivered during the P2 symbol are pushed out initially quite rapidly.
However, due to the lower capacity of P2, overall the average rate of delivery through the P2
symbol is lower than for the rest of the frame. The approach we have adopted, which is illustrated
in figure 29 below, almost achieves the ideal mentioned above, although it may be that the
occupancy slightly exceeds the calculated smooth value for a short time at the beginning of the P2
symbol. We have assumed this will not be a problem for multiple PLP modes, as explained in
section 7.2.
In principle, any cells carried in the frame closing symbols are also pushed out more slowly, but we
do not take account of this, but instead assume that cells are pushed out at the same rate as
during normal symbols. This potentially leads to a slightly shorter value of Tchan, which ensures we
obtain a safe answer. Again, this is illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 29: The profile of filling the DJB according to the 'pushing out' model, showing both the actual profile
and the simplified (safe) profile assumed for calculating Tchan and therefore the maximum DJB occupancy

Therefore, for common PLPs:
 N maxCellsPerT 2 Frame

RS



N
 C P 2 data 

.TS  Tgap
Tchan  TP1   N P 2  maxCellsPerT 2 Frame
C data



N
 maxCellsPerT 2 Frame TS

C data


if N maxCellsPerT 2 Frame  C P 2 data
if Tgap  TP1  N P 2 .TS
otherw ise

and for type 1 PLPs:
 N maxCellsPerT 2 Frame
if N maxCellsPerT 2 Frame  C P 2 data  N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame

RS



N
 (C P 2 data  N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame ) 
Tchan  TP1   N P 2  maxCellsPerT 2 Frame
if Tgap  TP1  N P 2 .TS
.TS  Tgap
C data



N
 maxCellsPerT 2 Frame TS
otherw ise

C data
w here N maxCellsPerT 2 Frame 

N blocksMax.N cells
PI

The first condition in each of the two equations above deals with the (perhaps fairly unlikely)
situation where all of the cells can be carried wholly within the P2 symbols. In this case we can
correctly account for the faster rate Rs at which they are pushed out. The second condition allows
for a case where the cells of the PLP start within the P2 symbols (since Tgap  N P 2 .TS ). Some of the
cells are then carried in the P2 symbols and the remainder within the data symbols. The term
CP 2data  N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame allows for the maximum number of type 1 cells that could be carried
within the P2 symbols, and hence overall the second condition calculates the minimum possible
Tchan for this case, as desired. The third condition allows for the case where we assume that all of
the cells are carried within the data symbols, and none within the P2 symbols.
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For type 2 PLPs, a similar set of calculations can be done, but in this case we are interested in the
total time to deliver all of the type 2 PLPs, not just the time for the particular PLP in question (since
the sub-slicing slows the rate of delivery). To ensure we still obtain the worst case, we need to
consider the situation with the maximum number of cells for the particular PLP, along with the
minimum number of all type 2 cells belonging to other PLPs (which as before is just the sum of the
minimum numbers of cells for each of the relevant PLPs). However, we could also check that this
worst case number of cells is less than the maximum number of cells available for type 2 PLPs (if it
was not, this would imply that the maximum number of cells for the PLP in question could never be
reached). Therefore:
 N worstCaseCellsPerT 2 Frame
if N worstCaseCellsPerT 2 Frame  N maxP2cellsForType2 PLPs

RS


N worstCaseCellsPerT 2 Frame  N maxP2cellsForType2 PLPs 


Tchan  TP1   N P 2 
if Tgap  TP1  N P 2 .TS
.TS  Tgap
Cdata



N
otherw ise
 worstCaseCellsPerT 2 Frame TS

Cdata

w here N worstCaseCellsPerT 2 Frame  min(N maxCellsPerT 2 Frame  N minCellsOtherType2 PLPsPerT 2 Frame , N maxType 2CellsPerT 2 Frame )
N maxP2cellsForType2 PLPs  CP 2 data  N minCommonCellsPerT 2 Frame  N minType1CellsPerT 2 Frame

5.7 Comparison of OIOO and the “last-columns” rule
It was stated in section 5.1 above that it is sufficient to apply the one-in-one-out (OIOO) model
even though there are in fact two rules that apply, OIOO and “last columns”. Using that assumption
we then derived the maximum DJB occupancy needed to ensure that the TDI would not overflow
even under the worst case input conditions. In this section we will show that, provided certain
conditions are met, OIOO does indeed provide the limiting case.
To begin with, here is the complete rule for overflow in the TDI, taken directly from Annex C of [1]:
“The time de-interleaver is considered to overflow if ... the ith cell of a given TI-block
would be written to the memory before the jth cell of the previous TI-block has been
read out, where:


 i 


j  maxi,5 N max 
  i mod5 N wr   5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd   N FIFO


 5 N wr 



where Nwr and Nrd are the number of FEC blocks in the TI block being written and
read respectively, and Nmax is the maximum number of FEC blocks in a TI block ...”
When deriving the maximum DJB occupancy for the fully variable bit-rate case, in section 5.2, we
argued that the worst case occurs when there is an interleaving frame that has the critical fill ratio
followed by another interleaving frame with the maximum rate. The second part of this condition
assumed the OIOO model, expressed in terms of the cells from the frame structure “pushing out”
the cells in the TDI. The faster the incoming cells arrive, the faster cells are pushed out of the TDI
and hence bits fill into the DJB; so for OIOO it is clear that writing at the maximum rate is the worst
case for DJB occupancy.
It was also explained that “pushing out” corresponds to the TDI being read just before it would
have overflowed. In the terms of the equation above, this means that cell j is read just before cell i
is written; i.e. cell i pushes out cell j.
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For convenience let us define a new symbol i’ such that the equation for j becomes
j  maxi, i  N FIFO . The first argument of the “max” function is simply i. Hence, we can see that,
where the max function selects this argument, j=i (assuming multiple PLPs so that NFIFO = 0).
Consequently, the ith cell at the input pushes out the ith cell of the previous TI-block: this is indeed
the OIOO model and fits with the assumptions made in section 5.1.
But what of the second argument of the max function, i‟? Again assuming multiple PLPs, we have:

 i 
i  5 N max 
  i mod5 N wr   5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
 5 N wr 
For the case we have considered, the number of FEC blocks being written is equal to the
maximum, since it is at maximum bit-rate: hence N wr  N max , and
 i 
i  5 N max 
  i mod5 N max   N cells N max  N rd 
 5 N max 
 i  N cells N max  N rd 
i

The first step can be derived by using the identity a modb  a  ba / b . The inequality applies
because N rd  N max by definition and all the quantities are non-negative. Consequently for the
case of writing a full TI-block, j=i and the OIOO model applies.
However, if the block being written is not full, then the write pointer in the TDI will skip addresses,
corresponding to the “unused columns” (see [2]) and it is possible that i‟ > i; in effect, a single input
cell can push out more than one cell into the DJB. Hence such a case could be more critical for
DJB budget than the case for a full block, and needs to be considered carefully.
First, we can derive an upper bound on i‟, noting that x   x and applying again the identity for

a mod b :
 i 
i   5 N max 
  i mod5 N wr   5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
 5 N wr 
 i 
 i 
 5 N max 
  i  5 N wr 
  5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
 5 N wr 
 5 N wr 
 i 
 i  5( N max  N wr ) 
  5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
 5 N wr 
5( N max  N wr )i
i
 5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
5 N wr


(45)

N max
i  5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
N wr

The second and third terms are independent of i and represent the fact that neither the read nor
the write pointer actually starts at the beginning of the memory (see TDI section of [2]). Unless
N rd  N max (unlikely to be the case for the critical fill), the negative term will be larger than the
positive term, so the net effect of these terms is to reduce i‟ and hence reduce the number of cells
that are pushed out. ( N max cannot exceed 275 because of the limited size of the TI memory,
whereas the smallest value of N cells is 2025.) For the moment these terms will therefore be ignored.
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Considering now the first term, we can see that each input cell effectively pushes out

N max
cells
N wr

from the TDI. Clearly this could represent quite a high “gearing” in cases where N wr  N max ,
resulting from the way in which the write pointer skips most of the locations since they represent
unused columns [2].
Fortunately, there are mitigating steps that can be taken both for type 1 and type 2 PLPs, which we
will discuss in the following subsections.
5.7.1 Type 2 PLPs
Provided we are using type 2 PLPs with a large number of subslices, things are not as bad as they
seem. The lower the value of N wr , the lower the rate at which cells will arrive from the channel;
indeed the rate will be slower by essentially the same ratio as the gearing in the formula for i‟.
From section 5.2.1, we know that, for maximum bit-rate, the frame will deliver cells at a rate
corresponding to a bit-rate of Rchan , where (from equation 25):

Rchan 

RmaxTOW
TchanPI

Where there are less than the maximum number of FEC blocks in the frame being received, the
equivalent rate R will be proportionally less:

R  Rchan

N wr
N max

Hence at some time t measured from the end of the gap, assuming that the cells are delivered
smoothly during the channel time Tchan , the index i of the cell being delivered will be

i
where

R

modcod

t

Rchan

modcod

N wr
t,
N max

modcod is the number of net bits per cell (the “exchange rate” between cells and bits).

Substituting into the equation for i‟:
i 


N max Rchan N wr
t  5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
N wr modcod N max
Rchan

modcod

t  5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 

The first term, which was the main cause for concern, is now independent of the value of N wr ,
hence a case in which the block being written is not full is no worse than a block which is full, the
case analysed in section 5.2.
5.7.2 Checking the maximum read-rate for type 2 PLPs
However, there is an additional factor that we need to check. The calculation above implicitly
assumes that, no matter what the value of N wr , the cells being read can always be pushed out fast
enough. But there is a limit to how fast cells can be read – in fact the RBM states that they will be
read at a constant rate of Rcell (which for the original profile of T2 is 7.6Mcells/s; reduced values
were introduced for some modes of T2-Lite), provided there is enough room in the DJB. We
assume that a suitable size of DJB has been chosen such that for any allowed set of parameters
there will be sufficient room in the DJB. We therefore only need to ensure that the 'net-rate' at
which cells are pushed out using the last-columns model does not exceed Rcell . The net-rate at
which cells are pushed out is the factor multiplying the t in the first term of the equation above for i',
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i.e.

Rchan

modcod

. Note the potential confusion as the term Rchan has been defined to be the equivalent

rate at which the channel delivers bits (so it has units of bits/s), whereas Rcell is a cell rate (having
units of cells/s).
We therefore require:

Rchan
 Rcell
modcod
Rcell 

RmaxTOW
 modcodTchanPI

 Tchan 

RmaxTOW
Rcell PI modcod

But we know that RmaxTOW is the maximum number of bits that can output from one collection
R T
window, so max OW is the maximum number of cells in an interleaving frame, and can be re-written

 modcod

as N blocksMaxN cells . Therefore we now require:
Tchan 

N blocksMaxN cells
PI Rcell

(46)

The above requirement can be used as a direct check on its own. However, the value of Rcell was
chosen to be just slightly greater than the maximum rate at which cells can be delivered by the
channel5. Therefore:

Rcell 

N totalType2Cells

 Tchan 

Tchan
N totalType2Cells
Rcell

where NtotalType2Cells is the total number of type 2 cells per T2-frame.
Therefore the requirement from equation 46 will always be satisfied provided:

N totalType2Cells
Rcell



or N totalType2Cells

N blocksMaxN cells
PI Rcell

(47)

N
N
 blocksMax cells
PI

In other words, this requirement will be satisfied provided the total bit-rate for all type 2 PLPs is not
allowed to fall below the maximum bit-rate for any individual PLP. It will also be satisfied if pseudo
fixed frame structure is used, which is another reason why this is strongly recommended.
(At certain times, for example at the start of the T2-frame, there may be an additional complication
that the FEC chain needs to be shared between the data and common PLPs. This could be
checked by using the same model but with an equivalent reduced value of Rcell . However, typically
short blocks are used for the common PLP whereas long blocks are used for the data PLP, so the

______________________________________________________________________________
5

This refers to the value of Rcell used for the original profile of T2, and not to the reduced values used in
some modulation modes for T2-Lite.
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reduction of Rcell would only need to be to
to require N blocksMax 

4 N totalType2Cells PI
5 N cells

4 Rcell
, and so the restriction above would be changed
5

, which would not impose a significant limitation).

5.7.3 Taking account of sub-slicing for type 2 PLPs
We assumed above that the cells are delivered smoothly, whereas of course they arrive quickly
within the subslices with gaps in between. We can extend the analysis from section 5.2.3 to
consider what happens in the last subslice. The rate Rchan now represents the average rate at
which the write addresses are traversed; we saw just above that this is independent of the number
of blocks being written, and in the case where N wr  N max it corresponds to the rate at which cells
are written, as originally defined.
Within each subslice, however, cells are written at the faster rate corresponding to Rslice, and the
N
N
values of i‟ increase max times faster still, i.e. the addresses are traversed max times faster
N wr
N wr
during the subslice. Of course, the number of cells in the subslice is smaller than the maximum
rate case by the same amount so that the value of i‟ at the end of the subslice is the same, in
keeping with the average rate being the same.
It is therefore possible to calculate a new critical fill and maximum DJB occupancy by substituting
N
Rslice max in the formula above for Dextra and following through the subsequent steps as before.
N wr
(The worst case value for N wr is 3 for HEM, since the minimum number of ISSY fields per
Interleaving Frame is 3). However, the difference is likely to be very small. Furthermore, the
increase is likely to be more than compensated for by the net effect of the second and third terms
in the inequality for i‟.
The reliance on subslicing described here is another reason for the use of pseudo-fixed frame
structure (see section 5.5).
Although the net effect of the second and third terms is likely to be negative at the critical fill ratio,
and hence they will reduce the DJB budget, there is nevertheless a risk of overflow in the TDI at
the beginning of the frame. The problem will occur if the TDI starts to be written before it has
started to be read. In order to deal safely with the case where N rd  N max , mode designers should
ensure that there is enough time to empty 5 N max cells out of the TDI before the first subslice of the
first type 2 PLP arrives and starts to be written. This will generally be easy to achieve if there is a
common PLP at the beginning of the frame.
5.7.4 "Last-columns" rule applied to type 1 and common PLPs
The arguments above have all been applied to cases using type 2 PLPs with a relatively large
number of sub-slices. Whilst the OIOO rules can be re-used for type 1 and common PLPs, this is
generally not the case for the last-columns rule – we have relied on the reduced rate of delivery of
data using sub-slicing to counteract the high last-columns "gearing". So what happens to our TDI
rules if type 1 or common PLPs are being used?
Our general assumptions (see section 3.1) have been that type 1 and common PLPs constitute
only a small fraction of the total T2-frame time and are relatively low data-rate. If this is true, we
can show that the last-columns rule will not cause a problem. So we need to derive some general
rules to allow us to check this condition.
If a group of type 1 PLPs with fully variable bit-rate occupied a substantial proportion of the
T2-frame, the reason that the last-columns rule could cause a problem is that a relatively full block
of data in one frame could be followed quite rapidly by a relatively empty block in the next frame;
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the column skipping mechanism would mean that as the second (fairly empty) block was being
written, the entire TDI memory could need to be traversed by the write pointer before there was
time to read the previous (relatively full) block.
The basic approach is to ensure that we can empty the TDI before it starts being written to (i.e. in
the time between the end of delivery of slices in the full-frame, and the start of delivery of slices of
the same PLP in the next frame). If the type 1 PLPs occupy all, or most, of the T2-frame, there are
very few assumptions we can make about this time interval, since PLPs from other groups with
other interleaving parameters might be present in some T2-frames but not others.
The simplest, safe assumption that we can make about the time between slices of type 1 cells in
adjacent T2-frames, Tmin _ other , is that there will be at least the time for the minimum numbers of
type 2 cells (Nmin_type2) and common cells (Nmin_common), plus the time for the minimum number of
dummy cells (Nmin_dummy), plus the P1 time:

Tmin _ other  TP1 

N min _ common  N min _ type2  N min _ dummy
Cdata

Ts

(48)

Similarly, for common PLPs, we can say that:

Tmin _ other  TP1 

N min _ type1  N min _ type2  N min _ dummy
Cdata

Ts

(49)

Note this ignores the smaller capacities of the P2 and frame-closing symbols, but taking these into
account could only increase the minimum time and so the above represents a safe simplification.
If the PLP in question is not mapped to every T2-frame, the minimum time between the mapped
T2-frames, TIF _ diff _ min , can be added – the derivation of the formula for this is given in Appendix
B.5:

 mod(I FF  I JUMP , g )  mod(I FF , g )  I JUMP 
TIF _ diff _ min  TF ( I JUMP  1)  TFEF 

I FEF


w here g  GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF )

(50)

The minimum time between receiving the last cell of one interleaving frame and the first cell of the
next is therefore TIF _ diff _ min  Tmin _ other . To be sure that there is no risk of overflow in the TDI due to
the last columns rule, we need to ensure that the maximum number of cells can be read in this
time. We therefore require, for each type 1 and common PLP that:
N max .N cells
 TIF _ diff _ min  Tmin _ other
Rcell

6

(51)

Maximum FEF length

Section 5 gave us formulae for the maximum DJB occupancy. We can now use these to find the
maximum allowable FEF length for a given configuration. We will once again work in terms of the
output bit-rate, and only deal with cases where PI = IJUMP = 1.
6.1 Maximum FEF for constant bit-rate
For the constant bit-rate case with PI = IJUMP = 1, we have from equation (39):



I
1
TFEF  Rout
Omax  Bearly  Tgap  Tchan  Tdesign   FEF


 I FEF 

N

I FEF .Bchan
B
w here Rout 
and Bearly  chan  N blocks   blocks  
I FEF TF  TFEF
N blocks 
 N TI  
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We require this peak occupancy to be no greater than a given limit on the size of the DJB, Olimit
(derived below). Hence:

 I FEF .Bchan
I
1 
TFEF 
Omax  Bearly  Tgap  Tchan  Tdesign   FEF
 Olimit
 I FEF 

 I FEF TF  TFEF





 I FEF Texcess  I FEF  1TFEF Bchan  Olimit  Bearly .I FEF TF  TFEF 
w here Texcess  Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan



 





TFEF I FEF  1Bchan  Olimit  Bearly  Olimit  Bearly .I FEF .TF  Bchan.I FEF .Texcess

TFEF 




 O

I FEF Olimit  Bearly .TF  Bchan.Texcess

I FEF  1Bchan

limit

 Bearly



, assuming I

FEF





 1Bchan  Olimit  Bearly  0
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Considering first cases with NTI = 1, so Bearly = 0, it will usually be the case that the value of Texcess
is relatively small (<< TF), so the numerator is almost certainly positive. Therefore if the
denominator becomes negative, the limit on TFEF becomes negative, but it also becomes a
minimum rather than a maximum – in other words, any (positive!) length of TFEF will be acceptable.
This will certainly be the case when IFEF = 1.
For cases with NTI > 1, the value of Texcess will be significant and negative. In fact the terms Bearly.TF
and Bchan.Texcess will have roughly the same magnitude, so will tend to cancel out, and again the
numerator is likely also to be positive.
Note that the limit to the maximum FEF length contains a term which is the design delay (Tdesign).
However the choice of design delay will often itself depend on the chosen FEF length, and so an
iterative approach is used within the CSP to calculate the maximum FEF length, as described in
section 8.1.3.
The value Olimit is obtained from the setting of the parameter BUFS for the relevant PLP. For a
single PLP case this will simply be 2Mbit (i.e. 221 bits). To calculate the value of Olimit, the steps in
section 5.4.2 must be reversed, so that a limit is calculated in the 'raw' currency used for Omax.
Hence:


  188 
(K
 80)
188  BMA 

Olimit   BUFS.
 N FIFO BCH
 4( K BCH  80)  N IB .

N CELLS
 191 

  188  BMA 
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6.2 Maximum FEF for variable bit-rate
The above calculation can be repeated for variable bit-rate cases, although note that this has not
been implemented in the CSP, and has therefore not been verified. From section 5.2.1, for cases
with NTI = 1 and PI = IJUMP = 1, we now have the peak DJB requirement as:
OmaxSmooth 
w here Rchan 
Omax 



Rmax  Rchan
(TTObase  Tgap )
Rmax  Rchan

Bchan
I FEF .Bchan
; Rmax 
Tchan
I FEF .TF  TFEF







Rchan
Bchan / Tchan
TTObase  Tgap 
TTObase  Tgap
Rchan
I FEF TF  TFEF
1
1
I FEF Tchan
Rmax



I FEF Bchan
TTObase  Tgap
I FEF Tchan  I FEF TF  TFEF
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Again we are looking for this to be less than the limit, and we are concerned about the worst case
TTObase, so we need:


I
1
 Tdesign  FEF
TFEF  Tgap   Olimit
I FEF


Olimit Tchan  TF   Bchan Tdesign  Tgap
, assuming I FEF  1Bchan  Olimit  0
I FEF  1Bchan  Olimit

I FEF Bchan
I FEF Tchan  I EFE TF  TFEF
TFEF 

I FEF







We can also w riteTdesign  Tgap  Tchan  Texcess so :
TFEF 

I FEF Olimit Tchan  TF   BchanTchan  Texcess 
I FEF  1Bchan  Olimit

(54)

If we assume Texcess is small, and for Type 2 PLPs, Tchan » TF, then:
TFEF 

7

I FEF TF 2Olimit  Bchan 
I FEF  1Bchan  Olimit

(55)

Other parameter checks

There are three further sets of checks that need to be performed to ensure the validity of a
configuration, and these will be described in the following sections.
7.1 FEC chain sharing
The basic calculations described above can be used, with appropriate adjustments, equally well for
type 1 PLPs (and therefore also for the common PLP) – these are in fact just a special case of type
2 PLPs, with only one sub-slice. However, so far no consideration has been given to the restriction
in the model that the data PLP and the common PLP need to share the FEC chain.
It has not so far proved possible to identify a simple calculation to allow for this sharing, but instead
a number of checks are made which have ensured that the model is not broken in all the cases
tested so far. The checks used are:
1. Firstly check that the DJB buffer size for the common PLP is sufficient to hold all of the
decoded data that has not been output at the end of each interleaving frame (this point is
discussed further below).
2. Next ensure that, even if the data and common PLPs are sharing their use of the FEC
chain, the common PLP can be fully decoded before the end of the interleaving frame time.
3. Ensure that the data PLP, assuming it has sole use of the FEC chain at the beginning of its
interleaving frame, can decode data at least as fast as it could be output (i.e. that the
decode rate exceeds the transport stream rate); if this condition were not met, there could
be an underflow at the beginning of the frame.
4. Check the worst case decoding rate, with FEC chain sharing, for the data PLP – if it is less
than its maximum possible output rate, some further checks are needed to ensure there will
not be an underflow; these are:
a. check how long the common PLPs take to be received
b. check how much of the data PLP can be decoded in this time, using the FEC chain
alone; this is the "initial amount of data", used below
c. calculate the rate of data loss from its DJB once FEC chain sharing applies (when
the common PLP has been fully received) – i.e. assuming the data PLP is being
output at its maximum rate, but is being decoded more slowly
d. perform checks to see whether this rate of loss can be sustained, given the initial
amount of data, and the actual amounts of both data and common PLP – if either of
them are fully decoded before the initial data is exhausted, there is no risk of
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underflow; this check is performed with all 4 combinations of maximum and
minimum amounts of both data and common PLP
The need for some of these checks is illustrated in the plots below (Figure 30).

Common PLP
slowed by its DJB
being full

Common and data
PLPs fully sharing
FEC chain
Common PLP not
ready for decoding

Figure 30: Example of DJB occupancy reducing because of FEC-chain sharing

The plot on the left shows the DJB occupancy for the data PLP as two frames of data are decoded
by the FEC chain and stored in the DJB (it is taken from V&V test case VV707). Throughout the
first frame (and the same applies during the second frame), broadly speaking the data is being
decoded and output at the same time, but it can be decoded faster than it is output, and so the
decoded data is stored in the DJB and the occupancy rises. When all the data has been decoded
(at the peak) the occupancy falls again. In practice, nearly all of the data is output during the frame
time, and so the occupancy falls close to zero.
The plot on the right shows the region around the beginning of the second frame in more detail. At
the end of the first frame, the DJB has reached minimum occupancy, and as more data is
decoded, the occupancy starts to rise. Initially common cells are still being received from the
channel (for a time calculated with check 4a), and so are not yet ready to be de-interleaved and
decoded (the previous frame having been fully decoded already, because of checks 1 & 2). The
data PLP can make full use of the FEC chain, and so the occupancy rises rapidly. The detailed
shape (the jaggedness) is caused by the interaction of two mechanisms within the RBM – the
actual pattern of output of transport packets and the decoding of individual FEC blocks, resulting in
times when nothing is output whilst the parity bits are being 'discarded'.
Next a phase is entered where the all of the cells of the common PLP have been received, and so
they can be decoded - the FEC chain is being fully shared between data and common PLPs. In
this region, the output rate exceeds the decoding rate, and so the occupancy falls. However the
initial data decoded exceeds the amount by which it later falls, (checks 4b-d). Finally, sufficient
common data has been decoded to fill the common DJB, and decoding of the common PLP is held
back waiting for more to be output. At this point the data PLP can get more of a share of the FEC
chain, and the occupancy no longer falls. Eventually (check d) the data PLP has all been decoded
and the peak occupancy is reached, leaving the FEC chain for sole use by the common PLP.
In the above description, it was stated that the common PLP fills its DJB, whereas it might have
been thought that checks 1 & 2 would have prevented this. However these checks are only applied
at the end of the frame – part way through the frame there is still data from the previous frame
waiting to be output, plus as much as can be decoded of the current frame, so it is acceptable for
the limit to be reached part-way through the frame.
Check 1 is stated as a check that the common PLP's DJB is large enough to store all of the data
that has not been output at the end of each interleaving frame (or more precisely, at the point when
all of the cells of the interleaving have just finished being delivered by the channel). Actually a safer
check is performed which is for the maximum of two quantities – firstly the full amount of data in
one interleaving frame and secondly the data not yet output. In most cases the latter amount will
be greater, since we have generally assumed at least a whole T2-frame's worth of delay for the
design delay, even though less could have been used for a common PLP delivered early in the
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frame. The amount of data not output can be calculated simply by multiplying the maximum value
of TTObase by the maximum output bit-rate.
All of the V&V test cases meet the above checks with one exception. The exception is VV710,
which was designed as a case to test the critical occupancy of the DJB (and hence overflow of the
TDI) rather than underflow in the DJB itself. This case (and its related cases) have a slightly
smaller common PLP buffer size than would be calculated from above, and because of the other
constraints required to create the critical conditions, it cannot easily be changed. However in this
case it has been observed that failing to meet the check is not a problem. The worst point for the
common PLP in this test case (i.e. the frame with the longest TTObase) is just before the FEF. So
although the check correctly calculates that the limit on BUFS means that decoding of the common
PLP is not complete before the end of this frame, in practice decoding completes during the FEF.
The critical moment for the data PLP in terms of potential DJB underflow does not occur until a
whole T2-frame later (i.e. the first T2-frame following the FEF), which is when TTObase is at its
minimum, and hence decoding of the common PLP completes comfortably within the frame. (It
could even be argued that the check is overly safe – it might be sufficient to check the common
PLP buffer size as described above but using the minimum TTObase rather than the maximum,
since this will correspond to minimum occupancy for the data).
7.2 TDI overflow during P2 symbols in single PLP modes
During the P2 symbols, there is a period, while the L1 is being decoded, when no PLP data is
being extracted. Once the L1 has been decoded, the PLP cells are extracted and written to the TDI
at a rate of Rs, which is faster than they can be read from the TDI. There is therefore the possibility
that the TDI might overflow during this time, and this possibility is increased by the use of the “last
columns rule” (see section 5.6).
In multiple PLP modes, the cells extracted at this faster rate will usually belong to the common
PLP, and there will usually have been time to decode one or more common FEC blocks during the
previous frame, leaving space in the TDI; consequently this problem will not normally arise for such
modes.
For single PLP modes, however, it is quite likely that the TDI will still be full, since the hold-off
period might have prevented any FEC blocks from being read from the TDI and decoded at the
end of the previous T2-frame. Furthermore, the PLP cells will normally begin at address zero6, i.e.
they will arrive immediately at the TDI input after the L1 has been decoded. Consequently, there is
a potential problem even from the OIOO rule (see section 5.1), since cells are being written faster
than they are read. Fortunately there are two factors that mitigate this problem: a 4000-cell FIFO
and a small “head-start” arising because the FEC chain becomes available for decoding slightly
before the PLP cells start to be extracted (see section 10.4.2.3 of [2]).
To check for this problem, we first need to determine whether any FEC blocks can be decoded at
the end of the previous T2-frame before the L1-hold off comes into force. The number of blocks
NextraBlocks that can be decoded before the hold-off begins is given by the time available at the end
of the frame divided by the time Ncell / Rcell to decode each block, and since only whole blocks can
be decoded this has to be rounded down:


R 
N extraBlocks   TF  TP1  TFEF _ Holdoff  TendLastBlock cell 
N cell 






(56)

where TendLastBlock = Tdelivery ( NTI  1) , as calculated in section 4.2, is the time at which the last TIblock of the T2-frame finishes being written to the TDI, relative to the beginning of the same
T2-frame.
______________________________________________________________________________
6

Versions 1.2.1 and later of [1] allow the dummy cells to be inserted anywhere in the frame and hence it
might be worth considering placing them at the beginning of the frame, before the PLP cells, to give more
time for the TDI read pointer to get ahead. The effect can be taken into account by including these dummy
cells in NbiasCellsTotal.
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If the FEF interval is 1, there is a FEF every time and this FEF time can be used for decoding FEC
blocks, whereas if the FEF interval is greater than 1, the FEF time will not always be available for
decoding and therefore the worst case is a T2-frame that is not followed by a FEF. This is
represented by the term TFEF _ Holdoff which is therefore given by TFEF _ Holdoff  TFEF for cases where
the FEF interval is 1 and TFEF _ Holdoff  0 otherwise.
Now we determine how many cells can be read from the TDI during the time that the PLP cells in
the P2 symbols are being written to it.
There are CP 2 data  N P 2 .C P 2  DL1  N biasCellsTotal cells of PLP data in the P2 symbols (as defined in
section 4.2), and these will be written to the TDI in a time N P 2 data / RS . The number of cells that can
be read in this time is therefore CP 2 dataRcell / RS . Additional cells can also be read at a rate Rcell
during the “head-start” time K sig _ postRcell / 8RS corresponding to the output of the last FEC block of
the L1-post signalling, and during the time NbiasCellsTotal / RS when the bias and dummy cells (if any)
are being delivered (at RS), so the total number of cells read by the time the last PLP cell from the
P2 symbols is written is given by

C P 2 data

Rcell K sig _ post Rcell N biasCellsTotal Rcell


 N extraBlocks N cell
RS
8RS
RS

.

Recall from section 5.6 that the TDI will overflow if the ith cell is written before the jth cell of the
previous block is read, where j  maxi, i  N FIFO . Where the first argument of the max, i.e. the
OIOO rule, applies, we simply require that the number of cells read is at least equal to the number
of cells written minus NFIFO:

C P 2 data

R
Rcell  K sig _ post
 
 N biasCellsTotal  cell  N extraBlocks N cell  C P 2 data  N FIFO
RS
8

 RS

Rearranging gives

 R
C P 2 data 1  cell
RS


R
  K sig _ post
  
 N biasCellsTotal  cell  N extraBlocks N cell  N FIFO
8
 
 RS
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R 
1  cell  has a fixed value, and taking the maximum value of CP 2 data , which occurs for 32K, one
RS 

PLP and no bias balancing or dummy cells, the first term is guaranteed to be less than N FIFO which
has the value 4000 for single PLP modes, hence this will always be satisfied for single PLP modes.
However, we also need to consider the i‟ term in the condition for TDI overflow. From equation
(45):

 i 
i  5 N max 
  i mod5 N wr   5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
 5 N wr 
First let us consider modes with a single TI-block per Interleaving frame (NTI =1), or those with
multiple TI-blocks but of equal size, and with a static number of FEC blocks in each Interleaving
Frame. In such cases all TI-blocks have the same number of FEC blocks and we will have
Nwr = Nrd = Nmax and the equation will reduce to i‟=i (using the identity a modb  a  ba / b as
before). Hence one way to avoid potential problems is to ensure that the number of FEC blocks per
interleaving frame is divisible by NTI.
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If the number of FEC blocks per interleaving frame is not divisible by NTI, then the TI-blocks will be
of different sizes. Since the small TI-blocks come first, the situation we are considering will have

 N BLOCKS _ IF (n) 
Nrd = Nmax = Nbig and Nwr = Nsmall = Nmax – 1, where N small  
 and
N TI


 N BLOCKS _ IF (n) 
N big  
 ; these are the number of FEC blocks in the first and last TI-blocks of the
NTI


Interleaving Frame respectively.
In section 5.6 (see equation 45) we derived an upper bound for the value of i‟:

i 

N max
i  5N max  N wr   N cells N max  N rd 
N wr

Substituting the values above gives:

i' 

N big
N small



i  5 N big  N small
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Again, we require that the number of cells read is at least equal to i‟ – NFIFO, after substituting the
number of cells written for i:
C P 2 data
N big
N small

R
Rcell  K sig _ post
 
 N biasCellsTotal  cell  N extraBlocks N cell 
RS
8

 RS





C P 2 data  5 N big  N small  N FIFO

Rearranging:

N big  N small 
 R
K
R
  5 N big  N small   sig _ post  N biasCellsTotal  cell
C P 2 data 1  cell 


 R
RS
N small
8



 S
 N extraBlocks N cell  N FIFO
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It is easy to see that this is equivalent to the result above (for OIOO) if all blocks are the same size,
and also that this condition is never less restrictive than the OIOO condition. Hence it is sufficient
to check just this condition.
7.3 TDI Overflow during first TI-block in single PLP modes
Another possible TDI overflow occurs later in the frame, because the TDI is not allowed to contain
cells from more than two TI-blocks. Designers should check that the last TI-block of the previous
Interleaving Frame will have been completely read before the first TI-block of the new frame has
been written; this might well not be the case when the total FEC blocks per interleaving frame is
not divisible by NTI, because then the first TI-block contains one fewer FEC block than the last one.
As before, we first calculate N extraBlocks , the number of blocks, if any, that can be read before the
hold-off period.
We then calculate how many additional cells can be read from the TDI before the first TI-block of
the new T2-frame finishes being written to the TDI. The first block will finish being written at a time
measured from the start of the T2-frame given by

TEndWriting  TP1  TP 2  N small N cell  C P 2 data 

TS
Cdata
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(60)

The quantity in the brackets is the number of cells of the TI-block that are not carried in the P2
symbol, and according to the model these are delivered to the TDI at a uniform rate C data / TS
during the normal symbols.
The previous TI-block will start to be read from the TDI at a time, again measured from the start of
the T2-frame, given by

TstartReading  TP1  TL1 

K sig _ post

(61)

8RS

The last term is subtracted because the TDI can start to be read the moment the last L1-post block
has been decoded, before it has been output (this is the “head-start” discussed in the previous
section).
The number of cells that can be read before the first block finishes being written is given by the
time between these two instants multiplied by the reading rate Rcell , plus the cells of any extra
blocks read at the end of the previous frame:





N cellsReadMax  TEndWriting  TstartReading Rcell  N extraBlocks N cell

(62)

Overflow due to the two-blocks rule will be avoided providing this is at least as many cells as are
contained in the large block being read:

N cellsReadMax  N big N cell

(63)

We should also consider the possibility of overflow due to the “last columns” rule. In broad terms,
the requirement is roughly the same as for the “two-blocks” rule, since the write pointer will
traverse all of the addresses in writing the small block; if the large block is read faster than the
small block is written then the read pointer should stay ahead of the write pointer.
As for the issue discussed in the previous section, the problem can be avoided by choosing the
number of FEC blocks per interleaving frame to be a multiple of NTI, since Rcell is guaranteed to
exceed the writing rate and there will be no skipping of write addresses.
The problem is most likely to arise in modes with small fractional guard intervals and sparse pilot
patterns, since these give the smallest value of TS and large values of Cdata respectively, hence
maximising the writing rate into the TDI. Low-order constellations are most problematic since they
have the largest number of cells per FEC block and hence the largest discrepancy between the
large and small TI-blocks.
8

Common Simulation Platform (CSP) implementations

Code to calculate and check the parameters of the Receiver Buffer Model, and an implementation
of the model itself, have been included in the DVB-T2 Common Simulation Platform (CSP). The
CSP is a MATLAB model of an end-to-end DVB-T2 chain including transmitter, channel and
receiver. The structure and principles of the CSP itself are described in [3]. The following two subsections will attempt to explain both these sets of code in a standalone way, but readers requiring
a complete understanding or to modify or work with the simulation will probably need to consult [3]
as well.
In addition, a further set of comparison scripts, similar to those described in [3], have been written
and are run routinely to compare the results from various companies' implementations of the RBM.
These are introduced in section 8.3.
8.1 Outline of approach used to check parameters within CSP
8.1.1 Invocation
The CSP contains “model” and “sim” directories. The “model” directory contains the
implementations of the building blocks of the end-to-end chain, but they are assembled and run by
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the various “tests” in the “sim” directory. A number of different “tests” are available, for example for
generating V&V files, performing BER simulations and checking DVB-T2 parameters.
The parameter checking code simulation is implemented within the file
"test_dvbt2bl_VV_parameter_check.m" and its associated functions
"calculate_signal_properties" and "djb_budget" in the “sim” hierarchy.
"test_dvbt2bl_VV_parameter_check" sets-up the simulation with a given V&V configuration,
and then calls its two associated functions in turn to calculate the required parameters and check
compliance with the specification.
8.1.2 Function "calculate_signal_properties"
As originally written, the function "calculate_signal_properties" did as its name suggests,
calculating the key parameters needed to check the required design delay for the configuration,
and to check the calculated design delays against those specified within the configuration.
Inevitably there is also a need for some checking of more fundamental parameters, and as the
code has developed, it was decided to extend this functionality and to include it within the main
part of the model, so that some of these checks are performed for all CSP simulations. Hence the
first part of the original code to calculate signal properties (such as maximum available bit-rate) has
been move to a function within the main model "t2_sys_syntax_check". Whilst almost certainly
not yet a complete check, this now attempts to check the main rules written into the DVB-T2
specification (e.g. acceptable combinations of FFT size, guard interval and pilot pattern) and
ensures the configuration meets these rules. Another example is the requirement for T2-Lite that
the maximum bit-rate shall not exceed 4 Mbit/s – hence the need for this type of calculation and
check to be within "t2_sys_syntax_check" now. The various parameters calculated by
t2_sys_syntax_check are stored within "properties" fields of the "DVBT2" structure that is
used to pass all configuration information between different functions within the CSP.
Since designing a DVB-T2 configuration requires knowledge of all of the properties calculated as
described above before the minimum design delay can be calculated,
"calculate_signal_properties" allows a configuration to be run without specifying the
design delay – in this case it calculates and sets the design delay according to the principles given
in this document, and then uses those values for the DJB calculations.
8.1.3 Function "djb_budget"
Once the design delays have been checked, "test_dvbt2bl_VV_parameter_check.m" then
calls "djb_budget" to calculate the maximum occupancies, again according to the principles
given in this document. The occupancy is calculated for both variable and constant bit-rate, and the
code will issue warnings if either of these exceeds the relevant values set for BUFS. However it is
for the user to decide what action to take. A particular point here is that it is not readily possible for
the simulation to know whether the input is assumed to be constant or variable bit-rate. So whilst
the limit may be exceeded in the variable bit-rate case, this could be completely acceptable if it is
known that the input will indeed be constrained to be constant bit-rate, and that limit is not
exceeded.
"djb_budget" uses the method described in section 5.2.2 to calculate the DJB occupancy for
general variable bit-rate cases (i.e. including those with frame-skipping and multi-frame
interleaving) – in other words it checks each T2-frame of the required number of combinations of
interleaving frames and works out the overall maximum occupancy from these. For the constant
bit-rate case, it uses the formula derived in Appendix B.4.
Finally "djb_budget" calculates the maximum allowable length of FEF that would be possible for
the given configuration. Note that calculating this is to some extent iterative, since the required
design delay depends upon the FEF length. In some cases the dependence is direct, but there is
also always a secondary dependence on output bit-rate, because the margin required is in terms of
transport stream packets, and the output bit-rate is itself changed as FEF length is adjusted. So to
achieve optimum settings of design delay and maximum FEF length for a given configuration, first
the FEF length might be adjusted to the maximum recommended, but then if the new configuration
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is re-checked, the design delay might need to be changed by a small amount. Since this in turn
has an impact on the DJB occupancy, the FEF length might then also need adjusting, and so on.
However, since the parameters have a fairly weak dependence on each other, it has so far been
found that a maximum of a couple of iterations are needed before a stable set of parameters are
achieved.
8.1.4 CSP departures from principles in this document
The parameter checking code within the CSP has been developed over a considerable time, and
has been used to develop V&V test cases. As work has progressed within the V&V group, and
further collective understanding achieved about the intricacies of the RBM, this knowledge has
been incorporated where possible into the CSP code. The result of this process is therefore code
that has tended to grow organically. So although the underlying principles are very much the same,
some of the details show significant variation from the more complete way in which it has now
been possible to describe it within this document.
8.2 Outline of approach used to implement RBM in CSP
An implementation of the Receiver Buffer Model has also been included in the DVB-T2 Common
Simulation Platform (CSP).
8.2.1 Invocation and input source
The Receiver Buffer Model simulation is implemented in a single .m file in the “rbm” subdirectory of
the “model” directory.
There are two different “tests” that invoke the Receiver Buffer Model simulation: dvbt2bl_rbm
uses intermediate signals from a run of the CSP simulation itself, whereas dvbt2bl_rbm_T2MIIn
takes input from a T2-MI file. The former method was developed first, whereas the latter method is
implemented by converting the T2-MI file data into the same format that the CSP outputs.
To use input data generated by the CSP, a simulation of the DVB-T2 chain must first be run to
generate the required intermediate files. An example command line to do this for the VV708 test
case is as follows. Note that it must be run from the “sim” directory:
run('dvbt2bl_VV','tst','stdout',{'DVBT2.SIM.VV_CONFIG_NAME=''VV708DJBCC2''','DVBT2.CH.ENABLE=0','DVBT2.RX.ENABLE=0',
'DVBT2.SIM.EN_VV_FILES=0','DVBT2.SIM.EN_DJB_SHORTCUTS=1','DVBT2.SIM.
STOP_AFTER=2'})
The “STOP_AFTER=2” means that only the data generation and mode adaptation are performed;
this generates all the information needed by the RBM simulation so the later stages of the chain
can be skipped, saving a lot of time. Similarly, “EN_DJB_SHORTCUTS” is another time-saving
setting: it skips calculation of CRCs and the slow pseudo-random input data generation process.
The contents of the resulting packets are not compliant to the V&V specification but this does not
affect the RBM simulation, as explained in section 8.2.2 below. Any V&V files created would be
incorrect, but this is avoided in the command line above by disabling V&V files.
The RBM simulation itself should then be invoked, using a command such as:
run('dvbt2bl_rbm','tst','stdout',{'DVBT2.SIM.VV_CONFIG_NAME=''VV708DJBCC2''', 'DVBT2.SIM.RBM_DATA_PLP=1','DVBT2.SIM.SIMDIR=''tst''',
'DVBT2.SIM.RESULTSDIR=''tst/results''','DVBT2.SIM.EN_RBM_PLOTS=1'})
Results will be plotted for each frame; the plots will also be stored in „tst/results/plots‟ in
.pdf format and „tst/results/figs‟ in MATLAB .fig format. Users should ensure that these
directories exist otherwise an error will be generated.
8.2.2

Overview of operation

The receiver buffer model does not process the actual data passing through the receiver buffers.
Instead it is sufficient to keep track of the number of bits or cells that have passed each point at a
particular time. In general the values of those bits or cells are irrelevant to the buffer occupancy,
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but there are certain items of information that are needed. The simulation uses the following
information:


The configuration parameters for the DVB-T2 mode. There are many relevant parameters,
including the constellation and code rate for each PLP, the DVB-T2 frame structure and the
BUFS values.



The dynamic (scheduling) information: start positions, number of FEC blocks for each PLP
and subslice intervals. These define the pattern in which cells are delivered to the TDI from
the physical frame structure.



The Data Field Length (DFL) for each BBFrame. This determines how many bits are written
to the DJB by each BBFrame.



The Deleted Null Packet (DNP) counts for each packet. This determines the pattern in
which bits are read out from the DJB.

When working with the results of a CSP simulation (dvbt2bl_rbm), this information is stored in
files created by the mode adapter module. They are only created if DVBT2.SIM.EN_DJB_FILES
is set to “1”.
8.2.3 Sampling rate and block size
The simulation is performed one T2-frame at a time in a for loop. The values of various quantities
are calculated at uniformly spaced instants during the T2-frame: a sampling rate of 1/T is used,
where T is the fundamental time period defined in the T2 specification [1] giving a sampling rate of
64/7MHz for the 8MHz channel bandwidth.
The varying values of the quantities calculated are stored in MATLAB vectors with one element per
sampling instant. In many cases the necessary calculations can be performed on the whole vector
at once, thanks to MATLAB‟s powerful processing vector and matrix functions. However, in some
cases, particularly where there is some kind of feedback, the calculation has to be done in a loop.
The vector t indicates the time to which each vector element corresponds, measured in units of T
from the beginning of the simulation.
When FEFs are used, the time interval corresponding to each FEF part is tacked onto the end of
the preceding T2-frame, so that some T2-frames appear longer than others. Thus the start of each
vector always corresponds to the start of a T2-frame.
8.2.4 Sequence of simulation
The simulation is performed for a particular combination of data and (if applicable) common PLP.
The “test” script is responsible for invoking the simulation multiple times for each relevant
combination of data and common PLP.
The simulation proceeds in the following sequence:


The CalcTDI() function calculates the situation at the input to the TDI, including the total
number of cells that have been written into the TDI at each time instant, and the number of
FEC blocks that are ready for reading. This is entirely defined by the frame structure and
scheduling information.



calcDJBOutputBitIndex() calculates the total number of bits that have been output
from the DJB at each instant. This is entirely defined by the Transport Stream rate, the
overall delay and the pattern of deleted null packets.



ArbitrateBICM() performs the arbitration process by which the FEC chain is shared
between the data and common PLPs and the L1 signalling. This includes determining
whether there is enough space in the DJB to send a FEC block for each PLP to the FEC
chain. The result of the calculation is the total number of cells output from the TDI at each
instant.
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Given the total number of cells written to and read from the TDI, it is now possible to
determine whether and when the TDI will overflow: checkTDIOverflow() performs this
check, against the three criteria defined in annex C. This not only determines whether an
overflow has occurred, but also calculates the margin by which overflow was avoided
according to each rule.



CalcBBFOutputBitIndex() converts the total number of cells output from the TDI into
the total number of BBFrame payload bits after FEC decoding. This takes into account the
fixed number of BCH and LDPC parity bits and BBHEADER bits, as well as the variable
number of PADDING bits, all of which are discarded before the DJB.



The bits contained in the data field of the BBFRAMES are not written directly to the DJB;
instead Annex C states that they are converted to canonical form first. The function
CalcDJBInputBitIndex() calculates the total number of bits resulting from this process
and subsequently written to the DJB.



Calculating the DJB occupancy is now simply a case of taking the total number of bits
written to the DJB at each instant and subtracting the total number of bits read from it;
these have already been calculated by CalcDJBInputBitIndex() and
calcDJBOutput() respectively.



The various occupancies and indices are plotted and the resulting plots saved both as
images and as MATLAB figures. This is the slowest part of the whole process



The worst-case occupancies and margins during the current T2-frame for the TDI and DJB
are found and written in a report. The overall worst-case value during the whole simulation
is also found for each occupancy and margin.

With the exception of ArbitrateBICM(), each step is performed separately for the data and
common PLPs. ArbitrateBICM() has to process both PLPs together in order to model the
sharing of the FEC chain between them.
8.2.5 CalcTDI()
This function takes the static configuration information from the DVBT2 structure and the dynamic
information from the SCHED structure. See [3] for more information on these data structures. It
also has its own structure for maintaining local state information between frames.
The function first works out which cell addresses correspond to the PLP in question, which is
simply a question of interpreting the scheduling information. Accumulating this vector of 1‟s and 0‟s
gives the cell index output at a particular address.
The function then calculates which cell address is output from the FDI at each time instant – this
involves careful interpretation of the Annex C rules. In normal and frame closing symbols the cells
are output at a uniform rate, whereas in the P2 symbols the L1 must first be extracted and decoded
and the other cells in P2 are then output at a slightly faster rate than for normal symbols.
The two preceding results are combined to give the cell index being output to the TDI at each
instant, and this is one of the return values of the function.
The function also works out the instants at which complete TI blocks have been written to the TDI.
This is important because only cells belonging to completed TI blocks are available to be read from
the TDI. The calculation is done by simply accumulating the number of cells in each TI-block and
searching for the instant at which this number of cells have been written. The function returns the
number of FEC blocks belonging to complete TI blocks that have been written at each instant.
Figure 31 shows an example of the TDI input index (the red line). At the beginning of the frame, no
cells are fed to the TDI because this part of the frame contains the P1, L1 data, common and Type
1 PLPs. The middle part of the frame is the Type 2 region, where data for all the Type 2 PLPs is
delivered. The zoomed-in portion shows how the cells of this PLP are delivered in subslices with
gaps between where other Type 2 PLPs have their turn. At the end of the frame are the dummy
cells and again no PLP cells are delivered.
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Figure 31: Example of TDI input

8.2.6 calcDJBOutputBitIndex()
Most of this function deals with retrieval of relevant parameters, and the real work is done near the
end.
The cumulative sum of the Boolean vector indicating non-null packets gives the total number of
real packets output after a given number of total packets have been output.
Next, the total number of bits that have been output at a given time is calculated. The bits are
output at the constant Transport Stream bit-rate. The calculation also needs to know when the first
bit is output.
The design delay indicates when the first complete packet is output relative to the first T2-frame
carrying the PLP, and the timing of the relevant frame can be calculated from the PLP parameters,
frame duration and FEF parameters. When the input data has been generated by the CSP, the first
Interleaving Frame always begins with a complete packet, so the time of output for the first bit of
the Interleaving is the same as for the first complete packet.
When T2-MI input is used the RBM simulation begins with a complete packet whose timing is
indicated by the TTO field.
The final factor that needs to be taken into account in calculating the output start time is the use of
compensating delay. In the CSP, the compensating delay is inserted after mode adaptation, by
delaying the BBFRAMEs by a whole number of Interleaving Frames. Because it occurs at this
point, it does not affect the input files used by the RBM simulation. To simulate the effect of
compensating delay, a whole Collection Window duration is added onto the output start time for
each Interleaving Frame of compensating delay7.

______________________________________________________________________________
7
This approach is something of a workaround in the CSP itself; the compensating delay is
supposed to be placed before the mode adaptation but it was difficult to define how to do this in a
way that could be implemented identically by all the companies involved in the V&V work.
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The output start time and output rate are now known and it is a straightforward matter to calculate
nullPktOutputBitIndex, the total number of bits (including null packets) that have been output
from the receiver at each time instant.
The next stage calculates syncReinsertOutputBitIndex, the number of bits output from
transmitted packets, excluding bits in null packets. This is found by first calculating the number of
complete packets output so far and looking up how many of those were transmitted, and then
adding the remaining bits only if these belong to a transmitted packet.
The final stage involves converting the number of output bits from real packets into the number of
bits read from the DJB. Bits read directly from the DJB are in the canonical representation
described in Annex C of [1]. The calculation finds the number of whole packets that have been
read: each of these accounts for 191 bytes. The leftover bits from the last partial packet are simply
added to give the final result.
Figure 32 shows the DJB output (the blue line), for the same frame and PLP as Figure 31. The
zoomed-in portion shows runs of transmitted packets (the sloping segments) interspersed with
runs of deleted null packets (the flat segments).
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8.2.7 ArbitrateBICM()
The BICM arbitration function first calculates some required parameters, including the time during
which the FEC chain is “held off” in order to allow for L1 decoding (as described in Annex C of [1]).
Since the start of each vector always represents the start of a T2 frame, the hold-off period always
starts a fixed time before the end of a vector, in anticipation of the L1 processing at the start of the
next T2-frame, and ends a fixed time after the start of the vector. The times expressed in this way
will vary depending on the modulation and block size for the PLPs and for L1, but will not vary
throughout the simulation even if FEFs are used.
The core of the function is a while loop, which processes each event in turn. The variable cycle
represents the element of the vector corresponding to the current time. This index is always
relative to the start of the current T2-frame.
The function first works out whether each PLP is ready to send a FEC block to the FEC chain.
Three criteria need to be satisfied: there need to be FEC blocks ready to be read from the TDI, i.e.
belonging to completely written TI-blocks; there needs to be space in the DJB to accept the
resulting bits, and the FEC chain needs not to be “held off”.
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If both data and common PLPs are ready, then the next PLP in strict rotation is selected and a
block is sent to the FEC chain. If only one is ready, then a block is taken from this PLP even if it is
not its turn.
The main outputs are the vectors TDIOutputCellIndexData, and its counterpart for the common
PLP, which represent the total number of cells output from the TDI. First, the elements of this
vector between the end of decoding previous block decoded and the start of decoding the current
block are filled with the end value from the previous block, then the cells of the current block are
output; this is modelled by writing a ramp into the output vector. The rate at which these cells are
read is 7.6MCells/s as dictated by Annex C of [1].
The third output is bicmUse, a vector indicating what the FEC chain is doing at each time. This is
filled with 1 or 2 for data or common respectively during the time that the cells are being output.
The cycle counter is then increased to represent the time taken for the decoding.
If neither PLP is ready, the function works out the next cycle at which something might happen:
If we are still in the hold-off period at the beginning of the frame, it jumps to the end of it, and if we
are in the hold-off period at the end, then no more data can be processed this frame. Note that the
hold-off period at the end of the frame can be different for common and data PLPs because they
can have different modulation or block size and hence take different times to feed to the FEC
chain.
If we are not yet in the holdoff period, the function finds the first cycle at which one or other PLP
will be ready, using the find function.
The loop then repeats until there is nothing else that can be done this frame.
Before the loop begins, bicmUse is set to 3 during the time that the BICM chain is processing the
L1 data.
Once the loop exits, there is some finishing off to do, because the output cell index vectors may
need to be filled to the end with the value at the end of the last FEC block output.
If a block is part-finished during a given frame, the block needs to be finished off next time; this is
indicated by the variables lastCycleData and lastCycleComm, which indicate the cycle when
the block will finish being written. These cycles are filled up at the start of the next frame, before
the loop begins.
Figure 33 shows the result of the arbitration, again for the case of Figure 31. The values 0,1,2 and
3 for bicmUse are plotted vertically against time, and the vertical axis has been labelled with more
meaningful descriptions of these four states.
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Figure 33: FEC chain use against time

At the beginning of the frame, the FEC chain is busy with L1 processing, which has absolute
priority. Once this is complete it can start to decode FEC blocks for the data PLP. Initially the
common PLP‟s TDI is not yet ready to output, so the data PLP gets uncontended access to the
FEC chain. However after a short time, all of the common PLP data has been delivered to the TDI
and it can start to be decoded: the FEC chain then processed blocks in strict alternation from the
two PLPs. After 8 common blocks have been decoded, the common DJB is temporarily full and so
again the data PLP gets to send a series of blocks to the FEC chain. Every so often the occupancy
of the common DJB falls low enough for another FEC block to be decoded. Just before 3.5 frames,
the data PLP finishes reading and decoding the TI-block from the TDI and will have no more data
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available for decoding until the next TI-block has been completely written to the TDI. However, the
common PLP is still being output from the DJB much slower than its FEC blocks can be decoded
and so the FEC chain is now idle most of the time. Just before 3.8 frames, the common data also
finishes being decoded and the FEC chain is now completely idle until the cells of the data PLP
have all been delivered, whereupon the FEC chain starts to decode the data PLP again until it has
to pause to decode the L1 in the next frame.

8.2.8 checkTDIOverflow()
This function determines whether overflow has occurred in the TDI according to the three criteria
effectively defined in annex C of [1].
The function first determines, for each sampling instant, which TI-block and which cell of the TIblock is being written to the TDI, and the same for the reading side.
The first criterion is that there must not be cells from more than two different TI-blocks in the TDI at
any given time. This can be detected simply by comparing the TI-block index on the read and write
sides: if they differ by more than one then there is an overflow.
Assuming that this first rule is not broken, the other two criteria concern the read and write cell
indices, and in annex C are expressed in a combined expression.
Firstly, the one-in-one-out (OIOO) rule requires that the writing cell index should not exceed the
reading cell index. This corresponds to the first argument (simply i) of the max function in C.1.2 of
[1]. The margin is simply the difference between the read and write indices.
The “single block” rule is more complicated and corresponds to the write address for a particular
implementation using a single block of memory (see [2]). The read index must not be less than the
second argument of the max function. Again, the margin is simply the difference between the read
index and this second argument.
The margins calculated in this way only apply when the TI-block being written is the consecutive
TI-block after the one being read. If the difference in block indices is greater than one, then the first
rule has been broken and the margin is set to a large negative value to indicate an overflow. If the
input and output block indices are the same, then the TDI cannot yet start to output and the
concept of a margin has no clearly defined meaning. In this case the margin is set to the special
value NaN (not-a-number). This has the advantage that these sections are not plotted by the plot
command and they are ignored when looking for the minimum margin.
The margin is also set to NaN when the input cell index is zero. Although the next cell to be written
will indeed be cell index zero, it may not be written for some time and it would be misleading to
suggest that there is zero margin at this instant.
An example of the margin can be seen in Figure 31. The green and magenta lines represent the
OIOO and single-block margins respectively. At the beginning of the frame, the next TI-block has
not yet started to be written, hence the index is zero and the margin is undefined (NaN). The TDI
starts to output cells soon after the beginning of the frame (there is a very short delay before it
starts because the FEC chain is busy with L1 decoding.) Hence, by the time the PLP cells start to
be written, the read pointer is a good way ahead of the write pointer and there is a large positive
margin. The TDI finishes outputting data at time just before 3.5 frames; from this point on the read
TI-block is the same as the write TI-block and again the margin is undefined.
8.2.9 CalcBBFOutputBitIndex()
This calculates the index of the bits being extracted from the BBFRAMES.
The FEC chain is assumed to output all of the bits, including LDPC and BCH parity bits, at the
same rate as the input and with no delay, hence each cell at the input immediately produces  mod
output bits and the output bit index from the FEC chain is simply the input cell index times  mod .
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The next step is to determine which FEC block each output bit belongs to, and which bit index of
the FEC block it is: this is simply a case of mod and div operations.
Finally the function takes care of the fact that not all of the output bits from the FEC chain are from
the Data Field of the BBFRAME. The output bit index is calculated from the sum of all the
preceding Data Field lengths plus the number of bits output in the current BBFRAME. The latter is
clipped at the data field length for the current frame, representing the discarding of the PADDING
bits.
The first 80 bits of the BBFRAME are the BBHEADER and not part of the data field either and so
they are discarded and the data field bits output 80 bit periods later.
The cyan line in Figure 32 corresponds to the resulting BBF output bit index. In the zoomed-in part
of the plot, the sloping parts correspond to the information bits being output, whereas during the
flat segments the FEC chain is outputting parity and header bits.
8.2.10 CalcDJBInputBitIndex()
The output from the CalcBBFOutputBitIndex() function represents the raw contents of the
data field, and this function calculates the effect of conversion to canonical form.
The number of whole packets is calculated and multiplied by the number of bits per canonical
packet. The remainder, representing a partial packet, is then added on subject to an upper limit at
the canonical packet length. In practice the upper limit will only operate in Normal Mode with long
ISSY and NPD, since this is the only configuration in which the number of bits per packet after
mode adaptation (UPL) is greater than the number of bits per canonical packet.
Because of the way this calculation is performed, in most modes there will be a sudden jump at the
end of each packet as the extra fields not carried in the BBFRAME are inserted instantaneously.
This behaviour is not explicitly described in Annex C of [1] but was agreed within the V&V group to
be a reasonable assumption.
The green line in Figure 32 corresponds to the DJB input bit index. Even at the zoomed scale it is
not possible to see individual packets since each vertical division corresponds to 50,000 bits.
Nevertheless, the cumulative effect of the extra canonical bits has resulted in the clear separation
between the green and cyan lines during the preceding three frames.
8.2.11 Effect of finite sampling rate
The various quantities are calculated for every multiple of T. However, very few of the processes
actually happen at a rate of 1/T, and as a result many of the calculated values are non-integers
even though they represent objects such as bits and cells that fundamentally only come in whole
numbers.
In many cases the result accurately represents the true behaviour in the sense that interpolating
between the values at multiples of T to would accurately reveal the exact moment when a
particular bit or cell passes a particular point.
There is one area where the error could accumulate so as to give a measurably incorrect result,
and steps had to be taken to avoid this. The FEC chain arbitration, unlike most of the other parts of
the model, considers each FEC block in turn and progresses through time one block at a time. It
does this by finding the moment at which each block starts and finishes being sent to the FEC
chain. It is important in doing this that the algorithm keeps track of fractions of a unit of T.
Otherwise, there each FEC block can give rise to an error of up to T/2, and after hundreds of FEC
blocks the error could reach 100T or more.
8.2.12 test_dvbt2bl_rbm simulation
This “test” is used to invoke the rbm model using data generated by a previous run of the CSP.
The rbm simulation in the “model” directory was originally designed to use the data formats saved
by the CSP, so all this test has to do is to load in the files into variables and call the model itself.
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For multiple PLP modes the data PLP to be simulated can be specified by setting
DVBT2.SIM.RBM_DATA_PLP to the index of the desired PLP. If this is left blank, all data PLPs will be
simulated. In any case, for each data PLP being simulated, the corresponding common PLP (if
any) is identified by searching the DVBT2 structure.
If ISSY is not used, then the receiver buffer model does not apply and the simulation returns
immediately. This is useful because, as part of the V&V process, the main CSP simulation and the
RBM are automatically run for V&V every test case on a server at BBC R&D. Many of the single
PLP test cases do not have ISSY and so no RBM simulation is needed.
8.2.13 test_dvbt2bl_rbm_T2MIIn simulation
This simulation can be used to simulate the operation of the RBM with a signal described by a T2
Modulator Interface (T2-MI) input file [5]. The simulation uses a set of functions developed for
operating the CSP with T2-MI input [3]. The configuration data to populate the DVBT2 structure
and the dynamic data used to generate the SCHED structure are read from the L1 data. The DFL
values and DNP counts are extracted directly from the BBFrames.
Two important parameters are not signalled directly in the T2-MI input: the output TS rate and the
Design Delay. Since the RBM simulation requires these parameters, they have to be deduced from
the ISSY fields carried in the BBFRAMES.
As the T2-MI is being read, the ISSY variables are extracted and stored; each is stored along with
the index (starting from zero) of the packet to which it applies and the index of the T2-Frame to
which it belongs.
First, the ISCR values are extracted and used to determine the TS rate. The bit index to which the
ISCRs apply is simply the packet index times the number of bits per packet, and the bit rate can be
calculated by dividing the total number of bits in the T2-MI file by the difference in the ISCRs. The
ISCR calculation needs to take into account the wraparound that occurs each time the ISCRs get
to their maximum value. This is done by taking differences between successive ISCRs, interpreting
these as being always positive, and then adding up the result.

Output time
from TTO

The design delay is calculated using the TTO values. Each TTO value is converted to an absolute
output time (measured from the beginning of the first T2-frame) by adding on the start time of the
relevant T2-Frame (taking into account FEFs if present). Figure 34 shows the design delay
calculation in principle. Suppose each output time is plotted against the corresponding bit index.
Since bits are output at a the Transport Stream rate RTS, the resulting points should lie on a line of
gradient 1/ RTS whose vertical offset corresponds to the design delay.

Slope=1/RTS

Design
Delay

Bit index

Figure 34: Design Delay calculation from T2-MI input

Note that, strictly speaking, the first output bit we are considering is the first bit of a complete
packet. If the first BBFRAME does not start with a complete packet, the bits preceding the first
complete packet are discarded and the data is treated as though the first BBFRAME started with
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this first complete packet. Furthermore, if there are deleted null packets before the first transmitted
packet, then the resulting design delay will apply to the first of these null packets, even if some of
them arrived in the previous collection window. This does not affect the calculation, because these
null packets are also included in the isNull vector passed to the RBM simulation. Nevertheless, it
should be borne in mind that the value of design delay calculated in this way may not be the exact
value that was used to generate the T2-MI stream.
8.3 RBM Comparison scripts
In [3] a set of comparison scripts were described which allowed various companies'
implementations of a full DVB-T2 modulator chain to be compared. Following very similar
principles, a further version of these scripts has now been created as part of the CSP which allow
comparisons between different simulations of the Receiver Buffer Model.
Just as with the original comparison scripts, the RBM comparison is controlled by a bash script
RBM_compare.bash which carries out all of the downloading of files to be compared, runs the
CSP Matlab command to do the comparison for each configuration (i.e. for each V&V test case),
and then assembles and uploads the results in the form of html files. The Matlab function which
does the comparison is MakeRBMreport. This also computes the margins (as explained in section
8.3.2) and generates simple plots of the results of the comparison for each PLP at each test point.
Whilst the resolution of these plots is not sufficient for detecting fine differences between
implementations, they are very useful in the early stages of comparison for diagnosing large
differences.
8.3.1 RBM testpoints and thresholds
With the original comparison scripts we were looking for either an exact match (for integer based
comparisons) or a small difference on a sample-by-sample basis for comparing floating point
representations. However with the RBM comparisons, it was quickly recognised that this level of
matching would be difficult to achieve, and probably not necessary either. The reason for this is
that whilst the model is quite prescriptive, there are some fine details that are likely to differ
between implementations, preventing an exact match. For example, the CSP uses a uniform
sampling approach, whereas another implementation used an event driven approach, and these
were known to produce subtle differences. This is one reason why mode designers are
recommended to apply a small safety margin in determining the required design delay and buffer
size.
For the RBM comparisons, three testpoints have been defined by the V&V group, known as TP50,
TP51 and TP538. The first two of these relate to the TDI, whilst TP53 deals with the DJB. TP50 is a
measure of the 'occupancy' of the TDI, whereas TP51, which is itself split into 'input' and 'output'
sections, measures cells in the TDI belonging to the block being written to it and the block being
read from it respectively. Although all three testpoints are compared by the scripts, the results of
the comparison at TP51 are not used in directly in determining an overall match. This is partly
because TP50 can be considered as the sum of the two parts of TP51, and so a comparison of
TP50 is sufficient, but also because, unlike TP50 and TP53, which both represent a measure of
occupancy, TP51 has discontinuities. These make it difficult to compare implementations, given
that small differences may exist in both amplitude and time. To prevent very large quantities of
data being produced, the V&V group decided that each testpoint would store a sub-sampled
version of the relevant value at that point, and hence only 1 sample in every 100T is stored.
In order to allow small differences between implementations, two pairs of thresholds are set, one
representing the thresholds for a 'close' match and another the thresholds for a 'looser' match.
Each pair of thresholds has one value for cell-based comparisons (at the TDI) and another for bitwise comparisons (at the DJB). At the time of writing this document, these thresholds were set as
follows:

______________________________________________________________________________
8

Other testpoints including TP52 were also proposed, but never used in practice
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Cell threshold

Bit threshold

Threshold for close match

10 cells

100 bits

Threshold for looser match

100 cells

1000 bits

The comparison uses three colours to report the results: red indicates that the worst differences
between a pair of implementations are greater than the relevant threshold for a looser match,
yellow indicates that the differences are between the two thresholds and green indicates that the
differences are less than or equal to the thresholds for a close match.
Additionally, to allow small differences in time as well as amplitude to be observed, the comparison
allows for a shift in time between implementations. When comparing the results from a pair of
implementations, one set of results is shifted successively by one sample at a time, and the
maximum difference between that and the un-shifted result from the other implementation is
calculated. This produces a single value per shift, representing the maximum difference between
the implementations at that value of the shift. The minimum across all of these values for a range
of shifts is then found, which represents the best case difference between the implementations
within the range of shifts tested. Results for three ranges of shifts are produced – no shift, a shift of
zero or one stored output sample and a shift of up to 200 stored output samples (these shifts are
equivalent to 100 and 20,000 samples of T respectively due to the sub-sampling). The colour
coding of results described above applies strictly to just the results with no shift: the results with
shifts applied are never coloured green (i.e. they are yellow for any difference less than or equal to
the looser threshold, and red otherwise). This is to indicate that to qualify for a 'close' match, the
timing also needs to be close.
A further comparison measure was also adopted by the V&V group, comprising the rms difference
between a pair of implementations, which these scripts also report.
8.3.2 TDI and DJB margins
In addition to reporting the differences between implementations at the testpoints, the comparison
scripts also check and report the margins by which overflow was avoided for the TDI and the
minimum DJB occupancy. The comparison does not measure how close two implementations
results are for these values, but instead it checks if the same decision would be reached as to
whether an overflow or underflow has occurred. This is important since a number of test cases are
deliberately designed to create conditions that would lead to overflow or underflow according to the
model – these test cases illustrate configurations which it would not be safe to use. It is therefore
important in establishing a match between implementations that they agree about the point at
which an overflow or underflow would occur.
In order to calculate the TDI margin, the comparison script has to interpret the data from TP51. The
data from TP51 consist of two values, the first is the number of cells of the current block written to
the TDI and the second is the number from the previous block remaining to be read. However by
the nature of a block interleaver, cells cannot be read from the TDI until they have all been written.
So the agreed format for TP51 was that cells are first written to the input; when the input is full, i.e.
when an entire TI-block has been written, this complete block is transferred to the output. This
generates the discontinuities mentioned above. The comparison script detects the discontinuities
to split the values into separate TI-blocks. The margins can then be correctly calculated. Two
separate margins are calculated, one corresponding to the OIOO rule, and another corresponding
to the last-columns rule (which the script refers to as the "single block" rule, or "SB"). A margin is
only calculated when one TI-block is being read at the same time as a second block is being
written - once reading has been completed there is no possibility of overflow. However, this also
allows the "two-blocks" rule to be checked – if this is found to have been broken, the margin is set
to an arbitrarily large negative value (-106). (The two-blocks rule states that overflow has occurred
if the TDI would need to contain the cells from more than two different TI-blocks.)
The original comparison scripts were able to work entirely independently of the configuration, and
simply compared the results found in the input files. However there are several aspects of the RBM
comparison for which it is either helpful or essential to have details of the configuration available.
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(For example, the minimum DJB occupancy should not be checked until bits have started to be
read and output from the DJB, since before this point the occupancy may legitimately be zero and
therefore below the normal minimum value allowed of one TS-packet. The time at which output
starts is dependent on the design delay, the first frame index and FEF interval. Therefore the RBM
comparison script needs to know these values). Hence the CSP's own configuration for a test case
is loaded and used by the script. Arguably this represents a potential weakness, since an error in
the CSP's configuration would upset the whole comparison process. However this has not so far
been found to be a problem, and indeed is perhaps unlikely to be so, since it only makes any
sense to consider the results of the RBM comparison once a full match has been achieved for a
test case with the original comparison, which in turn should confirm that the CSP's configuration is
correct.
9

Summary of key results

This section brings together the main equations derived in this document, to serve as a handy
reference. The equation numbers showing where the original equation was derived are also given
to act as a cross reference.
The minimum recommended design delay in all cases, except for multiple TI-blocks used within a
single T2-frame is:
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(2)
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(4)

(5)

For single PLPs, when multiple TI-blocks are used within a single T2-frame (and without frame
skipping) a different set of equations applies:
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The maximum DJB occupancy, for the general fully variable bit-rate case, can be found by
considering Ncombinations interleaving frames, selecting for each one the critical T2-frame (as
described in section 5.2.2), and calculating its maximum occupancy according the equations
below. The overall maximum occupancy is then the maximum of all the occupancies calculated for
the Ncombinations interleaving frames.
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The value of TTObase for the n'th interleaving frame is given by:
TTObase(n)  Tdesign 

TFEF
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(17)

When neither multi-frame interleaving nor frame skipping is used, a couple of the parameters are
simplified and a single set of equations can be used (i.e. the equations are calculated directly
across all Ncombinations interleaving frames). Equations (33) and (27) are simplified to (64) and (22)
respectively, otherwise the equations above are reused:
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The critical fill ratio is given by:
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When the input data is known to be constant bit-rate, and there is a maximum of one TI-block per
T2-frame, the DJB occupancy will generally be significantly reduced and can be calculated from:
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w here:
Rout
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If there is more than one TI-block per T2-frame, (where multi-frame interleaving is not allowed and
frame skipping makes no sense so PI = IJUMP = 1), the DJB occupancy for constant bit-rate
becomes:
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The required size of the DJB is signalled in a T2 system by the parameter BUFS. This must be set
to a value equal to or greater than the required size of the DJB (DDJB) taking account of other
allowances required by the RBM:
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 188  BMA 
DMA  Omax 

 188 

(41)

10 Concluding remarks
This document describes the principles of operation of the DVB-T2 RBM, calculations that may be
used to characterise the RBM, and implementations of the model used within the CSP. It
represents a considerable amount of work by the authors, but also relies heavily on work done by
both colleagues within BBC R&D and in other organisations within the DVB-T2 study group, as well
as others outside this group who have helped by asking pertinent questions that have driven
further understanding.
It is a necessarily complex work, and unlikely to be completely accurate, nor the last word on this
subject. However it is likely that updates to this will be issued only periodically; however the
concepts are also captured within the CSP, and should new issues be identified or mistakes
corrected in the future, the CSP is likely to provide the most up-to-date implementation of the
technical communities' collective understanding of this complex area. Readers are strongly urged
therefore to make use of this freely available resource if they wish to follow any further
developments in this area. Details of how to obtain and use the CSP are given in reference [3]
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Appendix A: V&V Chapter design
As described in section 8.2, the CSP contains a simulation of the Receiver Buffer Model and this
has been verified against independent implementations as part of the Validation and Verification
work of DVB, confirming that it does indeed implement the model defined in annex C of [1].
However, in order to verify the theory developed in this document, it was necessary to create test
cases which not only have parameters at the limit of the values allowed by annex C, but also have
a sequence of input data that represents the critical conditions. This applies particularly to the
variable bit-rate cases of section 5.2, where at least one of the frames needs to have the critical fill
ratio discussed in section 5.2.4.
The method used to generate input data sequences for the V&V reference streams is defined in
[4], and the sequence for each individual test case is defined by parameters supplied in the
associated spreadsheet. Essentially the sequence comprises a series of “chapters”; within each
chapter the bit-rate of a given PLP is broadly constant whereas the bit-rate can change abruptly
and arbitrarily from one chapter to the next. A given chapter is made up of a repeating sequence of
MPEG TS packets, and each repeating unit comprises a run of packets for each PLP in turn. The
number of packets in each run is different for each PLP and in each chapter; it is this run length as
a proportion of the total length of the repeating unit that determines the average bit-rate for each
PLP in a particular chapter.
The sequence as defined is interspersed with packets containing PSI and SI; these are carried in
either a data or common PLP or both, according to the rules specified by the splitting and merging
model in annex D of [1].
This method of defining an input sequence was designed specifically to allow an input sequence to
be defined that would generate the critical conditions at some particular point in the simulation. For
a particular PLP, the run lengths and hence bit rate can be set to maximum for a chapter, then
drop to zero for a chapter, before rising to maximum rate again. The lengths of the chapters can be
defined to align with the frame boundaries with the switch from zero to maximum bit-rate can occur
in the middle of a frame at the appropriate critical moment.
However, there are a number of details that need to be understood and two slightly different
methods have been developed. For completeness and to aid definition of chapters for future test
cases, these are briefly summarised here.
A.1 Realistic use case method
1.

Start with the test case parameters, especially total bit-rate of data PLPs in the group,
maximum bit-rate per data PLP, capacity of common PLP plus frame parameters

2.

Choose a total video pool bit-rate, max service bit-rate, audio bit-rate, total SI bit-rate
and bit-rates for the individual SI tables.

3.

Calculate the total data PLP bit-rate, the maximum data PLP bit-rate, and the total
common PLP rate based on the above. This involves working out how much of the SI
bit-rate goes in each PLP. Adjust the settings from (2) until these bit-rates fit within the
limits from (1) with a bit of headroom.

4.

Calculate the resulting rate for the “one big transport stream” that would carry all of the
services prior to splitting as discussed in clause 8.2.2 of [2].

5.

Calculate the collection window duration from the frame parameters

6.

Calculate the SI insertion interval (defined as M in [4]) in order to give the closest SI bitrate to the design value without exceeding it, given the TS rate

7.

Choose a length for the repeating unit in packets, excluding the SI

8.

Calculate the average duration in packets of the repeating unit given that an SI packet
is inserted after every M non-SI packets
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9.

For the repeating unit duration in (7), calculate the run length corresponding to the
maximum PLP bit rate from (3)

10.

The first chapter will correspond to the non-critical frames at the beginning. Iterate 7-9
until a value is found that fits just over a whole number of times into a collection
window.

11.

Define the first chapter to have this repeating unit length, and a run length for the critical
PLP of the maximum (from 9) rounded down to an integer, and a number of repetitions
equal to the value that gives just less than the required number of collection windows.
Hence the critical PLP will be at almost maximum bit-rate for this length of time

12.

The second chapter will have zero-bitrate for the critical PLP for the critical amount of
time. Calculate how long from the start of the second chapter the bitrate should switch
to maximum based on the “critical fill ratio” calculated in section 5.2.4. Iterate steps 7-8
but this time choose a value so that the repeating unit duration fits as close as possible
to an integer number of times into the time required.

13.

Define the second chapter with a run length of zero for the critical PLP (zero bitrate)
and the required number of repeats to get the desired duration

14.

The third chapter has the maximum bit-rate for the critical PLP, for the rest of the critical
collection window and the whole of the next collection window. Iterate steps 7-9 until the
repeating unit length corresponding to the maximum PLP bitrate is just slightly more
than an integer.

15.

Define the third chapter such that the repeating unit length is as found in step 14 and
the run length for the critical PLP is the rounded down version of the maximum run
length calculated in step 14. The duration of this chapter should be chosen to last for
the remainder of the critical collection window plus the entirety of the following window.
It can be made longer still in order to give time for the effects to work through the
receiver buffer chain, or other chapters can be added instead.

When defining the chapters, the run lengths for the other PLPs were not specified above. These
should be set so that all the run lengths add up to the total repeating unit length; furthermore they
should ensure the minimum of three FEC blocks for each PLP per Interleaving Frame and must not
exceed the maximum allowed run length. Within these constraints it doesn‟t matter what values are
chosen.
A.2 Precise packet method
This method is slightly different in that it matches a precise pattern of packets to the frame
structure, but with no attempt to relate this to a realistic set of service bit-rates. It has been used as
a tool to test the limits of buffer model even more extensively. The outline of the method is to
define a number of packets per interleaving frame which is an exact multiple of the common slot
interval, and to ensure that there is space for the additional packets needed (for example for null
packet retention), and then to calculate the TS bit-rate accurately to ensure exactly this number of
packets are indeed generated within each collection window.
The spreadsheet below illustrates the use of the method in the case of VV710, and the numbered
regions of the spreadsheet correspond to the steps of the method explained below. Although a
single step-through approach is described, in practice some trial and error with repetition of steps
will be needed to find a set of parameters that work well together. In the diagram, the thick black
borders represent boxes where parameters are input and the thin red boxes are areas where
results are checked.
(1) The basic frame structure parameters are entered here, together with initial chapter design
parameters (i.e. common packet interval 'M'; the parameter 'nEIT' which is used to control
the SDT actual rate; and the number of input transport streams 'nTS'). From these the
packet interval for SDT actual packets within each PLP is shown at (2). Each SDT actual
packet is carried during the common slot in both the data PLP and the common PLP, so it
represents the addition of 1 packet for the data PLP. Later, we will allow space for 1
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additional SDT actual packet, but to ensure only 1 is needed, the value nEIT should be
chosen so that the calculated SDT actual interval is greater than the total number of
packets in each collection window – see (11). The T2-frame and collection window
durations are calculated at (3).
(4) The PLP specific modcod parameters are entered here. The maximum number of blocks in
an interleaving frame and the number of bits of in-band signalling are entered at (5). There
is one row for each of the four data PLPs in this case, which have identical parameters,
plus a further row for the common PLP. There is another row which deals with the sum of
all the data PLPs; whereas each PLP has a maximum number of blocks which can be quite
high on its own, the total of all the data PLPs is much less than the sum of the maxima of
each PLP. It is the total for all data PLPs and the common PLP that determines the number
of dummy cells, shown at (6), and the aim of an efficient design is to choose values that
keep the number of dummy cells as small as possible. The corresponding maximum
number of packets for each PLP is calculated at (7). The total number of cells in the TDI is
also calculated at (2), and should be checked to ensure it is less than the TDI capacity.
(8) This is the desired critical fill ratio. This could be calculated from the formula in section
5.2.4. Alternatively, once the basic frame structure and PLP parameters in the previous
steps have been chosen, the outline of the case can be entered as a new test case in the
CSP, and the test "dvbt2bl_VV_parameter_check" can be used to calculate the value
directly. This then calculates the numbers of packets needed to design the critical frame at
(9). The first two values define the split in time for the critical frame – the total number of
packets in the first and second parts of the frame. It also calculates the total number of
packets needed for the critical PLP (which will all be in the second part).
(10)
The chapters for the individual PLPs can now be designed. The basic idea chosen
is to use a fairly large number of repeats with a single pattern, such that the total runlengths are kept below 255 (thereby avoiding the case where an additional null packet
would be transmitted to reset the DNP counter). Note the run of null packets for a given
PLP is the sum of the run-lengths for all the other PLPs. A single repeat is then added so
that the numbers of packets can be trimmed to give the precise behaviour required. For
this design, a full frame is being designed for PLP 1, so it needs close to the maximum
number of packets (1628), and we have allocated it 1625, as shown in (11). From (12) we
can see there is space for just over 3 more packets. We always need to ensure there is
space for at least 2 spare packets for each PLP – 1 for null packet retention, and 1 for the
additional SDT packet mentioned in step (1). (13) shows the numbers of FEC blocks for
each PLP and for the combined total of all data PLPs. We must ensure that these are
within the relevant limits (including the requirement for a minimum of 3 blocks in HEM
mode). The last entry in (11) shows the remainder of the common sequence. This must be
'0' to ensure the complete sequence is an exact multiple of the common slot interval. The
total number of packets in the collection window, 2475 in this case, is also shown, and this
value will be re-used for the critical chapter. As mentioned in step (2), we also need to
ensure the SDT actual interval is greater than this number of packets.
(14)
Designing the critical frame is similar to the full frame, but in this case there are
some more constraints. The complete frame is split into two parts, the first where the
critical PLP will be empty, the second where it will be full. Each part, as before, has a
sequence of 15 repeats followed by a single repeat. The total number of packets for each
part must be set to the values found in (9) – 877 and 1373 respectively. (9) also gave us
the total number of packets needed for the critical PLP – 993. The same overall total
number of packets – 2475 – is required as before, and the numbers of packets in the single
repeat can be trimmed to achieve this, once again ensuring there is space for at least 2
spare packets for each PLP.
(15)
The required TS bit-rate is calculated and shown at (15). This can be set to e.g. the
nearest 1 bit/s, which should be entirely adequate for most purposes, although it can also
be set as a precise fraction – the required numerator and denominator are therefore also
given. The effects of a rounded bit-rate are calculated at (16). The rounded bit-rate is
entered at (17). (16) then shows the number of packets of the input TS, and the equivalent
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time, before the sequence will have slipped by 1 whole packet compared to using the
precise bit-rate. Even a slip of 1 packet is unlikely to be significant.
All of the elements of the required sequence have now been designed. Note that the critical
frame must be the penultimate frame before the FEF, and it must be followed by a full frame.
Therefore for VV710, which has a FEF interval of 4, the complete sequence is formed by using
2 full frames, then the critical frame and finally another full frame. Any sequence could have
been used for the first 2 frames, although in this case it is convenient simply to re-use the
design of the full frame.
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Frame Structure
Lf
28
FFT
32768
GI
0.007813
FEF_length
380000
FEF_interval
4
Ddata
759804
M
11
nEIT
100
nTS
4
Tf
0.10136 µs
Tcw
0.111751 µs
PLPs
1
2
3
4
5
Tot data
Data+Com
Dummy

fec len
64800
64800
64800
64800
16200
64800

1

15

2

TS bit-rate
(numerator)
(denominator)

33.309881
5955840
178801

SDTact interval
TDI
TDI usage

4090
557056
550800

8

9
Critical fill
0.610099
Pkts 1st part 877.2774
Pkts 2nd part 1372.723 993.2796 Critical PLP
DNPs
3.440303
Max pkt ratio0.601549

3

kbch eta mod fec cells
43040
8
8100
43040
8
8100
43040
8
8100
43040
8
8100
10632
6
2700
43040
8

max blks
57
57
57
57
33
81

nIB
max bits max cellsmax packets
113
2448607
461700 1628.063
113
2448607
461700 1628.063
113
2448607
461700 1628.063
113
2448607
461700 1628.063
113
348103
89100 231.4515
113
3479647
656100 2313.595
745200
14604

10

4

Actual TS play-out rate
Packets per frame

33.309881
2475.000014

6
Frames before drift of 1 packet
Time before drift of 1 packet
Packets at actual TS rate
Packets at precise TS rate

73632.99992
8228.533761 s
182241675.8
182241674.8

Full chapters
reps/chapters
15
1
102
95
13
11
13
15
13
14

14

17

56

16

packets/chapter
1530
195
195
195

95
11
15
14

2115

135

Remainder of Common Sequence
Critical chapter
15
1
0
0
19
13
19
13
18
11

7

5

11

37

15
66
8
8
7

1
3
17
15
3

89

38

877
1373
Remainder of Common Sequence
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13
totals

fecs

1625
206
210
209
225
2250
2475
0

totals
993
435
433
389
225
2250
2475

12
actual fecs

56.8928
7.21455
7.35459
7.31958
32.0805
78.7736

57
8
8
8
33
81

Remaining space
bits
packets
4607
33743
27727
29231
9703

3.063165
22.43551
18.43551
19.43551
6.451463

(needs to be 0 for whole sequence to repeat per frame)

fecs actual
34.7669
15.2317
15.1617
13.6213
32.0805
78.7736

fecs
35
16
16
14
33
81

Remaining space
bits
packets
10015 6.65891
33007 21.94614
36015 23.94614
16271 10.81848
9703 6.451463

0 (needs to be 0 for whole sequence to repeat per frame)

Appendix B: Derivation of general formulae for complex cases
Here we will derive some results used in the main text related to extreme values of timing
relationships between T2-frames and output windows, and maximum DJB occupancy, in the
general case of multi-frame interleaving and frame skipping.
B.1 Key time instants
In order to determine the minimum value of basic delay (the underlying value used to calculate
design delay – see section 4), we first need to define three time instants of interest.
The first, TOW _ start (n) is the start of the output window for a given Interleaving Frame n. The
second, TIF _ end (n) is the time at which all the data for Interleaving Frame n has been delivered.

TOW _ start (n) needs to be no earlier than TIF _ end (n) , otherwise the data will not be ready to be output.
The third time instant is TIF _ start (n) , the start of the first T2-Frame to which Interleaving Frame n is
mapped. This is needed because it is used in the definition of Design Delay.
B.1.1 End of Interleaving Frame TIF_end(n)

TIF _ end (n) is calculated as follows. The index of the last T2-frame of Interleaving Frame n is given
by mlast (n)  nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP . This simply equates to the number of T2-frames
preceding the T2-frame in question. But we also need to know how many FEF parts there have
 m ( n) 
 m ( n) 
been, which is given by  last  . Hence the relevant T2-frame begins at mlast (n)TF   last TFEF .
 I FEF 
 I FEF 
The cells for the interleaving frame will have been delivered by some stage during the last
T2-frame, which we will define as Tdelivery .

 nP I
 I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP 
TIF _ end (n)  nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP TF   I JUMP
TFEF  Tdelivery (65)
I FEF


For a type I PLP, all of the cells might be delivered quite early in the T2-frame, but a safe
assumption (used in the main body of this document) is that the cells will be delivered by the end of
the T2-frame, i.e. Tdelivery  TF .
B.1.2 Start of Interleaving Frame TIF_start(n)
Similarly, the first T2-frame of Interleaving frame n has index nPI I JUMP  I FF , hence TIF _ start (n) is
given by:

 nP I
 I FF
TIF _ start (n)  nPI I JUMP  I FF TF   I JUMP
I FEF



TFEF


(66)

B.1.3 Start of output window TOW_start(n)

TOW _ start (n) is simply the start time TOW _ start (0) of the first output window plus n times the duration
of an output window, which is (TF  TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP (see Lemma 1 below). Hence:

TOW _ start (n)  TOW _ start (0)  n(TF  TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP

(67)

The start time TOW _ start (0) of the first output window is determined by the design delay, which in
turn is defined relative to TIF _ start (0) , the start of the first T2-frame of the first Interleaving Frame:
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TOW _ start (0)  TIF _ start (0)  Tdesign
I
 I FF TF   FF
 I FEF


TFEF  Tdesign


Substituting in the equation for TOW _ start (n) :

I
TOW _ start (n)  I FF TF   FF
 I FEF


TFEF  n(TF  TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP  Tdesign


(68)

B.2 Formula for Tbasic
B.2.1 Requirement for output window to start no earlier than end of Interleaving
Frame
We now have expressions for both TIF _ end (n) , the time at which the last cells of Interleaving Frame

n are delivered, and TOW _ start (n) , the start of the corresponding output window. As explained, we
require in all cases that TOW _ start (n)  TIF _ end (n) otherwise the data will not be ready to be output.
We will define the basic delay Tbasic as the minimum value of Tdesign that meets the criterion.
In the absence of FEFs, the relationship between TIF _ end (n) and TOW _ start (n) is fixed. However, in
the general case, the relationship between these two times will vary through the superframe as the
patterns of frame skipping, multi-frame interleaving and FEF insertion interact, and it will be
necessary to identify the worst case. We will therefore denote Tbasic(n) as the minimum value of
Tdesign that meets the criterion for Interleaving Frame n: this is simply the value for which the equality
applies:

I 
I FF TF   FF TFEF  n(TF  TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP  Tbasic(n) 
 I FEF 


nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP TF   nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP TFEF  Tdelivery
I FEF



Tbasic is the minimum value that satisfies the criterion in all Interleaving Frames, i.e.
Tbasic  maxTbasic(n) .
n

B.2.2 Converting the floors to modulos
Some terms cancel straight away, and the rest can be rearranged to give:

Tbasic(n) 






( PI  1) I JUMP TF  Tdelivery   nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP   nPI I JUMP   I FF


I FEF



I FEF

 I FEF

 
 TFEF
 

(69)

The terms ( PI  1) I JUMP TF  Tdelivery correspond to the basic delay given in section 4.1.1.1 (equation
3) for the no-FEFs case, if we apply the same conservative assumption Tdelivery  TF , and
furthermore do not vary with Interleaving Frame index n. The rest of the expression shows that an
additional number of FEF durations need to be added in the case that FEFs are used.
Considering just the factor in the braces:
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...   nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP   nPI I JUMP   I FF





I FEF
I FEF


 I FEF
 nP I
 I  ( PI  1) I JUMP  nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP ( PI  1) I JUMP I FF  I FF 
  I JUMP FF





I FEF
I FEF
I FEF
I FEF  I FEF 



We see that there are two pairs of terms of the form
can be rewritten using the identity

A  A

where A and B are integers; these
B  B 

A  A  mod( A, B)


(see Lemma 2 below).
B  B 
B

Applying this to both of the terms in the equation, we obtain:

...  ( PI  1) I JUMP  modnPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP , I FEF   mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF

I FEF

I FEF

B.2.3 Finding the maximum value for Tbasic(n)
Recall that, to find the worst case, we need to choose n so as to maximise Tbasic(n) . Since the
other terms in the expression for Tbasic(n) do not depend on n this is equivalent to maximising the
term in braces, which in turn corresponds to minimising the middle term.

modnPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP , I FEF   modn' PI I JUMP  I FF  I JUMP , I FEF 
where we have let n'  n  1 since n can take all integer values.
Lemma 3 below shows that minmod(na  f , b)  mod f , GCD(a, b) where GCD(a,b) is the
n

Greatest Common Divisor of a and b. Setting a  PI I JUMP , f  I FF  I JUMP and b  I FEF gives the
minimum of the middle term as

modI FF  I JUMP , GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF ) 
I FEF
The maximum value (over all n) of the factor in the braces is therefore
max... 
n

( PI  1) I JUMP modI FF  I JUMP , GCD( PI I JUMP , I FEF )  mod(I FF , I FEF )


I FEF
I FEF
I FEF

Substituting in the overall equation for Tbasic gives:

Tbasic  TF ( PI  1) I JUMP   Tdelivery 

TFEF
mod(I FF , I FEF )  mod(I FF  I JUMP , GCD ( I FEF , I JUMP PI ))
I FEF

Applying the assumption Tdelivery  TF gives:

Tbasic  TF ( PI  1) I JUMP  1 
TFEF
( PI  1) I JUMP  mod(I FF , I FEF )  mod(I FF  I JUMP , GCD ( I FEF , I JUMP PI ))
I FEF

(4)

This is the equation given in section 4.1.1.2.
B.3 Formula for Max TTObase
The calculation of DJB budget also requires the maximum value of TTObase(n) . Although a general
formula for this is derived here, in practice only simpler versions of it have been used so far.
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TTObase(n) is the value of TTO for the case where the corresponding packet arrives at the
beginning of the collection window, and is therefore output at the beginning of the output window.
Since TTO is defined relative to the start of the corresponding Interleaving Frame, TTObase(n) is
given by:

TTObase(n)  TOW _ start (n)  TIF _ start (n)
Substituting from above:
TTObase(n) 
I 
I FF TF   FF TFEF  n(TF  TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP  Tdesign  nPI I JUMP  I FF TF
 I FEF 
 nP I
 I FF 
  I JUMP
TFEF
I FEF


I 
 nP I
 I FF 
 Tdesign   FF TFEF  n(TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP   I JUMP
TFEF
I FEF
 I FEF 


 nP I
 I FF  nPI I JUMP  I FF   I FF  I FF 
 Tdesign  TFEF  I JUMP




I FEF
I FEF

  I FEF  I FEF 

T
 Tdesign  FEF mod(nPI I JUMP  I FF , I FEF )  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF

(17)

Again, we have applied Lemma 2 to convert the floors to modulo functions. This is the equation
given in section 5.2.1.
The maximum value of TTObase(n) corresponds to maximising the first modulo, for which we apply
Lemma 4:

maxTTObase(n) 
n

Tdesign 

TFEF
I FEF

I FEF  GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF ) 



mod(I FF , GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF ))  mod(I FF , I FEF )

(21)

In many cases, the two mod terms will cancel out. Furthermore, the first mod will always be less
than or equal to the second mod and therefore omitting both terms will result in a safe rule, i.e.
I FF  0 is the worst case.
B.4 Formula for maximum DJB occupancy with constant output bit-rate
We can calculate a general formula for the maximum DJB occupancy when the output bit-rate is
constant, for any combination of parameters, assuming the maximum occurs at the end of any
given T2-frame.
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bits
delivered
by channel

Tgap
Tchan

FEF

FEF

t
TTObase= Tdesign (for first interleaving frame)
DJB
occupancy

Oend(j)

Omax
t

output
Tstart_output
Output Window

Figure 35: DJB occupancy variation for constant output bit-rate in the general case

Figure 35 above shows a general situation, in this case with PI = 3; IJUMP = 2; IFEF = 5. The red
triangles now correspond to the three T2-frames comprising one interleaving frame – as they are
being delivered they are pushing out the previous blue interleaving frame first into the DJB and
then as output. We can consider each T2-frame in turn, and we will describe them in terms of their
frame index, m. However we only need to consider the T2-frames to which the interleaving frame in
question is mapped, i.e. those for which:

m = IFF + j.IJUMP, j0, 1, 2, …
Following similar reasoning to section 5.3.1, we need to find the number of output bits that will
have been pushed into the DJB by the time all of the cells of frame m have been received. Let the
number of output bits carried in each whole interleaving frame be Bchan, therefore the number
carried in each T2-frame to which this interleaving frame is mapped is given by
number pushed out by the end of each frame we are considering is ( j  1)

Bchan
. Hence the
PI

Bchan
.
PI

Finally we need to know the number of bits that will have been output by the DJB at the same
times. For this we will need to know the time at which the bits of the previous interleaving frame
start to be output, Tstart_output, and the time of the end of each T2-frame, Tend(m), both relative to the
start of the super-frame. The number of output bits is just the difference in these times, multiplied
by the output bit-rate. The time at which the previous interleaving frame started its output is simply
one output window prior to the start of output for the first interleaving frame of the super-frame, or
using the terminology of section B.1.3:

Tstart _ output

 TOW _ start (1)
I
 I FF TF   FF
 I FEF



TFEF
TFEF   TF 
I FEF
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 PI I JUMP  Tdesign


The time at which each of the T2-frames finish being received is given by:

 m 
 mTF  TGAP  Tchan  
TFEF
 I FEF 
How ever, w eare only considering those for w hich j  0, 1, 2, ... So
Tend (m)

 I  j.I JUMP 
 ( I FF  j.I JUMP )TF  Tgap  Tchan   FF
TFEF
I FEF



Tend ( j )

Hence we can now find the DJB occupancy at the end of each relevant T2-frame, Oend(j):

Oend ( j )  ( j  1)
Where Rout







Bchan
 Rout Tend ( j )  Tstart_ output
PI

I FEF .Bchan
PI I JUMP ( I FEF TF  TFEF )

So the required DJB budget will be the maximum of Oend(j) for any j:

Omax



B
 max( j  1) chan  ROUT Tend ( j )  Tstart _ output 
j
PI









R I
( I T  TFEF )
 max( j  1) out JUMP FEF F
 Rout Tend ( j )  Tstart _ output 
j
I FEF




T
( j  1) I JUMP (TF  FEF )  ( I FF  j.I JUMP )TF  Tgap  Tchan  
I FEF




 I FF  j.I JUMP 

 ROUT . max
T


 FEF
j 

I
FEF




 I FF 

TFEF 


 PI I JUMP  Tdesign 
I FF TF  
TFEF   TF 

I FEF 
 I FEF 








The terms w ith j.I JUIMP .TF cancel each other as do the terms I FF TF . So :

Omax



TFEF
Tdesign  TGAP  TCHAN  ( PI  1) I JUMP  TF 
I FEF


 ROUT . max
j
 I  j.I JUMP 
T

j.I JUMP FEF   FF
TFEF

I FEF 
I FEF


  I FF
  
  I FEF



TFEF  






The last two terms are the only ones involving j; for convenience we will re-write the last three
terms as:

 I
TFEF  FF
 I FEF

 I FF  j.I JUMP  I FF  j.I JUMP  I FF



I FEF
I FEF


 I FEF





 I  j.I JUMP  I FF  j.I JUMP   I FF  I FF
 TFEF  FF



I FEF
I FEF


  I FEF  I FEF





Using Lemma 2 again, this reduces to:
TFEF
mod(I FF  j.I JUMP , I FEF )  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF

We are interested in the maximum of this as j varies, which from Lemma 4 is:
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TFEF
I FEF  GCD( I JUMP , I FEF )  mod(I FF , GCD( I JUMP , I FEF )  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF
So finally we obtain:




TFEF 
 
Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  ( PI  1) I JUMP  TF 

I FEF 



Omax  Rout.

TFEF I FEF  GCD ( I JUMP , I FEF )




 mod(I FF , GCD ( I JUMP , I FEF )  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF 
Rearranging to bring together the terms with TF and TFEF:

Omax

Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  ( PI  1) I JUMPTF 



 ROUT .

TFEF I FEF  ( PI  1) I JUMP  GCD ( I JUMP , I FEF )



 mod(I FF , GCD[ I JUMP , I FEF ])  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF 


For cases with PI = IJUMP = 1, the GCD reduces to 1 and the mods to 0, so we can simplify this to:


I
1

Omax  Rout. Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  TFEF FEF
I FEF 

which is the same result as obtained in section 5.3.1.
For the example shown above, with PI = 3; IJUMP = 2; IFEF = 5, we find that for IFF = 0:



Omax  Rout. Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  4TF



4
If Tdesign had been set to Tbasic  5TF  TFEF , and Tgap  Tchan » TF , w econclude that :
5
4
Omax » Rout . TFEF
5

This corresponds to the playing out of bits from the end of the critical interleaving frame to the end
of the output window. It happens that in the case shown, the critical interleaving frame – the one
with the longest delay until the end of the output window – is the first one, although this will not
always be the case. Note that the apparent 'negative' occupancy in this diagram does not mean
that an underflow has occurred, since we are showing the minimum occupancy (using the pushing
out model). In this context, the negative occupancy means that the bits of the interleaving frame
can be taken from the DJB before they are pushed out (as happens with the red bits which can be
taken from the TDI at any time after the end of the red interleaving frame and start playing out from
the end of the output window shown, in advance of the moment when they would be pushed out by
the green interleaving frame).
If instead we had set IFEF = 6, we would find that Omax » 0 (for both IFF = 0 and IFF = 1). In other
words, the DJB is only needed to store the extra bits resulting from the excess of Tdesign over Tbasic,
and is independent of the length of the FEF. This is because IFEF is equal to the interleaving frame
length PI.IJUMP, when this result will always hold true.
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So finally:

Omax

Tdesign  Tgap  Tchan  ( PI  1) I JUMPTF 



 RoutT .

TFEF  I FEF  ( PI  1) I JUMP  GCD ( I JUMP , I FEF )



 mod(I FF , GCD[ I JUMP , I FEF ])  mod(I FF , I FEF )
I FEF 


w here:

(38)
Rout

I FEF .Bchan

;
PI I JUMP ( I FEF TF  TFEF )

188
Bchan  N blocks ( K BCH  80)  N IB 
188  BMA

This is the equation given in section 5.3.1.
B.5 Formula for minimum time between interleaving frames
The minimum time between interleaving frames, TIF _ diff _ min , can be calculated from the formulae
for TIF _ start (n) and TIF _ end (n) above. We require the minimum time between any two successive
interleaving frames of the same PLP, so we are interested in:





TIF _ diff _ min  min TIF _ start (n  1)  TIF _ end (n)
n

 nP I
 I FF 
w here TIF _ start (n)  nPI I JUMP  I FF TF   I JUMP
(70)
TFEF
I FEF


 nP I
 I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP 
TIF _ end (n)  nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP TF   I JUMP
TFEF  Tdelivery
I FEF



For the calculation in section 5.7.4 we will account separately for the time within the relevant
T2-frames, and are only interested in the time between the relevant T2-frames, so from the formula
in section B.1.1 we will use the assumption that Tdelivery  TF . Considering first the terms in TF , we
therefore have:

(n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF TF  nPI I JUMP  I FF

 ( PI  1) I JUMP  1TF

 ( I JUMP  1)TF

(71)

This term is independent of n, so we only need to consider the minimum for the terms in TFEF :

 (n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF 
 nPI I JUMP  I FF  ( PI  1) I JUMP 

TFEF  
TFEF
I FEF
I FEF




 (n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF   (n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF  I JUMP  
 

 TFEF
I FEF
I FEF

 
 
We can simplify the part in braces by defining a function f(n) and adding extra terms that will allow
us to convert the floors to modulos:

f (n)  (n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF

...

 f (n)   f (n)  I JUMP 



I FEF
 I FEF  

 f (n)  f (n)  f (n)  I JUMP  f (n)  I JUMP  I JUMP

 



I FEF
I FEF
 I FEF
 I FEF  I FEF 


Rearranging:
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...

f (n)  I JUMP  f (n)  I JUMP   f (n)  f (n)   I JUMP



 
I FEF
I FEF

  I FEF  I FEF   I FEF
mod[ f (n)  I JUMP , I FEF ] mod[ f (n), I FEF ] I JUMP



I FEF
I FEF
I FEF


Therefore the TFEF terms can be written as:

TFEF
mod[(n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF  I JUMP , I FEF ]  mod[(n  1) PI I JUMP  I FF , I FEF ]  I JUMP 
I FEF

(72)

We are interested in the minimum value of this for any n. Using the terminology from Lemma 3, we
can re-write the modulos in the above expression in the form:

mod(n' a  f , b)  r ' g  mod( f , g ) and
mod(n' a  f  p, b)  r ' ' g  mod( f  p, g )
w here:
r'  mod(r  k,d); r''  mod(r  k ' , d ); r  mod(n' c, d ); n'  n  1
f
 f  p
a
b
k   ; k '  
; g  GCD (a, b); c  ; d 

g
g
g
 g 
The difference of the modulos therefore becomes:

r ' ' g  mod( f  p, g )  r ' g  mod( f , g )
 g (r ' 'r )  mod( f  p, g )  mod( f , g )

(73)

The term (r ' 'r ) is now the only variable term one, and we want its minimum.

r ' 'r

 mod(r  k ' , d )  mod(r  k , d )

As explained in Lemma 4, r can take all possible integer values between 0 and d-1. We will now
show that (r ' 'r ) can only have two possible values. Suppose r counts up from 0 to d-1; whilst
r  mod(k ' , d ) and r  mod(k , d ) are both less than d, the result will be the same as for r = 0, i.e.:

mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )
If mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d ) , as r increases, (r ' 'r ) will remain the same until r  mod(k ' , d )  d . At this
point the result will be reduced by d. Hence the second value, which will be the minimum in this
case, will be:

mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )  d
If r is increased further, the result will continue at its new value until r  mod(k , d )  d , at which
point it will be increased by d again, returning it to its original value. Suppose for example that d=5,
k'=-1 and k=7. The values of the resulting variables will therefore be:

R

0

1

2

3

4

r''=mod(r+k',d) 4

0

1

2

3

r=mod(r+k,d)

2

3

4

0

1

r''-r

2

-3

-3

2

2

and the minimum is given by mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )  d as expected.
By similar reasoning, if mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d ) , the two possible results for r ' 'r will be:

mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d ) and mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )  d
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and the first of these is the minimum. Finally if mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d ) , (r ' 'r ) will always be 0.
Putting these together, we can therefore say that:

min(r ' 'r )

mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )

mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )  d

if mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )
if mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )

(74)

However, we can see that (74) appears as though it could be re-written as a single expression
involving a 'mod'. Noting that, if x is not a multiple of y (nor zero), mod( x, y)  y  mod(x, y) , if the
second condition in (74) applies we can say:

mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )  d   mod mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d ), d 
w here w ehave used x  [mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d )] and also noted x  0 and x  d

(75)

However if the first condition in (74) applies, the expression on the right hand side of (75) also
gives the correct answer, since the outer mod will have no effect. We can therefore say:

min(r ' 'r )

  mod mod(k ' , d )  mod(k , d ), d 
  mod(k  k ' , d )

(76)

since the inner mod's will have no effect in the presence of the outer mod (as the inner mod's can
only change the result by a multiple of d). Therefore:

g. min(r ' 'r )

  g . mod(k  k ' , d )
  mod(gk  gk ' , gd )
 I 

 I  I JUMP 
  mod g  FF   g  FF
, I FEF 
g


  g 

  modI FF  mod(I FF , g )  I FF  I JUMP  mod(I FF  I JUMP , g ), I FEF 

(77)

  modmod(I FF  I JUMP , g )  mod(I FF , g )  I JUMP , I FEF 

Combining equations 70, 71, 72, 73 and 77 we can now write the overall equation for the minimum
time between interleaving frames:

TIF _ diff _ min

 TF ( I JUMP  1) 

 modmod(I FF  I JUMP , g )  mod(I FF , g )  I JUMP , I FEF 


 mod(I FF  I JUMP , g )  mod(I FF , g )  I JUMP

 I JUMP , g )  mod(I FF , g )  I JUMP
TFEF
I FEF

Let   mod(I FF


TIF _ diff _ min

 TF ( I JUMP  1) 

TFEF
  mod(, I FEF )
I FEF

 TF ( I JUMP  1) 

TFEF
I FEF


 
 I FEF 

 I FEF
  
 1)  TFEF 

 I FEF 

 TF ( I JUMP  1) 
 TF ( I JUMP



 
    I FEF 


 I FEF

TFEF
I FEF

  

  

 

 

The final result is therefore:

 mod(I FF  I JUMP , g )  mod(I FF , g )  I JUMP 
 TF ( I JUMP  1)  TFEF 

I FEF


w here g  GCD ( PI I JUMP , I FEF )

TIF _ diff _ min
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(50)

This is the equation given in section 5.7.4.
B.6 The Lemmas
This section proves several lemmas that are used in the previous sections to derive the other
results.
B.6.1 Lemma 1
A superframe contains NT 2 T2-Frames, hence NT 2 ( PI I JUMP ) Interleaving Frames and the same
number of output windows. It also contains NT 2 I FEF FEF parts and hence has a duration

NT 2TF  ( NT 2 I FEF )TFEF . Dividing the superframe duration by the number of output windows gives
the duration of an output window as (TF  TFEF I FEF ) PI I JUMP .
B.6.2 Lemma 2
We can express any A in the form A  CB  D , where C  A B and D  mod( A, B) , whence:

A  A  CB  D  A   A  mod( A, B)  A  mod( A, B)


   
  
.
B  B 
B
B
B
B B
B
B.6.3 Lemma 3
First we will find the set of possible values of mod(n.a, b) where n can take any integer value.
First let us express a and b in terms of their Greatest Common Divisor g=GCD(a,b), i.e. a=cg,
b=dg.

 na 
mod( na, b)  na  b  
b
 ncg 
 ncg  dg 

 dg 

 nc  
 g  nc  d   
 d 

 g mod( nc, d )

c and d are mutually prime (otherwise a and b would have a common factor larger than g), so
mod(nc,d) takes all possible values between zero and d-1 as n varies. Hence mod(na,b) can take
any value that is a multiple of g=GCD(a,b) less than b.
Now consider mod(n.a  f , b) . We can write this as

mod(mod(n.a, b)  f , b)
since taking the inner modulo will only change the result by a multiple of b, which will disappear
when the outer modulo is taken.
We have already shown that mod(n.a, b) can be any multiple of g=GCD(a,b) less than b. Hence
mod(n.a, b)  f can be written r.g  f where r  mod(nc, d ) is an integer and 0  r  d .

mod( na  f , b)  mod( r.g  f , dg )
 mod( r.g  k .g  l , dg )
 mod(mod( rg  kg, dg )  l , dg )
 mod( r ' g  l , dg )
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We have further defined k   f g  and l  mod( f , g ) , and r‟=mod(r+k,d).
Now, because of the definition of the mod function and because r and k are integers, 0  r '  d  1 ,
and similarly 0  l  g  1 . Hence 0  r ' g  l  (d  1) g  g  1, i.e. 0  r ' g  l  dg  1 . The outer
mod will therefore have no effect and we can say

mod(na  f , b)  r ' g  l
 r ' GCD(a, b)  mod f , GCD(a, b) 
Since 0  r '  d  1 and GCD(a,b)>0, the function is minimised when r‟=0, hence

min mod(na  f , b)   mod f , GCD(a, b) 
n

B.6.4 Lemma 4
We showed above that:

mod(na  f , b)  r ' GCD(a, b)  mod f , GCD(a, b) , where 0  r '  d  1
So the maximum occurs for r '  d  1:

max mod( na  f , b)   (d  1)GCD(a, b)  mod f , GCD(a, b) 
n

 b  GCD(a, b)  mod( f , GCD(a, b))
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Appendix C: Example cases
In this appendix we will summarise the VV700 series of test cases, which were designed
specifically to explore the limits of what is allowed by the RBM based on the theory developed in
this document.
In addition, for one set of test cases (VV710-713) we will present the detailed RBM behaviour as
simulated by the CSP. This will illustrate how the plots obtained are significantly different from the
theoretical variations in occupancy produced by the “pushing out” model, because the real RBM
works slightly differently as discussed in section 5.1. We will also see that the analysis
nevertheless predicts the correct required DJB size and critical fill ratio.
C.1 TDI overflow according to “last-columns” rule (VV700-703)
This set of test cases demonstrates the potential problem of TDI overflow caused by the "last
columns" rule. As described in section 5.7.1, there will generally not be a problem with the last
columns rule for type 2 PLPs. If the general principles outlined in section 3.1 are adhered to, there
will also not be a problem for type 1 PLPs. In contrast, this group of test cases demonstrates the
problems that can arise when going beyond those principles.
As described in section 5.7.4, the last-columns rule risks being broken when a relatively full
TI-block is followed by a relatively empty TI-block – the column skipping mechanism means that as
the second (relatively empty) block is being written to the TDI, the entire TDI memory is traversed
by the write pointer. If this happens before there is time to read the entire contents of the previous
(relatively full) block, overflow will have occurred according to the last columns rule.
Test cases VV700-703 therefore demonstrate a progression with the first TI-block gradually
becoming fuller and the second gradually becoming emptier. The definitions of each case generate
the following numbers of FEC blocks for each of first two TI-blocks (for PLP1), after which the
pattern repeats. The margin by which TDI overflow was avoided will be seen to be reducing
steadily from VV700 to VV702, and finally overflow occurs for VV703. These margins are reported
by the V&V RBM comparison process described in section 8.3. In this case it is the margin as
measured by the last-columns rule which will be seen to be steadily reducing and then overflowing
for PLP1 in VV703.
Test-case

FEC blocks in first
TI-block

FEC blocks in second
TI-block

VV700

46

29

VV701

48

27

VV702

50

25

VV703

53

23

Note that the reverse of this pattern is used for PLP2 (to produce the same total numbers of cells),
but interestingly, no overflow is observed with PLP2. This is because of the scheduling order – the
cells of PLP1 are scheduled (i.e. transmitted) first within the T2-frame, and so the long block in the
first frame is followed reasonably quickly by the short block in the second frame. In contrast, for
PLP2, the short block in the third T2-frame has a long gap at the beginning of this frame (whilst the
long block of PLP1 is being delivered). Hence its long block in the second T2-frame can be fully
decoded before the short block is received, and there is no risk of overflow. This is further helped
because much of the long block has also been output from the DJB before the short block is even
received, so the DJB has plenty of space. Conversely, for PLP1, since the short block is received
at the beginning of the frame, not much of it has been output, and most of the decoded bits must
be stored in the DJB. Eventually this becomes another constraint, further slowing the reading of
cells from the TDI, which also contributes to the overflow.
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C.2 Maximum FEF length (VV704-706)
These cases test the calculation of maximum allowed FEF length for constant bit-rate presented in
section 6.1. There is a single PLP and the BUFS value is the full 2Mbit allowed by [1].
The value for maximum allowed FEF length given by the CSP's MATLAB parameter check is
595380T.
In VV704 the FEF length is equal to this value exactly; in VV705 the FEF is 30T longer and in
VV706 it is 30T longer still. In fact VV705 does not result in overflow, presumably because of
conservative assumptions. However, VV706 does cause TDI overflow because the 2Mbit DJB is
not big enough.
Note that the value for maximum FEF length of 595380T (as stated above) was produced by an
earlier version of the CSP, and has been used for the V&V test cases. The CSP has now been
updated to use the values of Tgap and Tchan, as described in section 5.6, which are safer values for
a wider range of circumstances than had been used previously. Therefore as a result the maximum
FEF value reported by the CSP's parameter check is now slightly less than 595380T.
C.3 Minimum Design Delay (VV707-709)
These cases test the calculation of minimum design delay for cases with a single TI-block derived
in section 4.1. It has a group of PLPs with a common PLP. The MATLAB parameter check gives
the minimum design delay as 939019T, comprising a basic delay of 926720T and extra delay of
12299T. The first case has a delay of 939046T, which is a little above the recommended value,
and is OK. VV708 has a design delay of 935798T, which is below the recommended value but
does not actually cause underflow, and VV709 has a design delay of 935242T and results in DJB
underflow9.
The reason that VV708 does not actually overflow is that the worst-case condition for which the
components of extra delay are added is not in fact realised. In particular, the formula allows

N cells _ common
Rcell _ common

, which is approximately 3248T, for the case where a block of the common PLP is

decoded before the first block of the data PLP is decoded. In this case, the data PLP gets to use
the FEC chain first after the L1 decoding, because all the common blocks are decoded before the
end of the previous T2-frame. This can be seen in Figure 36, produced directly by the RBM
simulation in the CSP (see section 8.2). The bottom plot in the figure shows the DJB usage at each
point in time. If we had not included this term in the extra delay, the design delay would have been
935771T, which explains why VV708 does not underflow.

______________________________________________________________________________
9

Around the time this document was being completed, some minor changes were being made to the
definitions for some of the VV700 series cases, to allow them to be used in a repeating sequence for
equipment testing – the final values of design delay chosen may differ very slightly from the values noted
here, but the principles remain the same.
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Figure 36: DJB simulation for VV708

C.4 DJB budget for fully dynamic multiple PLPs (VV710-713)
This series of V&V test cases is designed to test the calculations of DJB occupancy for fullyvariable bit-rate presented in section 5.2. In each case the plots presented and the discussions of
fill levels are for PLP1. The other PLPs are not critical.
VV710 has approximately the minimum allowable BUFS value assuming unconstrained input. The
entire buffer will be required in the case where the input sequence has the worst-case input
sequence of zero bit-rate followed by maximum bit-rate and with the transition from zero to
maximum occurring at the moment corresponding to the critical fill, as described in section 5.2.1.
In VV710, the BUFS value is just enough to handle this critical input sequence, and the “chapter
definitions” have been designed to deliver this worst-case input as closely as practically possible
(see Appendix A for an explanation of how the chapters are designed). The variation in TDI
occupancy and the corresponding DJB occupancy is shown in Figure 37, which was produced by
the comparison script described in section 8.3 (although note that in this figure implementations
other than the CSP have been hidden). The TDI occupancy is divided into two parts: the “input”
occupancy is the number of cells in the TDI belonging to the TI-block being written, and the
“output” occupancy is the number of cells belonging to the TI-block being read.
The third Interleaving Frame is the critical one. As explained in section 5.2.1, at the critical fill level,
the bits of the interleaving frame will start to be played out of the DJB just after they have been
“pushed out” of the TDI. Hence the DJB must be big enough to contain all of the bits of the critical
frame.
However, remember that in the model, cells can be taken out of the TDI earlier if there is space in
the DJB. Since the DJB is big enough to contain all the bits of the Interleaving Frame, in practice
the TDI will be emptied rather more quickly. The vertical green line in the figure indicates the
moment at which the last cell of the critical frame would be pushed out, since at this point as many
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cells of the new (maximum bit-rate) frame have been written as were cells in the critical frame.
From the DJB occupancy plot, it is evident that this is indeed the instant at which the output bit-rate
goes up to the maximum since the occupancy suddenly starts to drop.

Figure 37: TDI and DJB occupancy for VV710

In VV711, the value of BUFS has been reduced to a little below the previous value, but the input
sequence has remained the same. Hence the DJB is not big enough to deal with the input and
overflow is expected. The results are shown in Figure 38. As in VV710, the data starts to be played
out of the DJB at the instant where the last cell would have been pushed out of the TDI, since the
fill level is still critical. However, this time there is not room in the DJB for the critical frame‟s data
and so the last FEC block cannot be sent to the FEC chain until the DJB has started to play out
some data. Instead, this last FEC block remains in the TDI (the TDI output occupancy during the
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plateau is 8100 cells, or one 256-QAM FEC block). This constitutes an overflow of the TDI since
more cells have been written than have been read.

Figure 38: TDI and DJB occupancy for VV711

VV712 the BUFS value is kept at the same (insufficient) value as in VV711, but the input sequence
is changed so that the fill level is slightly above the critical level. The buffer levels are shown in
Figure 39. This means that the output goes to maximum bit-rate slightly before the last cell would
be pushed out. In this case there is not enough space for all the bits of the Interleaving Frame, and
hence the last three blocks (24300 cells) cannot be sent to the FEC chain immediately.
Nevertheless, when the DJB does start to play out data, the bits played out free up enough space
for the remaining cells to be read out of the TDI just before they would be overwritten.
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Figure 39: TDI and DJB occupancy for VV712

Finally, Figure 40 shows the occupancy variation for VV713, which is like VV712 except that this
time the fill level is less than the critical amount. Note how the DJB starts to play out a short time
after the cells would be pushed out. Although the DJB is not big enough to hold all the bits of the
critical frame, it can hold all the bits of this under-filled frame and hence the TDI can be emptied
well before the cells would have been pushed out.
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Figure 40: TDI and DJB occupancy for VV713
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Appendix D: Symbols and abbreviations
This appendix lists symbols used in this document for ease of reference. The list is confined to
symbols used in more than one place in the document and symbols defined in other documents,
particularly the ETSI documents [1] and [2]. Symbols not listed here are defined in the same
section where they are used.
D.1 Symbols
MOD
MODCOD
Bchan
Bearly
BMA
Cdata
cfr
CP2
CP2data
Ctot
D0
DBC
DDJB
Dextra
DFEC
Dframe
DMA
Dss_est
Dss_last
Dss
i
i’
IJUMP
IFEF
IFF
j
KBCH
Ksig_post
LF
m
n
NbiasCellsTotal
Nbig
Nblocks

number of transmitted bits per constellation symbol
number of transmitted information bits per constellation symbol
The number of bits delivered in each Interleaving Frame (for constant bit-rate)
The number of bits carried in all the TI-blocks of an interleaving frame,
excluding the last TI-block (for single PLP cases without frame skipping)
The number of bytes inserted (or removed) during mode adaptation
Number of active cells in one normal symbol
Critical fill ratio (the proportion of the output window filled with maximumrate data in the critical case of maximum raw DJB occupancy)
Number of active cells in one P2 symbol
Number of PLP cells carried within all the P2 symbols of one T2-frame
Number of active cells in one T2-frame
Number of bits pushed into the DJB as a result of the delivery of the whole
sub-slices of the critical T2-frame
Total number of cells occupied by the bias balancing cells and the associated
dummy cells in one T2-frame (equivalent to NbiasCellsTotal)
Required DJB size in bits
Number of bits to be added to 'smooth' estimate of DJB occupancy, to allow
for the effects sub-slicing
Intermediate result used in calculating DDJB – the occupancy having allowed
for the effects of whole FEC blocks and the required margin
Number of output bits carried in one T2-frame for a particular PLP
Intermediate result used in calculating DDJB – the occupancy having allowed
for the effects of mode adaptation
Number of bits estimated to be pushed into the DJB during the critical
T2-frame before allowing for the effects of the sub-slices
Number of bits pushed into the DJB by the last sub-slice of the critical
T2-frame
Number of output bits carried by each whole sub-slice
Index of cell being written into the TDI
Index of cell being pushed out of the TDI by the “last columns” rule
Frame interval: difference in frame index between successive T2-frames to
which a particular PLP is mapped (signalled by FRAME_INTERVAL)
Number of T2-frames between successive FEFs (signalled by
FEF_INTERVAL)
First frame index – the frame index of the first T2-frame of the super-frame to
which a particular PLP is mapped
Index of cell being pushed out of the TDI
number of bits of BCH uncoded Block
Number of signalling bits per FEC block for L1-post signalling
Number of OFDM symbols per T2-frame excluding P1
T2-frame number
Interleaving Frame index within the super-frame
Total number of cells occupied by the bias balancing cells and the associated
dummy cells in one T2-frame
Number of FEC blocks in the last TI-block of an Interleaving Frame
Number of FEC blocks in Interleaving Frame (Note that [1] uses NBLOCKS_IF)
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NblocksMax
Ncells
Ncells_common
Ncombinations
NextraBlocks
NFC
NFCcells
NFEC_TI(s)
NFIFO
NIB
Nmax
NP2
Nrd
Nsmall
Nsubslices_total
NT2
NTI
NtotalType2Cells
Nwr
Olimit
Omax
OmaxSmooth
Ostart
PI
Rcell
Rcell_common
Rchan
Rmax
Rout
RS
Rslice
RTS
T
t
t'
Tbasic
TbiasCells
Tblock(j)
Tchan
Tdesign
Tdelivery(j)

Maximum number of FEC blocks in Interleaving Frame (Note that [1] uses
NBLOCKS_IF_MAX)
Number of OFDM cells per FEC Block
Number of OFDM cells for the common PLP of a particular group of PLPs
Number of interleaving frames which must be checked to calculate the overall
maximum DJB occupancy
Number of FEC blocks that can be decoded before the L1 hold-off begins
Number of data cells in the Frame Closing symbol
Number of cells for the relevant PLP carried in the Frame Closing symbol of
one T2-frame
Number of FEC blocks in TI-block (s)
Size in cells of the FIFO included in the Receiver Buffer Model
Number of bits of in-band signalling
Maximum number of FEC blocks in one TI-block
Number of P2 symbols per T2-frame
Number of FEC blocks in the TI-block currently being read
Number of FEC blocks in the first TI-block of an Interleaving Frame
Number of subslices per T2-frame
Number of T2-frames in a super-frame
Number of TI-blocks in an Interleaving Frame
Total number of type 2 cells in each T2-frame for all PLPs
Number of FEC blocks in the TI-block currently being written
Raw occupancy corresponding to DJB size, used when calculating maximum
FEF length
Maximum raw DJB occupancy
Maximum raw DJB occupancy assuming smooth delivery (i.e. ignoring the
effects of sub-slices)
Number of bits of one interleaving frame pushed into the DJB by the
beginning of a particular T2-frame
Number of T2-frames to which each Interleaving Frame is mapped
Rate at which the RBM assumes cells will be processed by the FEC chain
Value of Rcell which applies to the common PLP of a particular group of PLPs
Equivalent decoded bit-rate at which cells are delivered by the channel during
one T2-frame
Maximum output bit-rate for a given PLP
Output bit-rate for a given constant bit-rate PLP
Fundamental rate 1/T
Equivalent faster decoded bit-rate at which cells are delivered by the channel
during individual sub-slices
Output Transport Stream rate
Elementary time period for the bandwidth in use
Time taken to fill the DJB for the critical condition
Time taken to empty the DJB for the critical condition
Basic delay (part of the design delay related to filling up the TDI)
The time for the channel to deliver the bias balancing cells and any associated
dummy cells
The basic delay (for a single PLP case with multiple TI-blocks) taking account
only of the requirements TI-block j
Time within a T2-frame during which the relevant data cells are delivered by
the channel
Design delay: value of TTObase for first Interleaving Frame of superframe
The time from the beginning of the T2-frame to complete delivery of the jth
TI-block (for single PLP cases with multiple TI-blocks)
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Texcess
Textra

The time by which Tdesign exceeds the instant when all of the cells of a PLP
have been delivered by the channel
Extra delay added to basic delay to form the full design delay (in most cases) t

TendLastBlock

Time at which the last TI-block of the T2-frame finishes being written to the
TDI, relative to the beginning of the same T2-frame, equal to

Tdelivery ( NTI  1)
TF
TFEF
TframeHoldoff

The duration of one T2-frame
The duration of the FEF
The instant in time, measured from the start of the T2-frame, which, in the
absence of a FEF, is the latest moment allowing a full FEC block to be
decoded before the FEC chain would be needed for decoding the L1 signalling
of the following T2-frame
Time between the start of the T2-frame and the start of delivery of the
relevant data cells by the channel in that T2-frame
The additional time that must be added to the basic delay for the last TI-block
of the T2-frame to ensure there is time to decode the L1 signalling in the
following frame (for single PLP cases with multiple TI-blocks)
Output delay: time from the start of delivery of the current Interleaving Frame
to the start of the output of the previous Interleaving Frame
The time needed to output the bits carried by TI-blocks 0.. j-1 (for single PLP
cases with multiple TI-blocks; equal to 0 for j=0)
Time taken to output one TS-packet

Tgap
Tholdoff

TOD
Toutput(j-1)
Tpacket

Textra
TOW

Extra delay (time added to the basic delay to allow for various issues)

TF
TFEF
TL1
TP1
TP2
TS
TSF
TTO

Duration of one T2-frame
Duration of one FEF part
Time required to decode the L1 signalling
Duration of the P1 symbol
Total duration of the P2 symbols (TP2=NP2 TS)
Total OFDM symbol duration
Duration of one super-frame
Time To Output: time between the start of the first T2-frame of an Interleaving
Frame and the output of the first complete transmitted packet of that
Interleaving Frame (assuming no additional delays)
Time between the start of the first T2-frame of an Interleaving Frame and the
start of the output window for that Interleaving Frame

Output window duration

TTObase

x 

Round towards minus infinity: the most positive integer less than or equal to x

 x 

Round towards plus infinity: the most negative integer greater than or equal to
x

D.2 Abbreviations
V&V
FEF
DJB
TI
TDI
DNP
OIOO
RBM
PLP
GCD
CSP
CRC
FEC

Validation and Verification
Future Extension Frame
De-jitter buffer
Time Interleaver
Time De-interleaver
Deleted Null Packet [count]
One-in-one-out
Receiver Buffer Model
Physical Layer Pipe
Greatest Common Divisor (also known as Highest Common Factor)
Common Simulation Platform
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Forward Error Correction
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TS

Transport Stream
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